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.. We slaall dn1 the blood-soaked Hunprlan mud
on to tlle carpeu of your dnwlaa rooms.
· la Y8ln do yoa take us lato your homn-we still
nmala homeless. la vain do you dress us ln new
clothn-we nmala ln n1L From now on a hundred
thoaaad question marks coafront you.
If )'Oa wlsh to llve ln the Illusion of a false peace,
do not heed as. ln oar stnets there an still cobblestoaes from whlch to bulld barrlcadeL From our
· wooélswe caa sdll 1et stout sticks. We still han clear
consciences wlth whlch to face the auns.
But If you wlll heed us. llsten. And at lona last
understand. We not only want to bear witness to the
sufterlnp of the Hunprlan people ln thelr flaht for
freedom. We want to draw the attention of all people
to the simple truth that freedom can oaly be achlned
throuah struaale,
Peace ls not slmply an absence of war. No people
have lon1ed more passlonately for peace than we. But
lt must not be the peace of quiescence. This ln,·olns
compllclt)' ln oppression. We promise the world that
we shall remaln the apostles of freedom.
Ali worken. soclallsts. even communlsts. must at last
undentand that a bunaucratic state bas nothina to do
with Socfallsm,n
Nemzetôr. 15 January. 195i.
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Introduction
"Soclallsm is man's Positive self-consclouaness.n
K. Marx.
Economie and Philosophie Manuscripts (1844).

Most of ail it shocked those honest workers and intellectuals
who sincerely looked to Russia as the defender of socialism.
To them a treasured ideal, an ideal for which they had fought
and suffered for many years, and for which many of their
comrades had died, had proved to be worm-eaten.
The Hungarian Revolution was the most important event in
working class history since October 1917. It marked the end
of an era and the beglnning of a new one. lt irrevocably
destroyed any moral advantase the Kremlin and those who
support it may ever have had. But it was much more than
this. It was a verv positive event. From the Hungarian
Revolution can be drawn tessons of the utmost importance
for ail who wish to bring about the change to a classless
society in Britain or anywhere else in the world.
In 1956 the Hunsarlan working class inscribed on its
banner the demand for workers' management of production.
It insisted that Workers' Councils should play a dominant
role in ail realms of social life. It did soin a society in which
the private ownership of the means of production (and the
old ruling class based on it) had been largely eliminated.
And it did so in a society in which political power was held
• on behalf of the working class ' by a sèlf-styled working
class party. In putting forward these two c;lemands under
these particular circumstances, the Hunsarlan workers blazed
a trait. ln the second half of the twentieth century their ideas
will become the common heritage of ail workers, in an lands.
The Hungarlan Revolution was far more than a national
uprising or than an attempt to change one set of rulers for
another. It was a social revolution in the fullest sense of the
term, Its obiect was a fondamental change in the relations
of production, in the relations between ruler and ruled in
factories, pits, and on the land. The elimination of private
property in the means of production had solved none of these
problems. The concentration of palitical pawer into the
bands of a bureaucratie • elite ' had intensified them a
thousandfold.
By its key demands, by its heroic example, and despite its
temporary éclipse, the Hungarian Revolution unset an
previous political classifications and prognoses. lt created
new lines of demarcation not only in the ranks of the workina
class movement, but in society in general. It exposed the
theoretical void in the traditional • left ' A mass of old
problems have now become irrelevant. Old discussions are
now seen to be meaningless. The time is up for terminological
subtleties, for intellectual tight-rope walking, for equivocation
and for skilful avoidance of facing up to reality. For years to
come ail important questions for revolutionaries will boil
down to simple queries: Are you for or against the programme of the Hungarlan Revolution? Are you for or against
workers' management of production? Are you for or against
the rule of the Workers' Councils ?
Most people have only a very superficial knowledge of
these weeks of October and November 1956. They have less
knowledge still of the events which led up to them. We feel
this book may contribute to a better knowledge and understanding of what really took place.

At 3.00 a.m. on November 4, 1956, fifteen Russian armoured
divisions comprising 6,000 tanks massed at key points in
Hungary to make final preparations for their second assault
on a relatively defenceless people. The first assault, little
more than a week earlier. had been a confused affair. Moscow
pretended not to have been consulted. Hungarians had not
been expected to fiidit the tanks almost with their bare bands.
Russian soldiers had not been expected to go over to the
side of the Hungarian workers in such numbers. This time.
there were to be no mistakes. At 4.00 a.m. the tanks went
in.
It took them nearly two weeks to crush the main centres
of armed resistance. One of the greatest proletarian
revolutions in history was drowned in blood. It is bitter
irony indeed that those who ordered this massacre claimed
to be the standard bearers of the glorious revolution of
October 1917. Thirty nine years earlier. Russia had for a
white been the headquarters of world revolution. From
there the clarion call had gone out to the toiling and oppressed
people of the world to overthrow their masters and to join
bands with the Russian workers in building a new societv,
Today, however. it is not the midwives of the Revolution who
occupy the Kremlin, it is its undertakers.
After World War II. the Russians succeeded in enforcing
their • socialism ' along the banks of the Danube and up to
the frontiers of Austria. They ruled an area extending from
the Baltic in the north to the Balkans in the south. Over a
bundred million people of various nationalities had fallen
witbin the embrace of the new Russian bear. For many
years these people had been bullied, oppressed, manipulated.
managed, either by Czarist Russia or one of the Western
States. Under Stalinist rule they fared no better. Their
chains were if anything tightened.
To them the word
• socialism ' came to mean its very opposite.
ln March 1953, Stalin died. ln June the workers of East
Berlin rebelled. The revoit, remarkable for the political
character of the demands put forward, was soon quelled by
Russian tanks. By 1956. these subiect nations were becoming
more and more of a political liability to Russia's rulers.
The Russian bureaucracy recognised the danger: at the 20th
Congress Krushchev himself debunked the Stalin myth and
promised to liberalise Stalin's methods. But Krushchev and
bis supporters soon found themselves in a dilemma. lt is
difficult to continue practising a religion after you have
destroyed its god. Although Russia's rulers attempted to
break with some of the worst evils of their past, they were
(and remain) incapable of coping with the root causes of these
evils.
The workers of Poznan, in Poland, were the first to
demonstrate what they thousht of the • chansed ' road to
'socialism'. The Hungarians were surprised and later elated
to see how leniently these rebellious workers - and even their
'leaders'- were treated. In their turn they rose. They
were victorious. And then they were crushed by the very
methods Krushchev had denounced only a few months earlier.
Many throughout the world were shocked at this butchery.
l

East-West Agreement
..... From die tint moment of vlctory, mlstrast malt be dlrected no lonaer asalnst the eonqaered
reaedonuy pudea, bat aplnst die worken' prevloas ailles. aplmt the party that wllhes to
exploit tlae c:ommon vletory for ltseU atone • • • The worken malt pat dlemselves at the eommaad not of die State aadlorlty but of die revoladonary eommanlty eoanel11 wbleh the
worken wlll bave maaaaed to 1et adopted • • • Arma and ammunldon must not be sanendered ·
on any pretext."
·
·
K. Marx & F. Engels. Addre&& to the Central Committee of the Communiit League (1850)

.
.
With the defeat of Nazi Germany, the whole of Europe was
seething for revolutionary change. Nothing like it had been
felt since 1917. We shall later see how the Rùssian leaders
maintained • order ' in their own sphère of influence in the
face of this proletarian threat, to their power. ln the West,
the communist parties (and in some cases, the . social-·
democratic parties) helped the ruling classes maintain their
kind of order.
ln FRANCE, considerable power was in the bands of
Resistance groups. These were dominated by • communists '
and ' socialists •. Ail that really stood between the French
workers and effective power were a few shaky bayonets in the
bands of British and American soldiers, most of whom only
~nted to go home.
·
On the. instructions of the Communist leaders, the
Resistance groups handed over their arms to the so-ealled
National Liberation Government headed by General de Gaulle.
On January 21, 1945. Maurice Thorez, General Secretary of
the French Communist Party, announced that the Patriotic
Militia had served well aaainst the Nazis. But now, be said.
the situation had changed. "Public securlty should be assured
bv a reaular oolice force. Local Committees of Uberation
should not substitute themselves for the local governments."1
His statements and actions closelv resembled those of
l.ieneral de Gaulle.
The Communist Party was instructed to continue the
campaign of wartime • unity ', Thev abandoned the class
struggle, They preached the virtues of production. They
denounced workers defending their wages and conditions.
"The strike", they said, "was the weapon of the trusts". On
November 17. 1945, they entered the coalition government
formed by General de Gaulle. Thorez was one of the five
Commun'st leaders in a cabinet of twenty-two members. He
was appointed Minister of State.
The French Communist Party's programme in 1945 can be
summarised as follows: (a) control of the trusts : (b) liberty
of conscience, press and association ; Cc) the right to work
and leisure ; (d) social securitv for workers to be orovided
by the state ; (e) aid to the peasants throush the syndicates
and co-ops, Hardly the programme of a revolutionary party !
No liberal-minded Tory would have had qualms about
supportlng it.
ln ITALY, the Communist leaders propped up the old ruling
class in much the same way. The Communist Party, of which
Togliatti was the General Secretary, had representatives in
the governments of Bonomi and of Marshal Badoglio. They
enthusiastically protected the capitalist state against révolu-

Prior to 1939, aU the pawerflil capitalist nations, includina
Hitler'• Germany, were aareed tbat the USSR was the real
vlllain. on the stage of lûatory. Then the nature of their
economies led them into war with one another. ln 1941
Hitler invaded Russia and the western capitalist 'democracies'
contracted a union· with the • villaüi ', with the USSR. But
tbis was no love-match. lt wu a marriage of expediency,
coloured b:, the fond hope tbat Russia and Germany would
mutuall:, annihilate one another. Strategy was planned
towards tbis end. But this stategy failed. The grandiose
dreams of the rulers of Britaln and America of emerging from
the war as undisputed masters of the world did not materialise.
The:, had reckoned without the heroic resistance of the
Russian people against German fascism.
Russia paid a staggering price. The Nazi invaders caused
incalculable damage-to buildings and to machinery. ln the
early montbs of the war, when the Red Army was in retreat.
a ' scorched eartb ' palicy was carried out. Millions of
Russians gave ail they had - their very lives. Yet while the
battles of World War Il were still being fouaht the causes of
World War III were already maturing.
Russia emerged from the war the second most powerful
nation in the world. ln throwina back the German army
to the borders of the Elbe, it had acquired half a continent.
These were spoils indeed and hardly the outcome bargained
for by the West. Their failure to contain ' the red menace '
led to near panic in their ranks.
Veiled tbreats were made. Two hundred thousand people
were murdered in Hiroshima and Nagasaki by atom bombs.
The real purpose of this crime was to warn Russia's rulers to show them there would be no Jimit to the ruthlessness! of
the Western ruling classes should they feel their interests
threatened. But the Western powers were not strong enough
to challenge the situation in Europe itself. They were in no
position to dispute the established fact. Eastern Europe
belonged to the USSR ' by virtue of conquest '.
Formai recognition of the new real'ty was given at the
Yalta Conference, in February 1945. Those parts of Europe
' liberated ' by the Red Army (the satellite states) would
remain in the Russian sphere of influence. Western Europe
ana Greece would be left to Stalin's Western • allies '.
Persia was also recognised as being within the •Western'
sphere. During the war the Red Army had • liberated •
northem Persia. After hostilities ended, it withdrew.
1. In July 1945, the Japanese hacl offered to negotlate on • uncondltlonal
surrender ' tenna. They were Jgnored. The A-bombs were dropped on
August 6 and !I. Paradoldcally, the Russlans were not opposed to thls.
They were curlous to see the result : they were already workln&
dlll&ently to produce thelr own nuclear weapon1.

2. Pohtlcs, New York Times, Marc:h 1!145.
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tion. The New York Times in a report during September
1944, stated: "A good many Italian fascists seek refuge in the
Communist Party. Communists take over the party headquarters and institutions of the former reslme like the Balila,
etc .• thereby soothing the transition from the old to the new.'
Nor were the ' communists ' deterred when unable to enter
bourgeois coalition llOYernments. Indeed, they helped them
as much as possible by calling on the masses to support these
wartime alliances. Prior to the General Election of 194S, the
British Communist Party declared itself in favour of a
coalition govemment with • progressive ' Tories, like Eden
and Churchill !
ln EASTERN EUROPE, as we shall · see, the Communists
were able to gain comolete contrai.
This they did by
appointing Communist ministers to take char!le of the state
security forces via the Ministries of the Interior. But in
the West (France, ltaly and Belgium) although the Communists
participated in national governments3 the Ministrv of the

Interior was never within their grasp. In France, Duclos
reached out for this post. But the bid failed. It did not have
the backing of the Red Army.
Why did these Communist Parties act in this way ? What
social interests did they represent 7 Had they ceased to be
true parties of the working class ? The Hungarian events of
19S6 were to gjve clear-cut answers to these questions. But
already the answers were beinA hinted at. The Communist
leaders knew that if the state machines in Western Europe
were to collapse, social revolution would certainly follow. And
without the backing of the Red Army, the Communists would
have been powerless to control the workers.' While Communists have from time to time proclaimed ' ail power to the
workers !' they always added - if only under thèir breath • ••• under the leadership of the Communist Party•. • Under'
is tlie operative word. How far under was demonstrated in
Eastern Europe, from 1944 on. There they dld have the Red

3. Wlth the advent of Marshall Ald two yean later, tbey were ltlcted·
out of thne. aovemments, wlthout a wonl of thanks for the services
tbey bad rendered to tlle capltallst class.

4. Tbat 1enulne l'ffOludon by the people must be avolded
ail COits,
wu a point on wblch botb • communlst • parties and capltallst ones
were completeb' 11Dlted.

Army.

at

Liberation?
.. Uader SoclaUsm au wlll sovera ha tara aad wlll
IOOD become accaatomed to ao oae soverala1 ".

V. I. Lenin. The Stttte t111d Rnolution (1917).

Some people still believe that the Red Army carried the
tide of social revolution with it as it entered Eastern
Europe in 1944. This is quite untrue. Not on)y was the ·
real essence of the regjmes (social exploitation) left unchanaed,
but for a long while even the existin1 political set-up was
kept in being with '.only a few superficial changes. Even
the same policemen were often ke!>t on. As far as the
masses were concemed ail was the same as before. Only
the language spoken by the occupying army had changed.
The reason for the Russian Govemment's collaboration with
the "class enemy" was, according to Molotov, "to maintain
law and order and prevent the rise of anarchy ". Rumania.
Bulgaria and Hungary provide clear examples of whose • law '
and what • order ' was maintained.
(a) RUMANIA
The first Eastern Eurooean state to be occupied by the Red
Army was Rumania. The Russian Govemment immediately
announced its intention of maintaining the status quo.
" The Soviet Government declares that it does not pursue
the aim of acquiring any part of Rumanian territory or of
changing the existing social order in Rumania. It equally
declares that the entry of Soviet troops is solely the conséquence of military necessities and of the continuation of
resistance by enemy forees,"!
The " enemy forces " were not Nazi desperadoes as might

be expected from the statement. but guerilla armies who had
been fiahtinà the Nazis. These guerillas had orilinally been
organized by the Peasant Party of which the leader was Iuliu
Maniu. Maniu became a member of the new government.
When he orderecl bis auerillas to clisbana and tum in their
anns Moscow Radio commented: " Maniu's declaration is
belated. Even before this order the Red Army Command
had tiquidated ail bandit groups ••• "
Under the Nazis these guerillas had been • brave resistance
fighters '. Under the Kremlin they were • bandits '. Could
their cnntinued resistance have been spurred on by the
compasition of the 11ew ,wvemment ?
Molotov's auarantee not to interfere with the existina
social order encouraged King Michael to appoint a reactionary
aovemment. General Sanatescu was made Prime Minister,1
an office he was to hold for seven months. During this time,
the workers showed what they felt. There were many uprisings
and revolts against the govemment. The Kremlin, with an
army of a million men now in the country, then decided
that if Sanatescu could not eontrol the people, be should go.
Vyshinski travelled to Bucharest. Soviet artillery was
posted in front of the royal palace. This was bardly
necessary. His Majesty promptly complied with Russian
demands. Sanatescu's ministry was dissolved and replaced

S. Molotov speech of April 2, 1944.

6. August 23, 1944.
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with one headed by Petru Groza.7
Gheorghe Tatarescu
became Vice-Premier.
Both Groza and Tatarescu had been members of pre-war
riaht-wing governments.
In 1911 Tatarescu had led the suppression of
peasant uprising in which 11,000 peasants had

a

been murdered. He was Minister of State at the tiJne of
the anti-Jewish pogroms of 1927. He was world-famous as
an exponent of extreme right-wing doctrines. The British
Communist Party itself had called hiJn " the leader of the
Right pro-Hitler wing of the National Liberal Party ",a the
party which helped King Carol establish his fascist régime
under Marshal Antonescu.
Prime Minister Groza's government was assisted by two leading members of the Communist Party, comrades Gheorge
Gheorghiu Dei and Lucretiu Patrascanu. They were allotted
the respective posts of Minister of Public Works and Communications and of Minister of Justice. Patrascanu soon made
bis ' socialist ' position clear: " lndustrialists, businessmen
and bankers will escape punishment as war criminals under
a law being drawn up by Lucretiu Patrascanu, .Minister of
Justice, and Communist members of the Government.
Rumania could not afford to loose the services of merchants
and industrialists, M. Patrascanu said. He expressed the
opinion that the country would pursue a more liberal policy
towards this class than the French have ".9
''Premier Groza said bis government did not in tend to apply
either collectfvisation of the land or nationalisation of the
banks or industries and that the mere question showed
ignorance of its programme ".10 Stalin himself advised Groza
" to keep the system of private enterprise and private
profit ".11
So, factories and enterprlses owned by foreign capital were
also allowed to remain intact. Capitalists who had worked
hand-in-glove with the Nazis were permitted to keep their
wealth and continue their activities. That this happened with
Groza as Prime Minister is hardly surprising, He was a
banker and owned many factories and a large estate. Before
the war be had been a minister in two right-wing governments
under General Averescu (1920-1, 1926-7).
Politically-conscious Rumanian workers did not expect such
a government to represent interests other than those of the
big landowners and financiers. Nor did they wonder why
Groza was openly opposed to measures of social reform and
why he staunchly upheld the sanctity of private property,
But that a government carrying out a poliey of suppressing
workers and peasants should have been virtually appointed
by Soviet Russia forced many Rumanian revolutionaries to
think. lt forced them to change opinions and ideals they
had held for years. Eventually, even Maniu and bis
supporters withdrew from Parliament. But such were the
rumblings among the people that even this trivial demonstration of independence could not be tolerated by the government
and its Communist supporters. Maniu was promptly charged
with being • anti-monarchist ',12 a • fascist • and an • enemy
of the people •.
Maniu was tried and sentenced to solitary confinement for
life.11 The President of the tribunal was the wartime Director
General of prisons and concentration camps. He owed his
appointment to the tribunal to a leading member of the
Communist Party, Patr.ascanu.
7. 1be JCremlln'sezplanatlon to the British Government wu that the
Sanatescu Govemment wu unable to malntaln control over 'fuclsts'
and 'pro-Hltlerlte elements• ln the country,
a. World Nev,• and Vieul•,November 19, 1938.
9. Nw, Yo,.k Timu, March 17, 1945.
10. Nw, Yo,.k Tinw•, September26, 1945,
11. Radio BucharestreDOrted that Groza had made thls statement when
desc:rlblng hls talka wfth Stalln ln autumn 1945.
12. At an electlon meetingln Buchareston November17, 1946, Gheorghiu
Del Oeader of the ComlQunlst Party) ended hls speech wlth the slogans:
" Vote for the Klng's govemment I Long live the King I Long live hls
commandera and soldlers I Long live the Army whlch ls hls and the
people's 1 " [Ygael Glucksteln, Stalin'• Satellite• in Erm,r,e, Allen &
Unwln, p.141.)
13. Manlu dled ln 1955.

tb) BULGARIA
When the Red Army occupied Bulgaria the Russian-backed
'Fatherland Front' Government took over. It was headed
by Colonel Khimon Georgiev. Colonel Demain Velchev was
Minister of War. Both had been former leaders of the
Military League, a fascist organisation sponsored by
Mussolini.H
Colonel Georgiev had also been the instigator of the fascist
coup of 1934 which had dismissed Parliamént, dissolved the
unions and declared them illégal. He had then become
Prime Minister and had beaun a reign of terror which. in its
ruthless ferocity, surpassed even that of 19:?3. The Minister
of the Interior of the new ' Fatherland Front' Government
was Anton Yugow, a Communist leader. He controlled the
state security forces and was responsible for maintaining
• order •.
When the Nazi military machine eventually collapsed, the
great rnaiority of the Bulgarian people were naturallv overjoyed. Although tired of war and oppression. their relief did
not lead them to inactivity, Revolution-the opportunity
at last to become the masters of their own destiny - now
appeared possible. During the autumn months of 1944, in
Sofia and other towns. workers' militias arrested the fascists
and clamped them in gaol. They held mass demonstrations.
They elected full democratic people's tribunals. The police
were disarmed and in many cases disbanded.
The soldiers' feelings were in harmonv with those of the
people: " Reports on the Bulgarian forces of occupation in
Western Thrace and Macedonia vividly recall the picture of
the Russian Army in 1917. Soldiers' councils have been set
up. Officers have been dexraded, red flags hoisted, and normal
saluting has been abclished.?!- This similarity to 1917 was
anathema to the Russian and B1*i!rian ' Communist ' leaders.
Backed bv the Russian High Command. the Minister of War.
Colonel Velchev. issued a strict order to his troops. "Return
immediately to normal (sic) discipline. Abolish Soldiers'
Councils. Hoist no more red ftags."
Sincere Bulgarian Communists denounced the hypocnsy of
the Russians. Molotov atternpted to que li the ensuing furore:
"If certain Communists continue their présent conduct, we
will bring them to reason. Bulgaria will remain with ber
democratic government and her present order ... You must
retain ail valuable arrny officers from before the coup d'etat.
You should reinstate in the service ail officers who have been
dismissed for various reasons."!'
The sinister ring of these words echoed throush Bulgaria,
In 1934, the fascist Colonel Georgiev had attacked the
workers. He. had suppressed strikes with loss of life and
declared them illegal. In 1945, the same Colonel Georgiev,
now a Communist stooge, attacked striking workers as
'fascists.' "In March 1945 a number of coal miners struck
for higher wages. They were immediately branded as
• anarchists ' and ' fascists ·, and rushed into jail by the
Communist-controlled state militia.?"
(c) HUNGARY
In 1918, the feeling in Hungary had been strong for
revolutionary change. These feelings had for a time been
peacefully channelled through the Government of Count
Karolyi, who had a reputation for being some kind of a
Socialist. The· Karolyi Government made some concessions
to the people. ln March 1919. the Allies brouaht about the
fall of the Karolyi Government. They issued Hungary with
an ultimatum concerning the frontier with Czechoslovakia
which Hungarians felt would be • crippling the cripple ·.
Patriotic and revolutionary feelings combined and Bela
14. In 1923, the Militai')' League organlsed a coup d',tat and overthrew
the progressivereglme of Stambullnskl. Stambullnsltlwas assasslnated.
Tens of thousands of hls supporters, together wlth many Communlsu
and soclallsts, were murdered.
·
15. The Economi•t, October 7, 1944.
16. New Yo,.k Time•, January 16, 1945.
17. The Nation, June 23, 1945.

have claimed that Horthy's regime was not truly fascist. But
we must remember that fascism in power may take a variety
of forms. Although basical)y similar, the régimes of Hitler,
Mussolini, Franco and Salazar also · differed in several
particulars. Perhaps Horthy's regime could best be called
• rule by aristocratie fascists '. Whatever its name, its sickening bestiality, as far as the ordinary people were concerned,
remains as a scar on the body of humanity.
The Horthy reglme took part in World War II on Hitler's
side. However towards the end of this war a movement
developed which sousht to detach Hungary from its alliance
with Nazi Germany. Nazi troops then occupled the country
and the terror ruled again, Left-wing militants were ruthlessly
hunted out and exterminated. Sorne 400,000 Hungarian Jews
were deported to asonv and death in Nazi concentration
camps.
Despite this long history of misery, the Hungarian people
had noi given up their hope of a better life. When in 1944
the Red Army began to occupy the country the. people were
well disposed towards it. They sincerely held Russia to
be a friend. They trusted the promise of liberation. Many
Russians had given their. lives in bitter battles to drive out
the German Nazis. The g)orious ideals of 1917 were not
forgotten. So trusting were the few Hungarian Communists
that they helped to -organise the dividing up of large estates
among the peasants. · .
In December 1944, a 'Hunsarlan. government was formed
at Debrecen in the Russlan-occup'ed area. A shudder went
through the people. The First Minister was the Hungarian
Commander-in-Chief General · Bela · M.iJdos de Dolnok. Bela
Miklos had been the first Hungarian: personally to receive
from Hitler the greatest Nazi honour :· Knilht Grand Cross
of the Iron Cross. Only a few mcatbs.earlier, in July 1944,
General Bela Miklos had held the highly trusted job of
messenger between the principal organiser of the White
Terror. Admirai Horthy, and the vilest Nazi of them all,
Adolf Hitler.•
·· ·
There were two other generals in the· Gov.ernment : Voros
and Paragho. General Janos VtSros, Bela Miklos's ex-Chiefof-Staff, became Minister for Defence. Imre Nagy became the
Min;ster for Agriculture. The rest of the Government was
formed of members of the Communist, Social Democratic and
Smallholders Plll"ties. The Economist described it at the
time as " a queer collection of the local denizens and the
parties of the left ".
The new govemment still considered Admirai Horthy the
legitimate ruler of Hungary.
The Minister for Defence,
General Voros, ended bis first speech over the Russian radio
with the contradictory slogan: "Long live a free and democratic Hungary, under the leadership of Admirai Horthy!".
The first declaration of the Russian-sponsored govemment
as broadcast by Moscow radio on December 24, 1944,
proclaimed : " The Regent of our country, Nicholas Horthy,
bas been seized by the Germans. The mercenaries now in
Budapest21 are usurpera. The country has been left without
leadership at a moment when the reins of govemment
must be taken in strong bands • • ; Vital interests of
the nation demand that the armed forces of the Hungarian
peoples, together with the Soviet Union and democratic
eeoples, should help in the destruction of Hitlerism. The
Provisional Government declares that it regards private
property as the basis of economic life and the social order of
the country and will guarantee its continuity ".
General Miklos, Knight Grand Cross of the Iron Cross, had
read the proclamation.
It sounds incredible. How could
such a man call for " the destruction of Hitlerism "? To
people like Bela Miklos, the privileges, prestige and power
that go with leadership, were the paramount considerations.
The nature. of the leadership, its policy, methods and aims,
were of secondary conséquence. But how could Soviet Russia

Kun's" Government rode in on the crest of a new révolutionary wave. Communists dominated the ne:w administration, although it contained a number of Social Democrats.
In March 1919. the new govemment proclaimed the
Hungarian Soviet Republic. This was not imposed on the
country by a Russian arms. There was no direct contact
between Hungary and Russia, Russia had quite enoush to
contend . with at this time.
Prisoners of war returnins from Russia gave accounts,
excitedly and with undisguised admiration, of the Great
Revolution. news of which inspired the. people with hope for
a new way of life. . How badly the Hungarians needed to
cling to such a hope !
Hunpry was a predominantly peasant · country in which
the distribution of land was more uniust than in any other
part of Europe. Almost ail the land was owned by
aristocrats and by the Church. The maioritv of the people
were landlcss. unemployed and close to starvation. · To end
the feudal land structure nt this time would have been a
truly revolutionary aet,
Bela Kun's Government lasted a litt)e over four months.
Some argue there was .no tlme. for such measures. But
ilot even the promise was made. Had such steps been taken,
Bela Kun·s regime miltht have lasted longer. lt would have
been difficult, if not impossible, for successive govemments
to take the land away frem the peasants again, without facing
the prospect of prolonged civil war. As it was, the Kun
. regime was overthrown as soon as the Rumanian Army had
occueied Budapest. Bela Kun fted to Russia on August 1,
1919.•
The demise of the Kun Government had been planned at
Szeyed bv Admirai Nicholas Horthv and bis supporters.
Representatives of the Rumanian Army had been present. A
White Terror was let loose · on Hunarv by Horthy's foreignassisted counter-revolution.
The first fascist regime in
Europe was set up. For the Hunsarlans, ail former horrors
were now surpassed.
Thousands of Communists and
Socialists were rounded up by fascist gangs, beaten. tortured,
killed. The Trade Unions were violently suppressed. Those
merely suspected of socialist sympathies were tortured and
finally murdered. Thousands of people, quite unconnected
with such ideas, suffered persecution and death. So frightful
were the reports of atrocities that even the British (who knew
ail about atrocities in India) were moved to send a
Parliamentary Commission to Budapest. The Commission
reported that " the worst stories of mutilation, rape. torture
and murder " were proved.
The activities of the Hungarian Communist Party at this
time are referred to by Peter Fryer in bis book Hungarian
Traged11: "The tiny Communist Party carried out its work
in deep illegality. It made the kind of sectarian mistakes that
are so easy to make under sueh conditions, with leaders in
iail and murdered" (p.291. The movement was • decapitated'
and floundered. This is inevitable under conditions of civil
war, whenever revolutionary movements are obsessed with
the cuit of leadershio. It is a pre-requisite of success under
such conditions, that the leading activities of a movement be
spread.as far and wide as possible throughout its membership.
No one should be indispensable. Arrested ' leaders ' should
always be replaceable by others.
For the Hungarian people the following years under Horthy's
fascist tyranny were full of dread and suffering. Sorne people
18. Kun was Foreign Mlalster, but he domlnated the Government.
19. Kun opposed Stalln durina the great purges of the mlddle thlrties
and was necuted. ln February 1962 a nadonal delegate coaference of
Kadar's Hungarlan Journallsts' Union • cleared ' Kun's name. The
Unlon's President, Dr. ~ad Szakaslts, pald hl&h tributes to Kun, hls
.. great central commlttee, ' and hls Voro.s Ut.roi-the ftrst Huagarlan
Communlst newspaper. lt was also reported (Feb. '62) that Bela Kun's
wldow and son, who live on a farm ln the Soviet Union, had been lnvlted
by JCadar to retum and settle In Hungary. (Szakaslts was an ex-Social
Democratlc leader and edltor of Nq1zouo ln 1944. He succeeded Tlldy
as President of Hungary ln 1948. Became a vlctlm of Rakosl's • Salami
tactlcs' (see Chapter 41 and was lmprlsoned for four years,)

20. See Admfl'fll Nir:llola Hortllr,-M.tlffltlln, p.m,
21. At thls dme the GermaDI atlll occupled the capital. Tbey fou&ht ID
ffffY
street, leavin& a devastated clcy behlnd them.
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put such men into leading Positions ? The main reason
was given by Miklos himself in the d'9Flaration quoted above :

Communist production.
" To ail of thèm-Lenin, trotsky, Zinoviev and Bukharin
-it seems that production is such a ' delicate thing • that
it is impassible to get along without the assistance of
' managers ', First of all, we shall • bring up • the workers,
' teach them ', Only when they grow up shall we remove
from them ail the teachers of the Supreme Council of National
Economy and let the industrial unions take control over
production. lt is significant that ail the theses written by the
Party leaders coincide on this essential Point : for the present
we shall ,not give the trade unions control over production.
For the ~resent. ' we shall wait •, They ail agree that at
present the management of production must be carried on
over the workers' heads by means of a bureaucratic apparatus
inherited from the past.'116
ln the capitalist West, of course, there had never been
any • nonsense ' about the workers controlling and managing
production. When the Western powers • liberated ' parts of
Europe in 1945, the Military Governments set up by the
occupying armies ensured that only people with a particular
social background or a particular kind of previous
experience were put or retained in commanding managerial
or administrative positions.2a To the victors it mattered little
to what ends-or to whose ends-this experience had been
put in the past. Like spake to like--and they got on fine 1
The mystique of management eut across national boundaries.
As it became obvious that the future rulers of Hungary
would be the Communist Party and its rapidly forming
bureaucracy, the place-seeking elements came flocking in. The
Party became the recruiting centre for the future • leaders •
and managers. (A similar process had occurred in Germany.
with the rise of Hitler's party.) Economic administration and
politieal rule were concentrated into fewer and fewer bands.

" • .• • The country bas been left without leadership ••• ". In
other words a palitical vacuum existed. There was a real
danger of it being filled by the organisations thrown up by
the industrial and agricultural workers. The workers had
taken Communist propaganda at its f~ value. They had
already begun to act upon it, This was extremely dangerous
for the Soviet leadership and for ail those who accepted it,
The only people the Russians could rely on were the remnants
of the previous ruling groups.
Russian beliefs that nobod:, other than erstwhile managers
and administrators could run the country were not new.
The seeds had been sown in Russia itself, shortly after the
October Revolution and long before the Stalin era. Prior to
the Revolution the Bolsheviks had repeatedly advocated
workers' control of production. But as early as the spring
of 1918-and long before the difliculties imposed by the
Cvil War - leading Party members were stressing the
advantages of ' one-man management • of industry. They
were soon actively denouncing those witbin their own Party
- and those outside it - who still held to the view tbat
only collective management could be a genuine basis for
socialist construction.
We cannot here deal with this extremely important ane1
complex period of working class history, nor with the
extremely tense controversies which this question of
management gave rise to.11 There can be little aoubt however
that it is in the events, difliculties and conflicts of this period
tbat one should seek the real roots of the degeneration of
the Russian Revolution.
Many years later, even the
bourgeoisie was to perceive the signüicance of what then took
place. When The Guardian11 refers to Lenin's writings of
March 1918 as " dealing in part with emulating capitalist
organisation of industry within a socialist framework ", it
is merely expressing this awareness with its customary
mixture of naivete and sophistication.
The dangers that would flow from such ideas had been
clearly perceived in Russia by a grouping known as the
Workers Op~sition. As early as 1921, one of its prominent
members, Alexandra Kollontai, had written : " Distrust
towards the working class (Dot in the sphere of politics, but
in the sphere of economic creative abilities) is the whole
essence of the theses signed by our Party leaders. They do
not believe that the roush bands of workers, untrained
technically, can mould these economic forms which in the
passage of time shall develop into a harmonious system of

24. S0lidarit11Pamphlet 1'{o. 7, The Worker6 Oppo6ition, by Alexandra
Kollontal, p.20.
25. The author, who was a P.O.W. ln Austrla and remalned there for
six montbs after the war had ended, bas p~nonal experlence of ail thls.
Whlle worklng wlth Amerlcan Intelligenceln Styrla. he was arrested
on the order of the Amerlcan Mllltary Govemor of the area. He wu
agaln put behlnd barbed wlre ln an n-P.O.W. camp ln the town of
Stalnach. An Amerlcan guard was placed over the camp. Two
Amerlcan menibers of the lntelllgence Unit were also arrested, but
were not seen agaln by Anderson, who eacapedfrom the camp the very
same nlght and went lnto hldlng.
Anderson and the others had been actlvely objectlng to leadlng local
Nazis belng retalned ln or glven positions of authorlty by the
Amerlcan Mllltary Government. When the Brldsh took over thls
cular zone from the Amerlcans, Andersoncame out of hldlng and
ed a Brldsh Intelligence Unit operatlng from the town of Llezen.
gs were no better. The British Mllltary Clovernmentalso regarded
the strutting Nazi admlnlstrators and managers of only a few weeks
earller as the only people tbey could relf on. A slmllar situation
developed as wlth the Amerlcan Mllltary {,iovemment. Anderson was
agaln arrested.

e

22. For further lnformadon on thls subfect see Solidarity Pamphlet No,
7, TIN WMker6 Oppollition, by Alexandra Kollontal.
23. The Guardüm, September29, 1962.
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Salami· and Reparations
.. An lntelll1ent victor will, wbenever PoUlble,
present bis demanda to the vanqulshed ln
lllltalments. n
A. Hitler. Mein KJ,mpf (1925).

army, Police and state security forces (i.e. the secret Police).
This was achieved in .. bitter battle ••• the more so because
our Party already had a stro111 foothold in those
oqanisations • • • When in the autumn of 1948, our Party
took over the Ministry of Defence. the vigoroua development
of the defence forct;s could start.'•
That the absolute control of the secret Police is indispensable to tbose who wish to suppress the people, was
a1so made quite dear by Rakosi himself. H There was one
Position, control of wbich was claimed by our Party from
the first minute. One Position where the Party was not
inclined to comider any distribution of the Polta accordiag
to the strenath of the parties in the coalition. This was
the State Security Authority ••• We kept tbis oqanisation
in our bands from the first day of its establishment.••
The
leader& of the Communist Party knew exactly what the:, were
doing when they took control of the A.V.O. (Secret Security
Police).
The Hungarian secret Police used all the latest techniques
of torture and murder known to the GeataPo and N.K.V.D.
Soviet occupation troops had been inunecliately followed into
Hungary by the 'Political experts' of the N.K.V.D., who immediately proceeded to •reorganise' the aecurity forces. These
were now staffed by a curious mixture of the old vermin of the
Horthy regime and the new scum of the CommUDist Party,
This human aarbaae occupied a privilegecl PoBition in
Hunprian society. The national average wase in 1956 was
about 1,000 forints a month. The pav of A.V.O. • rankers'
was 3,000 forints a month. Oflicera were paid between 9,000
and 12,000 forints a month. Ail were passionately hated b:,
the Huagarian people.
The • salami tactics ' of taking over the State apparatus
evoked criticism from a number of Communist Party
members. The • leadership ' dealt with their critics • • •
throuah the police. The Party was directly responsible for
the terror, the murder, the torture and the beatinas which
were a feature of Hungarian life under the Rakoai reaime.

ln the East European states, the systematic destruction of
the Socialist and Peasant parties beilan gently. It continued
with increased tempo until, by 1948, they had been virtually
liquidated. It was essential that no meana of opposition be
open to the people if the tools of the Rus.~ian bureaucracy,
the natio._l Communist parties, were to carry out their
proanmmes.
The people were already belÎDDinR to feel that their trust
in Soviet Russia was belng betrayed. There is no more
bitter and painful disappaintment than that caused when a
friend betrays your trust. The Hunprian Communists knew
this. They knew what passions it would arouse. They were
only a minority. Their ruthless determination to hold on
to pawer had to be made apparent_ to all.
Their instrument of repression was of course the Police.
Complete control of this force was essential. By sainina
the key past of the Ministry of lnterior, this was assurecl
them. Throuah this Ministry they also controlled the Civil
Service. Ali the key PoSitions were held by their memben.
The party of the proletariat, far from destroyiag the existina
state-macbine, utillsecl it and strenathened it to establish its
dictatorship or,er the proletariat. . ln later describina their
metbods. Rakosi said that in those clays the very idea of the
dictatorship of the proletariat wu discussed only in limitecl
Party circles. " We did not brina (it) before the Part)',
publicly because even the theoretical discussion of the ·
Dictatorahip of the Proletariat as an objective, would have
caused alarm amona our companions in the coalition. lt
would have made more difficult our endeavour to win over
• • ·• the maiorit)' of the mass of the workers.' ..
The winnina over of the workera to a revolutionary
proaramme would have been only too easy. But the Party
would have lost control of the workers in the process. ln
their fear of this, the Party united with their bourgeois
• compaaions in the coalition '.
Rakosi explained how the • Revolution ' had been made
from above and how it had brouaht the Hunaarian Communist
Party to pawer. He described how, throuah the Ministry
of the lnterior, the Party had been able to 'unmask' the
leaders of the Smallholdera Party, • reveal • their crimes and
' remove ' them. Rakosi described how the opposition was
eut into slices Oike a salami sausa,e) and discarded. " ln
those clays this was called • salami tactics' • • • We sliced
off, bit b:, bit, reaction in the Smallholders Party ••• We
whittled away the strenath of the enem:,.' ..
Rakosi also described the fusion of the Communist Party
with the Social Democratic Party as a complete victory for
the Communists and utter defeat for the Social Democrats.
(How easy this must have been, with the Minister of the
lnterior to reveal the ' crimes ' of the Social Democrata 1)
He then related how t~e Communist Party • captured ' the

•

•

•

Along with violent Political suppression, the workers also
suffered the slower agony of deterioratina economic standards,
amountiq at times to starvation. The reparation paymenta
extracted by Russia accounted for tbis to no small degree.
The reparations plot was hatched at the Yalta Conference,
where the West had aareed with Stalin to carve up Europe
into spheres of influence. After World War I the Soviet
Union had vigorously condemned the reparations exacted
from Germany by the victorious Allies throuldl the Treaty
of Versailles. It continuall:, and correctly emphasised that
these extortions placed an intolerable burden UPon the
German working class who were not respansible for the war
and for the damage it had caused. At the time, the same
opinions had been clearly and firmly voiced by the various
national Communist Parties. During World War Il, as the
hopes of a Russian victory grew brighter, this line was
dropped. lt looked as if the Russians might be on the

2'. Prom llaltod'a speech of Febnwy 29, 1952, to Ille Parcy ACldemy
(Ne TM ltOCld of our P~I•'•
~r
pabllshed ID June 1952 bF
Ille Hanprtan News and Informadon liUTlce).
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looting,
The known list of reparations extracted from Eastern
Europe is · staggering enoush. We cannot here go into the
details for each country. Sorne details about Hungary should
&ive a picture of the whole.

receivinl end of reparations. The chameleon ideology of their
• socialism • showed itself. What was deemed ' robbery '
by the capitalist states became ' justice • when the Russians
practised it.
Exact figures as to the quantity of machinery, etc., dismantled and sent to the U.S.S.R. are not available. One
estimate for Hungary puts it at 124 million dollars. Like
Hitler's army, the Red Army lived off the country it occupied.
Here again exact figures for these occupation costs are lacking.
However, an addition to the country's population of over a
million men must have used up a great deal of the nation's
food produce alone. A rather bypocritical American note
to the Russian Govemment, dated July 23, 1946, stated that
"the Soviet Forces had, up to June 1945, tak.en out of
Hungary four million tons of wheat, rye, barley, maize and
oats. (The total pre-war annual production of these grains
was a little over 7 million tons.) Of the foodstuffs available
for the urban papulation in the second half of 1945, the
Soviet Army had appropriated near)y ail the meat, one sixth
of the wheat and rye, one quarter of the légumes, nearly three
quarters of the lard, a tenth of the vegetable oils and a fifth of
the milk. and dairy products. Extensive requisitioning of
food was going on as late as April 1946." The food shortage
during this period was so serious that each person was getting
at the most on)y 850 calories a day - Jess than in Germany
or Austria. As one might expect, the increase in the death
rate was alarming.
Another unknown quantity is the amount of material
(personal goods, etc.) which found its way to Russia through

The total reparations demands from Hungary amounted to
Two-thirds of this went to Russia and
the rest was divided equal)y between Czechoslovakia and
Yuaoslavia. Industrial goods constituted 83 % of the total.
The remaining 17% was _agricultural products, Before the
war, industrial products madeup only about a quarter of all
Hungarian experts. The British parliamentary delegation
which VÏ!nced Hungary in the spring of 1946, stated that the
combined costs of réparations and of the occupation
amounted to 30% of the national income (reparations 18%,
occupation 12%). AU.' representative at the October 1946
session of the Paris Peace Conference had put these costs at
35 % of the national income.
The scale of these reparations placed an enormous burden
on the Hungarian economy and hence on the producers :
the working class. By 1948, despite the A.V.O. and the Red
Army, their resentment might have erupted into the streets.
The danger was reported to the Kremlin. In July 1948 Russia
decided to waive half the reparations still due. On Dec~ber
15, 1948, the Finance Minister, Emo Gero, was able to tell
th~ Hungarian Parliament that, although in 1948, 25.4~ of
the national expenditure went to pay Russian reparations, only
9.8'X, of the budget for 1949 would be allocated to this purpose.
300 million dollars.

Methods of Exploitation and Subjugation
" Maaaes of labourera, crowded lnto the factory,
are orpnlzed llke soldlen. As privates of the
lndustrial anny, they are placed undei the
command of a perfect hlerarchy of offlcen and
seraeants."
K. Marx and F. Engels.
The Communist
Manifesta (1848).

(a)

TRADE.
There were still other ways of exploiting the people. Trade,
for example. The Communist govemments of Eastern
Europe soon saw that Russian heavy industry was incapable
of providing them with capital goods. They knew that
machinery and raw materials were essential. They were
prepared to try and get these from the West. The Marshall
Plan seemed to be an answer to the problem. At least two
of these countries, Czecboslovakia and Poland, made clear
their desire to take part in the Marshall Plan. Even after
pressure from Moscow had compelled them to drop the idea,
attempts were still made to get trade with the West.
Moscow's plans in this period were helped by Washington.
The U.S.A. established an ' iron curtain ' to trade between
the West and the countries of Eastern Europe, when she
instructed otber Western nations not to expart "stratégie
1oods '. The State Department's ' secret list ' of stratégie
goods covered practically every kind of capital equipment, It
included such items as gramophone recording dises and
needles for the textile industrv."
Trade with the Soviet

Union (on Russia's terms) was assured.
To some people, the term ' trade ' means • a mutually
agreed exchange of commodities between countries '. Those
in the Kremlin did not aceept this definition. Their idea
of trade was based on the old imperialist principle of buying
cbeap and selling dear - very, very dear !
The satellite states were reaarded as a source of raw
materials and of eheap manufactured goods. Exploitation
worked in two directions.
Russia secured the satellites'
experts at below world prices. And it exported to them at
above world priees, The Polish-Soviet agreement of August
16, 1945, for the annual export of Polish coal to the U.S.S.R. is
a startling example, " The robbery of Poland through this
transaction alone amounted to over one hundred million
dollars a year. British capitalists never sot such a large
annual profit out of their investments in lndia."28 Shoes
manufactured in Czechoslovakia at a cost of 300 crowns a
pair were sold to Russia at 170 crowns a pair. Yet when
the Czech government, owing to the severe drought of 1947,

27. See speech by the Pollsh Foreign MJnlster Modzelewskl, to a
CommJttee of the U.N. General Assembly (November 2, 15'48).

28. Ygael Glucltsteln-Stalin's Satellite, in Europe (p.66>-an excellent
source of Information for the perlod up to 15'50.
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was forced to import large quantities of grain from the
U.S.S.R., it had to pay more than 4 dollars a bushel for it. At
the time, the U.S.A. was selling grain at 2.5 dollars per
bushel on the world market.
Bulgaria found no difficulty in sellins ber tobacco for badly
needed dollars. Yet in 1948, she had to sell nearly all ber
tobacco crop to the U.S.S.R. at a very low price. Russia
was then able to re-sell the tobacco to ltaly, making a handsome profit - in dollars.
That Russian ' trade ' with Hungary was considerable is
shown by the 1948 lons-term agreement. This stated that
'trade' was to be trebled in 1949. No details were given.
Although Russia supplied cotton, and Hungary manfactured
goods. the quantities involved and their prices were as
jealously guarded as military secrets. · One of the main
reasons for the secrecy was that workers in the factories were.
to some extent, aware of this exploitation and strongly resented
it.
(b) MIXED COMPANIES.
The amount of German capital invested in Bulgaria,
Hungary and Rumania, was considerable. ln Rumania, for
example, it equalled over a third of ail investments in oil.
banking and industry. ln Hungary, German-owned property
was estimated at being worth 1.200 million dollars. Russia
exercised ber ' rights ' under the Potsdam agreement. Ali
German investments were confiscated. (The Russians only
took over the assets of the various enterprises. Their
liabilities were charzed to the state.) This was done partly
by dismantling machinery, partly by taking control of those
industries still operating in Hungary. Jointly controlled
companies wete set up. These were, at first, operated in
partnership with private caoitalists but when these were
later expropriated, the U.S.S.R. held joint control of the
companies with the Hunsarian Govemment.!!t No industry
was completely owned by the U.S.S.R. Russia invested in
as many undertakings as possible, thus gaining a greater grip
over the whole eccnomv, These • mixed companies' were
organized and conducted on capitalist lines. The only notable
di~rence was that one side of the • equal ' partnership
(U.S.S.R.) was makina far greater profits than the other (the
satellite State). ln some cases the latter even had to underwrite the 1osses !
NATIOr.ALIZATION.
lt was not, héwever, until 1948 that integration of the
Hungarian economy into that of the Soviet Union was seriously
begun. This was achieved through nationalization.
The term ' nationalization ', when used by the leaders of
either East or West, bas only one meanina : to ensure and
consolidate their own control over thë means of distribution.
production and exchange.311
ln Hungary, some industries had already been nat'onalized.
But until the nationalization law of March 25, 1948, 2S~-;
of heavy industry and 80% of ail other industry was st~ll in
private bands. This law laid down that ail firms emploYing
more than 100 people were to be taken over by the State.
lt was not until the end of 1949 that nationalleation was
completed. The Hunsarian Communist leaders did not differ
from those of the British Labour Party on the question of
whether nationalization should involve control by the
(c)

workers themselves. This is shown b:, the report that "Easter
Monday, 1948, was declarèd a holiday. Wbile the worken
were not in the factories, State officiais came down and took
them over. The next day the workers arrived to fi.nd a new
master ".11 Nationalization by the Labour Govemment was
carried out with rather more political sophistication. As far
as the workers were concerned, the net result was much the
same.u
(d) COLLECTIVIZATION.
Another method of exploiting the population was the
Russian type of collectivization. Wbile in other states of
Eastern Europe tbis was besun at an early stage, in Hungary,
the Government remained, for a long time, shy at making the
attempt, After some manoeuvring, it eventually began slowly
to ' collectivize ' agriculture.
By November 1949, some 7% of the arable land was in the
hands of co-operative or state farms. The diffidence of the
Hungarian rulers was due mainly to their fear of open opposition from the agricultural workers. The reason, in the
jargon of the government, was that faster collectivization
might strengthen • Titoist tendencies •.
ln the process of completing nationalization, what few
risihts the workers had enioved under private ownersbip were
whittled :.way. Strikes, as before, were of course illega).
Complete control of the factory was placed in the hands of
a single manager. Minister Erno Gerë, in bis June 1950
report to the Central Committee of the Party, put it like tbis:
" a factory • • . can have only one manager who in his own
person is responsible for everything that happens in the
factory ". The screw sub;ecting the workers to the will of
management had been given the final .turn. Hungary was
a fully qualified satellite of the U.S.S.R.
The destruction of the gains which the Russian workers
had for a short while secured in 1917 had taken rather longer.
True, the Party eampaign for • one man management ' of
producfon - and against workers' management- had begun
as early as the spring of 1918. lt met with considerable
resistance. for the first few years industries were run by the
so-called Troïka, i.e. the workers' committee, the Party cell
and the manager. By 1924 even this had become a farce.
By 1929 the Partv's Central Committee felt ready to pass a
resolution that workers' factory committees " may not intervene directly in the running of the plant or endeavour in any
way to replace plant management. They shall, by ail means.
possible, help to secure one-man control, increased production,
plant development and thereby improve the material conditions of the working class.'033 The ghost of the erstwbile
Troika was not oflicially buried until 1937. The official
presiding at this particular ceremony was Stalin's right-hand
man, Zhdanov. Speaking at the Plenum of the Central
Committee he said : " . . • the Troïka is something quite
impermissible .•• the Troika is a sort of administrative board,
but our economic administration is conducted along totally
different lines.''"
·
ln the 'workers' states ' of Eastern Europe, the people were
not even allowed to go through these limited and distorted
forms of economic self-administration.
The Troika system
was never introduced,
Given the complete polltical and economic integration with
the Soviet Union. nothing seemed now to stand in the way
of total exploitation. Notbing ?
31. Conttnental Ne1111 Service, April 16, 1948.
32. Another slmllarlty between the Hungarlan (or any other) Communlst Party and the Brldsh (or an:v other) Labour Party 1s that both
profesa to be parties of the worklng cl~.ss. Both no doubt started wlth

2!1. Slmllar developmentsoccurred ln Bulgarla, Poland, Rumanla and

Czechoslovaltla.
30. Lord Chandos, chalnnan of Assoclated Electrlcal Industries, and
heaclof the Insdtute of Dlrecton, sald at a luncheon of the Coal lnduStry
Society at the Hyde Park Hotel, ln London, on January 8. 1!162 :
" NatlonallzatJonof a falrty substandal sector of lndustry bu come to
stay. • • lt ls qulte clear that every loyal cldzen must try to malte our
natlonallzed Industrieswork efflclentJy. I congratulate Lord Robens (n:front bench Labour M.P.) Chalrman of the Nadonal Coal Board, on
havfng many ldeas. I congratulate the coal tracle upon the llvely
nvlval ln markedn1: Aa an lndustrlallst I want cheap fuel and nllable
supplies and .J belleve that ls what :vou wlll secun for us." (The
Guardi,,,;, January 1. 1!162).

the obfectlveof • emanclpatlng labour '. Both have become obstacles to
thls end. Both are now the mouthpleces of non-proletarlan strata. ID
thelr Internai oraanlzadon-and ln thelr conceptions of thelr nlatlon1
to the m&11ea-bothnow reflect the fundamental division of eii:ploldna
soc:letylnto order-glveraand order-takers. Obfectlvely,the functlon of
both types of party ls to force the worklng class to accept a •ratlonallsed'
form of exploitation.
33. Pravdo. September 7, 1929.
34. Pravda, March 11, 1!137.
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Resistance Grows
.. Plece-wap la the form of wa1es moat la
harmony wlth the capltallst mode of production
, • • lt aerved as a lever for leaathenla1 the
worldn1 Ilay aad the lowerln1 of waaes."
K. Marx. Capital (1867).
" lt bas been the Iron prlndple of the Nadonal
Sodallst leadenhlp not to permit any rlse ln the
hoarly wa1e rates but to ralse lacome solely by
an lncrease ln performance. n
A. Hitler, speaking at the Party Congress of
Honour.
""Plece-work la a revolutionary aystem that
eUmlnates laertia and makes the labourer hustle,
Under the capltaUst system loafla1 and lazlnesa
ue fostered. But now, everyone bas a chance
to work harder and earn more."
Scanteia [Rumanian Communist daily]. January
13, 1949.

elements and their allies, the clerical reactionaries. That such
an unsavoury situation in the field of norms could arise is
partly because, in many cases, the economic leaders of the
factories, Party functionaries and trade union members, are
among those who slacken the norms . . . In more than
one case they go so far as to protect and support the wage
swindlers ". Having virtually stated that Party members
were in league with • rigbt-wing Social Democrats ', Gero
arranged for a big increase in the basic norm.
Conditions in the factories worsened. On January 9, 19S0.
the Hungarian Govemment issued a decree prohibiting
workers from leaving their place of work without permission.
Penalties for disobeying were severe.s.
Increasing alienation and exploitation in any country in the
world are invariably met bv increasing resistance. Sabotage
becomes widespread. This is one of the economic tacts of
life. It is well known to all industrial sociologists and is
openly discussed by those of them who are not directly in
the pay of the gjant corporations.H
·
That Hungarian workers were resisting became even
clearer through the utterances of their • leaders '. Speaking
at Debrecen on December 6, 1941, the Hungarlan Minister of
lndustry. Istvan Kossa," said: "The workers have assumed
a terrorist attitude towards the directors of the nationalized
industries ", He added that if they didn't change their

The • chance to work barder '-througb piece-work-was
introduced into Hungary on an unprecedented scale. Piecework appeals to the baser instincts of man. This is apparent
in our own aociety. Piece-work is mùch praised by those
who rule us. For the managers of the people, here or abroad,
it is an imPortant means of controlling, manipulating and
dominating the workers. Piece-work helps break up their
natural tendency to unite and cooperate. lt is a valuable
weapan in the bands of those who wish to demoralize and
atomize the working class.
The whole piece-work system depends upan basic wages
being kept at a low level. ln Poland, for example, because
of the extent of piece-work, basic wages almost disappeared.
The system was bolstered by the Russian-style Stakhanovites.
These were the piece-workers, par excellence. The type exists
in British factories and they are usually disliked. The workers
in Ba.stem Europe were quite hostile to them. The Stakhanovites tbemselves continually complained of this hostility.
The official party organs deplored it as · an " attack on
Stakbanovites by Political]y immature workers ". In fact, the
9th congress of the Czechoslovak Communist Party called for
measures agaiast these workers " who run down the work
of the Stakhanovites and who even try to put a spoke in thelr
wheeL"
ln Huagary, not on]y the workers, but even some Party
members, were trying to put a spake in the wheel of the whole
piece-work system. ln a speech on November 27, 1948,
Rakosi referred to this and to various ' ito-slow ' movements
among the workers wben he said: " • • • the factory directors
are capitulating to the Jazy workers. The production quotas
are too low ". But althouah the • lazy workers ' were being
continually threatened, they did not mend their ways. In
June, 1950, Emo Ger6, in bis report to the Party's Central
Committee, declared : " wage and nonn swindling have spread
among the masses. They can be attributed, to a areat degree,
to the underground work of rigbt-wing social-democratic

35. Altbouah there ls an almost monastlc 11leace about them, forced
labour camps certalnly exlsted ln Hungary, An Indication of thelr
existence wu glven on August 21, 1!150 when Radio Budapest reported
that I, Olagos, a worker ln the wagon factory at Gy6r, had been found
gullty of a • wagea swlndle ' and sentenced to sis yean compulsory
labour.
36, See Soltdarltr,, vol. II, No, i, p.15 "Who Sabots 7"
37. Koaa wu a former Budapest tramworkers' leader who had been
sent wlth a penal labour battallon to the Rllllian front, çaptured by the
Red Army and ' polltlcally educated ' at a Russlan traUWlgcentre. Hi:
became boss of the Communlst-reorganlzedtrade unions, ln 1945.
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begun to think for themselves. Tbeir thoughts were sub·
versive of the established order. Party purges became
popular.
Between 1948 and 19S0, the Communist parties expelled :
in Czechoslovalcia over 250,000 members ; in Bulgaria
92,SOO - about a 6fth of the membership ; in RwnanÏ3 :
192,000- over a 6fth of the membership. In Hungary,
483,000 Party members were expelled.
This was the period of the big Tito-Stalin explosion. The
' fallout ' contaminated Communist parties throughout the
world. The sickness was, of course, most prevalent in Eastem
Europe, where hunting Titoists became a fashionable sport for
the various leaderships. Large numbers of people were arrested and thrown into prison. Show trials were held. Thousands
of erstwhile • good Stalinists ' were found guilty on clear)y
trumped-up charges. Many hundreds were executed. Among
the leaders themselves, Slansky and Clementis in Czechoslovakia, Koci Xoxi in Albania, Kostov in Bulgaria, and
Rajk in Hungary, ail paid the supreme penalty. One of
Kostov's most 'serious ' crimes was revealed by the Prosecution
in dead-pan-comedian style. Kostov was charged with having
been a friend of Bela Kun who, it had been ' proved ', was a
• Trotskyist fascist.'
The most tru)y frightenina thing was Raik's ' confession•.
He was arrested in May, 1949, and bis trial began on Septem·
ber 16. Rajk pleaded guilty to ail the Prosecution's c:harps
and to a number of others besides. That he could not possibly
bave been guilty of these charges, must have been quite
obvious to those who knew bim. Rajk and the others were
sacrificed to bolster up the totterina authority of the Party
leadership. These • victorious ' Stalinists intended thé trials
to be shocking and frigbtening examples of their ruthlessness.
They were. Tbrough these judiclal murders, Stalin, as chief
spokesman for the bureaucracy, was sayina to ail: " Think
twice before you question our infallibility." In Eastem Europe
at this time, people m.igbt well have thought that Orwell's
propbesy had been brought forward by several decades. But
here aaain resistance was growing.

attitude. a spell of forced labour might help. Workers who
didn't seem to be in love with their work were often denounced
by the leaders as • <'8Pitalist agents '.
Despite police terror, workers found several ways of
resisting. The two most important were absenteeism and
tuming out work of poor quality. On August 31, 1949,
Rakosi stated that production had fallen "by 10 -15% in the
last few months ". He also claimed that the number of days
lost due to workers going sick was 2 to 3 times higher than
before the war.lll< The Times (September 5, 1949) carried
a report from its Budapest correspondent on the Conference
of the Communist Party of Greater Budapest (an area comprising over 60~; of Hungary's industry): "The Conference
report says that productivity is stagnant in most industries
and declining in some. Between February and Ju)y, it fell
throughout the manufacturing industry by 17% .•. Far too
many worlters were applying for sick relief - in a recent
week, in one factory : 11 ~~. In another : 12 % . . Instances
are given of self-infticted wounds."
Referring to the decline in the quality of the goods produced,
Rakosi also stated (August 31, 1949) that "waste in the
Manfred Weiss iron foundry (Hungary's secolld largest
factory) had risen from 10.4~~ to 23.5%.''
On paper many workers still remained in the Pal1)'. Weil.
what would you do ? To leave would have meant the risk
of being dubbed a • fascist spy ', There was plenty of evidence
of this. lt made the incentive to stay in particular)y
attractive. Sorne proof of the crisis of conscience Party
members were going through was shown by Jozsef Revai the Party theoretician. ln October 1948, he complained,that
Szabad Nef', the Party daily of which he was editor, was read
by only 12°, of Party members.

•

•

•

Meanwhile a few leadinll members of the Communist
parties of Eastern Europe had become audacious. They bad
31. Nn• Zurcltw Z.itlmi, Septtmber ,, 1949.
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New Course?
" • • • a stratum of the old state that bad not
cropped out bat been upbeaved to the surface
of the new state by an eartbqaake ; without
faltb ln ltseU, wlthout faltb ln the people,
grambllna at those above, tremblln1 before
those below, eaolstlc towards botb aides and
conacloua of lta e1olsm, revoladonary ln
reladon to the eonservadves and eonservadve
ln reladon to die revolutionlsta • • • "
K. Marx. The Bourgeoi&ie and the CounterRevolution (1850).
ing as they felt the angry breath of the masses d'own their
backs. They were all for • changing course ', but they knew
that the Russian bureaucracy could grant them no major
degree of autonomy, for it feared they might attempt to go
the Tito way. The last thing Moscow wanted at this stage
was to be seen using the tanks and bayonets of the Red Army
to crush revolution throughout Eastern Europe.

()JI Marcb 6, 1953, the Kremlin bluntly announced that
Stalln had died after a short illness. Workers in Eastern Europe
felt the time bad now come to end the oppression hls regime
had imposed on them. They did not wait long. Early in
June, workers in Plzen beaan a mass demonstration.
Plzen is one of Czecboslovakia's largest industrial centres.
The great • Skoda • arms factory is situated there. The
demonstration, which was quite spantaneous, began as a
protest against cunency changes. But as it spread, political
demands were made : greater participation in factory management, an end to piece-work, the resignatian of the Govemment
and free elections. By the time the demonstration had
developed to the verge of a revoit (uniformed soldiers had
joined in and large crowds had occupied the Town Hall),
troops arrived from Prague and the rising was swiftly quelled.
Furtber spontaneous risings in other parts of Czechoslovakia
and in other satellite countries, were quickly crushed without
reaching the world's headlines. Two weeks later, on June 17,
1953, the workers of East Berlin rebelled.
The revoit started with " a demonstration of building
workers on the Stalin Allee.1t Downing tools, they marcbed
to the city centre to present their demands. • • . Transport
workers left their trams and lorries to join the demonstration.
Factory workers rushed from their benches, students from the
colleges, housewives · from their homes and shopping, even .
schoolboys from their lessons. . • • Soon, the revoit spread
througbout Eastern Germany."ao
The workers of East Berlin were.not subdued until after
they had waged bloody battles with Russian tanks. For
several days, tbis revolt drew world wide attention, not only
because it involved workers whose demands were political
as well as economic, but also because of Russia's direct and
violent intervention. This inte"ention exposed the weakness
of the Ulbricht regime.
After the Berlin uprising, the Kremlin adopted a ' new
eourse '. ~
reasons dictated tbis change of policy. The
men in Moscow were certainly frigbtened by the Berlin events.
Their lackeys in the capitals of Eastern Europe were shudder-

•

•

•

A slight relaxation occurred in the U.S.S.R. itself. lt was
immediately reflected in the satellite countries.
ln Hungary, early in July 1953, Malenkov himself 'advised'
Rakosi to move into the background for a while. Imre Nagy,
who had been Minister for Agriculture in the 1944 Government, Minister of the lnterior in 1946. and had somehow
survived the various purges, became Prime Minister. His first
speech outlined the new programme.
_ ln this first speech, Nagy criticised the revised plan of 1951
as too heavy a burden on the country. Greater consideration
was to be given to light industry and to consumer goods.
More material aid was to be given to collective and state
farms, and also to individual peasant owners. A collective
farm could be dissolved on a maiority vote of its members.
The special police tribunals were to be abolished. These were
only concessions. But it is noteworthy that they were the
most radical of all those made by the satellite leaderships
during this period.
During the four months that followed Nagy's speech, a
number of collective farms were dissolved-10% according
to a speech that Rakosi (who remained Party Secretary) made
to a plenary session of the Party's Central Committee on
October 31. 1953. Rakosi also reported that some local
officiais were obstructing peasants who wished to leave the
collectives. In a few cases, force had had to be used. Rakosi,
who showed no real enthusiasm for the concessions, stressed
that it was a Party decision that must be carried out by
members. The Party, whether torturing and killing people
or just throwing them a few erumbs, is always right.
The • new course' was applied througbout 1954. The
' relaxation • was even noticeable to foreign visitors. ln conversation, people were more ready openly to criticise the
Govemment. Many political prisoners were released. There
can be no doubt that Hungarians were breathing a little more

Jt. R.e-named " Karl Man: AUee." (Ncwember 14, 1961.J
40. SndlcalJst Worken PederaUODpamphlet-TIi• Hunaflrien Worbr1'
.ltnolutton, p.15.
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freely.
When a smothered people begin to see daylight, when they
set the first whiff of fresh air. they tend to press strongly
forwards. Their first ideas are to enlarge the holes, their
second to tear down the whole throttling structure. This
creates insoluble dilemmas for ail ruling minorities-dilemmas
felt the more acutely the more totalitarian their régimes.

•

•

than Nagy in good stead with the Hunaarian people.
Most of the concessions granted over the twenty months of
Nagy's rule were now subiected to • salami tactics ': they were
slowly whittled away. The Secret Police, who for a while
had remained discreetly in the background, now felt they
could safely justify their high pay once again. Measures for
the rapid development of collectivization were introduced.
Pressure on workers for increased output was stepped up
. .. to help fulfil Moscow's Five Year Plan"-a plan in which
the Hungarian workers, incidentally, had never been consulted
in any way.

•

Ail major décisions about Hungary were taken in Moscow.

After Malenkov had • resigned ' and Krushchev had taken
again sensed change in the air.
In real terrns, Nagy'!> concessions had been small enough.
But he was moving too quickly for the Kremlin. On April 18,
1955, the National Assembly decided, by a' unanimous' vote,
to relieve Nagy of his post. The Hungarians tensed when
Rakosi was brought back to the centre of things, The feeble
lights dimmed. The tragedy again reverted to macabre farce.
The long statement issued by the Central Committee showed
some signs of the Party's discomfort. It accused Nagy of
hindering the development of heavy industry and of collective
farms, and of " using the Government machine as an instrument of repression against the Party." That Nagy was not
immediately
• liquidated ' reveals the uneasiness and
indecision felt in the Kremlin about Hungary, 'Reconciliation'
negotiations were proceeding between Tito and Krushchev.'1
Nagy was not called a ' Titoist ' or a • Fascist ' when be was
later expelled from the Party. He was simply labelled " an
incorrigible. right-wing, deviationist "." To be called a
• deviationist ' by Rakosi would stand a worse 'Stalinist '13
over, the Hungarians

In the Kremlin. the new leadership felt fairly secure. They
had coped with the immediate repercussions of Stalin's death.
The Plan seemed te be working. Leaders in the satellite
countries boasted of increased outputs for 1955. In Hungary,
industrial production was claimed to have increased by 8.2%
over the figures for 1954. The methods used to extract this
from reluctant workers hardly bear thinking of. The people
had endured misery up till 1953-yet had shown they could
resist. The relative clemency of the Nagy regime followed by
the abrupt putting back of the clock to 1953 provoked a
working class resistance greater than ever. Even harsher
measures were needed to • discipline ' the masses.
But as far as the Kremlin was concemed, things seemed
definitely on the mend. Khrushchev and his colleagues felt
they had everything under control. This was an importaDt
consideration in their momentous decision to reveal that alter
ail Stalin had not been God.

41. GeorgeMlbs says tbat Tito expresseddlssattsfactlonat the restoration of Rakosl. Krushchevreplled: " l bave to keep Rakoslln Hun1ary
because, ln Hungary,the wbole structure wlll collapse If be goes."George Mlkes, Huniarian Re11olution,p.61.
42. Peter Fryer-Huniarian Tra,ed11.
43. Nagy was a memberof a Govemmentand of the Party wblch bad,
for years, faithfullycarrled out ail Stalln's wlshu.

44. The flrst HungarlanFlve Year Plan, wblch ended ln 1954,wu to be
followed ln 1955 by a second, " ln close co-ordlnadon wtth the Soviet
Union." Other countries lnvolved were Czechoslovakla, Rumanla,
Poland and Eut Germany.

Poland Erupts
" The workln1 class could not be the leading
and most pro1resslve secdoa of the aadoa If
reactloaary forces were able to flad auppert
la its ranks. · ' A1eats provocatean ' or reacdoaarles have never been the laapiradon of
the workln1 class ; they arc not and they never
wlll be."
Gomulka. Polish Pacts and Figures (November,
i, 1956).

ln Poland on the morning of June 28, 1956, the workers
at the ZisPo locomotive factory in Poznan struck. They
walked out onto the streets. This was not done on impulse.
Many weeks earlier a committee had been elected. It had
presented the management with a list of demands. Some
were predictable. They wanted pay increases, lower prices
and lower piece-work norms. The management was startled,
however, when these • common workers' criticised the way
the factory was being run and demanded a different organization of work in the various shops. To question managerial
infallibility in deciding what the workers were to do, and
then to demand reorganization of shop floor production, struck
at the very roots of the system. The managers did not go up

At the 20th Congress of the Russian Communist Party, held
in February 1956, Krushchev's • revelations' about Stalin
caused a political earthquake.
The foundations of every
Communist party in the world were shaken. lt will be decades
before they are repaired-if ever they are. Were the • revelations ' a • tactical mistake ' ? Had the Russian bureaucrats
not realized that, by de-godding God, the faithful might begin
to question the whole theology proclaimed by his disciples ?
Did Krushchev know of the ferment growing in Poland and
Hungary even before the 20th Congress ? Did he know that
this was affecting the Polish Communist party itself ? Did
he understand its potential danger both to his own régime and
to those of his satellites ?
13

as Bulganin returned to Warsaw, the Central Committee
meeting was again suspended. The session was not resumed
until · he,-Itad final]y left for Moscow. Bulganin's visit on)y
succeeded in increasing anti-Russian feeling among the Polish
people.
At the end of September, the first trials began. People
were charged with • anti-Socialist • activity during the Poznan
riots, The trials were less of a farce than those of prePoznan days. The defence was allowed some freedom. The
sentences were relatively mild. In October 19S6, the Government announced the pastponement of further trials.
On October 19, another meeting ·of the Central Committee
was convened, primarily to elect Gomullta Party leader. As
the Committee met, it was reported that the Red Army in
Poland bad begun large-scale manoeuvres. Armoured units
were moving towards Warsaw. While the Polish leaders were
asking themselves whether this was some kind of threat, the
answer walked in on them-Krushchev himself accompanied
by a formidable detachment of the Kremlin 'Old Guard':
Molotov, Mikoyan, Kaganovich and a smattering of generals.
The news SJ?read quick)y. The workers formed groups and
armed themselves. Their groups kept in close contact with
the Polish Army.
Crisis point had been reached. The air was electric with
the tension. Precise details of the clash between the Central
Committee and the Krushchev circus are not yet known. But
the main reason for the visit is known. Above all else, the
Russians insisted that, in the elections that were about to
take. place, Marshal Rokossovski should retain bis posts of
Minister of Defence and Commander-in-Chief of the Polish
Army. Gomulka refused and despite threats did not give
way. He knew that in standing up to the Kremlin, be not
only had a big m.tiority of the people on bis side: the workers.
peasants and students. He also had a considerable propartion
of the bureaucracy and of the Army behind him.
A war between Russia and Poland was the last thing the
Kremlin wanted. The Russrans did not insist. The Red
Army was not called in. Krushchev knew that whatever
Gomulka's attitude migltt now be, he would later be compelled to call on Russiarf help, both to maintain the OderNeisse frontier and to assist the Polish economy, which was
in a chaotic condition.
Within 24 hours, the Russians
returned to Moscow. The following day, October 21, the
Polish Politburo was elected, As expected, Gomulka became
First Secretary of the Party. Changes in the Government,
the Army and the Party were immediately initiated.
Rokossovski resigned and returned to Moscow (where be
was at once given the post of Russian Minister of Defence).
Gomulka had triumnhed only in so far as be represented
the national aspirations of the Polish people. The base of
bis rule was still extremely narrow. He represented the
interests of the Polish bureaucracy. Following the independent action taken by the Polish workers, and their insistent
demands for a greater share in the management of their own
affairs, the basis of the bureaucracy-even purged of its proRussian elements-remains
both weak and unstable. An
attempt to broaden the basis of the regime led Gomulka into
an alliance with the ex-propertied class. throush the Catholic
Church. In exchange for a partial restoration of its former
property and privileges, the Church threw its influence behind
Gomulka. God and Gomullca were brousht together through
a joint fear of the working class, It is a temporary alliance
-a mutual expedient. When the Polish workers take to
managing their own affairs, they will put ail these parasites
riaht out of business.

throuah the roof. They did what their Western counterparts
would have done : they adopted delaying tactics and called
them • negotiations '. These dragged on, without result. The
workers eventually saw throuah them. In their thousands they
took to the streets.
As the news spread, workers assembled in other plants.
They voted to join the movement. The Political character of
the demdnstrations then became apparent. Posters carrled
in the processions demanded such things as " Freedom and
:&read 1 ", "Out with the Russians 1 " and " End Piecework 1 "
Other people, taking their lead from the workers, joined
in. As far u Poznan was concerned, the demonstrations
soon showed the features of a full-scale uprising. Russian
tanks and troops surrounded the city, but did not move in.
The Government brouaht in Polish tanks whose crews did as
they were told. Workers' blood flowed in the streets. After
two days, the revoit was crushed. The ZisPo factory management had their • riaht • to manage inscribed in blood. There
were • sympathetic ' strikes in several other towns, but they
were quickly isolated by the Police and did not reach similar
proportions.
Shocked and confused, the Polish bureaucracy blamed the
uprising on ' provocateurs ', on ' secret agents employed by
the United States and Western Germany '. But on Ju)y 18,
at a meeting of the Party's Central Committee, Edward Ochab,
the Fint Secretary, said : " ••• it is necessary to look first of
all for the social roots of these incidents (in Poznan) which
have become, for the whole of our Party, a warning signal
testifying to the existence of serious disturbance in the
relations between the Party and various sections of the
working class."
· Ochab went o.; to explain that about 7S % of the Poznan
workers had suffered from a fall in wages, while the piecework norms had increased. By giving on)y economic reasons
for the uprising, Ochab was seeking to play down its impartant
palitical aspects. His statement, nevertheless, appeared to
reflect a more positive attitude to the workers' demands. It
no doubt prevented further immediate uprisings in a nation
still seething with discontent.
After Poznan, the demand for change increased. The badly
shaken leadership tried to evolve a new palicy-a • Polish
road to socialism •. Some anti-Stalinists were given posts
in the Party. Gomulka, excommunicated and imprisoned
in 19S1, and under bouse arrest since 19S4, was brouaht
back into communion with the Party. He was issued a
brand new membership card.
The attitude of the Polish leaders differed from that of
the Communist hierarchy in the rest of Eastern Europe.es
This worried the men in the Kremlin. So, while the Polish
Communist Party's Central Committee was still in session,
reviewing the Poznan events, the Russians sent their Premier,
Marshal Bulganin, to Warsaw. He came to enforce the
Russian line that Poznan was the work of " Western agents
and provocateurs ". The Central Committee shcwed him
they would not stand for outside interference. As soen as
Bulganin arrived, the Central Committee meeting was suspended. After the formalities, it was palitely suggested to
Bulganin that be make a tour of the provinces. He agreed,
The Central Committee then resumed its session. As soor.
45. We do not bave spacebere to descrlbe the Ruulan treacherydurlng
the magnlftcentcampalgnof the Pollsh workers of Warsawagalnst the
Nazis ln 1944. This wu a betrayal of such slckenlngmagnitude that
few Poles wlll ever forget lt. The memory of these events played a
large part ln the post•warattitude of the Poles to the U.S.S.R.
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Nearing Flashpoint
" The time of surprise attacks. ef revoladona
carried tbrouah by amall consdous mlaoridea
at the bead of uneonldous masses. 1s put.
Wbere ft ls a qaesdon of a eomplete transformation of the social orllllllzation. the muses them•
selves must also be ln ft. mait tbemselvea
already bave arasped wbat fs at stake. wbat
tbey are 1oln1 ln for, body and soaL"
F. Engels. Introduction to Man's• The Clau
St,;uggle in France ' (1895).

· From the spring ()f 1956 on, the quick build-up of tension
in Poland was paralleled by similar development in Hungary.
The exposure of Stalin at the 20th Consress, in February
1956, gave further impetus to revolutionary tendencies in
Hungaey. These. already discernible in October 1955, now
came more into the open.
ln April. 1956. the • Petofi Circle '16 was formed by the
Young Communists-mainly
students.
Assisted by the
Writers' Union. it soon became an important and effective
centre for the dissemination of opinion, criticism and protest
about the deplorable state of Hungarian society. Several
other discussion · groups were formed, but the Petofi Circle
remained the largest. (Similar discussions took place in
Russia, prior to 1917.)
Many pamphlets were produced and distributed at this
time, mainly in Budapest. A duplicating machine at Party
Headquarters in Budapest is said to have been used. This
could not have been done without the connivance of some
members of the govemment. Due to shortages, there were
production difficulties. It is reported that one pamphlet bad
been produced on toilet paper, ln the early days, the main
themes of this literature were purely demands for more
literary freedom. But the political implications were clear.
Later, the wrlters, ail Communists, demanded that Hungary
should follow her own road to Communism. They thereby
clearly implied that the présent road was wrong and that
a greater independence from the U.S.S.R. was necessary.
Similar themes were now being discussed at the longer
and longer meetings of the Petofi Circle. The Rakosi government then banned these meetings. This made things worse.
The ban was soon lifted. The Communist writer, Gyula HaY''
took the discussion. a stage further. ln an article in lrodalmi
Uisdg (Literary Gazette), he sharply attacked the bureaucratic
interference with writers' freedom. Soon, the meetings of
the Petofi Circle· were attracting thousands of people. These
gatherings, already unanimous in their demands for intellectual liberty and truth, began to hear voices openly calling for
political freedom.

One of these meetings was noteworth:, for a passionate
speech made by Mrs. Julia Railc, widow of Laszlo Rajk, wbo
had been executed u a "Titoist Fascist" in October, 1949.
Several thousand people attended tbis meeting. lt overilowed
into the streets, where the speeches were relayed b:, lou4speakers. Mrs. Railc called for justice to ber husband's
memoey : an honourable place in the Party's lûatory. She
severely criticised the off-band way in wbich a few montbs
earlier her husband had been " rebabilitated ". ln a speech
at Eger on March 27, 1956, Rakosi had casually a,mounced
that the Party bad passed a resolution to rebabilitate Laszlo
Rajk and others. This had been done ofliciall:,, through the
Supreme Court. ln a cold voice, Rakosl had added that the
entire Rajk trial had been bued on a provocation. "lt was
a miscarriage of justice," he said. Julia Railc then clemanded
that those guilty of his murder should be punished. This
electrified the audience. Although there was no mention
of Rakosi, everybody present knew exact]y whom Julia Rajk
meant.
By June, 1956, the intellectual agitation was in full swing.
The articles in lrodalmi Uisdg were becoming more aad more
bluntly critical of the regime. Althougb, earlier in the :vear,
an issue of the paper had been confiscated, people were now
quite surprised that the ' leadership' did not suppress it. As
the title suggests, the paper was primarily intended for people
with literary interests. But many others were now reading
it. Odd copies could be seen in the bands of factory workers,
on the shop floor. ln fact, demand for some issues so outstripped supply that a ' black market ' developed. Copies
were selling at 60 forints-about 30s. each.
The articles by· Gyula Hay suggested be was the centre of
a campaign for freedom of the written word. During June
this was sometimes referred to as the ' writers• revoit •.
Officialdom reluctantly countenanced the situation. ln fact.
the June 28 issue of Szabad NeP" surprised many of its
readers by welcoming this hitherto frowned-upon use of the
human intellect. Pravda immediately countered the move.
lt vehemently denounced the Hungarian writers. On June
30 the Central Committee brought Szabad Ner, back to
the Party line, with a resolution condemning the " demaaoaic
behaviour " and " anti-part:, views " of " vaclJl•tins elements."
It accused the writers of " attempting to spread confaaion"
with " the provocative content" of their articles. For once,
part of the stereotyped party jargon was quite correct. Tbia

46. Sandor Pet6& was a poet who played an important part ID the
Hungarlan revolutlon agalnst the Hapsbura oppression, ln 1848. Csar
Nicholas I sent troops to suppress the Hunaarians.
47. Gyula Hay was well known at the tlme of Bela JCun's reatme of 1,i,,
wben one of bis playa was performed at the Hungarlan National Theatre.
He fted Hunsary from Horthy'• White Terror and wand~ed throalh
Europe wilh a sultcase full of unperformed plays. He returned to
Budapest at the end of World War 1l when another of hla playa became
a areat success.

41. Communlst Party dafly.
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restive period of any conscious attempt made by the intellectuals50 to co-operate with the industrial workers on a mass
scale, to share with them the experiences of this cultural
and political awakening, and thus to demonstrate that the
workers' struggles were bound up with the articulate demands
for freedom, for truth, etc. Nevertheless, the Petofi Circle
bad become, altY..it not in a completely conscious manner. the
articulate voice of the working people of Hungary. lt may
well be that, had such co-operation occurred, the Party
leaders would have acted to suppress the movement sooner
than they did. But they would have had to do so in the
face of even greater solidarity than was to develop at the
height of the revolution. ln the event, the dearee of cooperation, liaison and solidarity between workers and intellectuals was remarkably great. But closer co-çperation with
the workers earlier on would most certainly have broadened
the base of the movement. The more practical and radical
approach of the workers would have cleared the air of at
least some of the cramping illusions held by many of the
intellectuals-for example their great enthusiasm for a Nagy
Govemment, appeals to Western leaders, to U.N.O .• etc.
lt was the veteran Communist writer. Gyula Hay, who
again brought the cauldron to the boil with an article in the
September 8 issue of Irodalmi Uisdg. It poetically demanded
" absolute and unfettered freedom " for writers.
The article stated that " it should be the writer's prerogative
to tell the truth : to criticise anybody and anything : to be
sad : to be in love : to think of death : not to ponder whether
liaht and shadow are in balance in his work : to believe in
the omnipotence of God : to deny the existence of God : to
doubt the correctness of certain figures in the Five Year Plan:
to thinlt in a non-Marxist manner even if the thought thus
bom is not yet amongst the truths proclainled to be of binding
force : to find the standard of life low even of people whose
wages do not yet figure amongst those to be raised : to
believe uniust something that is still oflicial]y maintained
to be just : to dislike certain leaders : to describe problems
without concluding how they may be solved : to consider
ugly the New York Palais,s1 declared a historic building,
despite the fact that millions have recently been spent on it :
to notice that the city is falling into :uins since tbere is no ·
money to repair the buildings : to criticise the way of life.
the way of speaking and way of working of certain leaders :
• • • to like Sztalinvaros : to dislike Sztalinvaros : to write in
an unusual style : to oppose the Aristotelian dramaturgy :
. • . ete., etc. Who would deny that a short while ago many
of those things were strictly forbidden and would have
entailed ·punishment ... but today, too, they are just tolerated
and not really allowed."
About a week after Hay's article was published, the
congress of the Writers' Union opened in Budapest. The
depth of the revoit revealed itself in the elections for the
new Presidium. Ail those who had supported the Rakosi
regime, if only passively, were ousted. Communist • rebels'
and some non-Communist writers were elected. Ail the
speeches sharelv criticised the "regime of tyranny," The
re!Vlbilitation of Nagy was demanded. Gyula Hay admitted
that Communist writers, " havjng submitted to the spiritual
leadership of the Party Secretariat. let themselves be led
astray on to the path of mendacity." He added that the
most honest writers had found themselves in a frightful
dilemma and " suffered horribly in this atmosphère of lying
•.. and paid dearly for the lie ... with the lowering of the
standard of our work. . . ." Konya, the poet. took up the
thème in an impassioned speech about writing. only the
truth. He ended with the rhetorical questions : " In the
name of what morality do the Communists consider themselves justified in committing arbitrary acts against their
former allies, in staging witch-trials, in persecuting innocent

was indeed the precise intention of the revolutionary writers:

to provoke thQ&llbt, ideas and discussion about the existing
conditions in HbnRKY. The Central Committee resolution
was carried and hastily propagated at exactly the time when
news of the workers' revoit in Poznan was reaching intellectual circles in Hungary and inspiring them to intensify their
campaip.

The feeling of guilt among honest Communist intellectuals
-members of long standing-became apparent. Their consciences no longer allowed the gulf between myth and reality
to be bridged. At a large meeting of the Petôl'i Circle on
June 27, the novelist Tibor Dery had asked why they found
themselves in such a erisis,' " Therè is no freedom,'' he said.
•• 1 hope there will be no more Police terror. 1 am optimistic.
I bope we shall be able to get rid of our present leaders.
let us bear in mind that we are allowed to discuss these
thin15 on]y with permission from above. They think it's
a sood idea tolet some steam off an overheated boiler. We
.want deeds and we want the opportunit)' to speak freely."
ln the first da.Ys of Ju]y, articles in lrodalmi Uisd1 began
clemanding Raltosi's resignation. The same demand was
clear]y voiced at the meetin15 of the Petofi Circle. lt was
even suuested by some speakers that Imre Nagy sbould be
brouaht back into the Party, although Nagy's name was on]y
mentioned casua]]y, even guarded]y. Rakosi, who was in
Moacow, returned suddenly to Budapest. He souaht to suppress the beretical movement. He knew of on]y one way to
do this : a purge. A list of prominent names among the
politicians and writers was drawa up. But before the first
ltase (the arrests) could be carried out, Suslov, Rusaian
Minister for the affairs of the People's Democracies. unnpected]y arrived in Budapest. He was immecliate)y followed by
Mikoyan. They told Rakosi tbat bis plan would ignlte an
already explosive situation. The Kremlin bad decided tbat
Rakosi sbould go.
The smoulderin1 crisis in Hunpry was not the on]y reason
for the. Kremlin's decision. Tito hated Rakosi. He bad
for some time been agitating for bis removal. Tito refused
to meet Rakosi, or even to travel throuah the country wben
be beld power. The Russo-Yuaoslav rapprochement inftuenced
the decision to get rid of Rakosi.
AU this was clear]y a Kremlin-inspire.ci compromise. For
Rakosi's close friend and collaborator, Emo Gero, was to
mcceed binl as First Secretary. And, with the exception
of General Farltas, wbo was expelled from the Party, most
of Rakosi's followers retained their positions.
Hungarians beard of Rakosi's resianation on Ju)y 18. They
allo heard that the recent]y rehabilitated Janos Kadar and
Gyorgy Marosan,• the Social Democrat, bad been made
members of the Political Bureau. These were the first of
a few minor concessions made during the month of Augu:;t.
ln the tumultuous situation, these concessions were to prove
insignfficant and wbo]]y inadequate. The suffering of the
working people bad been too long and too areat for them
to harbour illusions about changes in the Leadership or to
be bouaht off by a few extra coppers in their pay packets.
Through tbç long summer days the debate smouldered on.
Wbile the firéflies danced animatedly among the trees of
the countryside, fascinating ideas about freedom flew about
the meetings in the towns. Tension mixed strange]y with
a holiday mood. The wbole month was like a heavy summer ·
evening : the sua still glowing eeri]y through the dark purple
doucis of a tbreatening storm. Familiar obiects seemed out
of perspective· and took on a different shape and colour.
ln private rooms and public meeting places an ominous
feeling of destiny penaded the air. The intellectuals seemed
to sense the ' dangers' inherent in their ideas.- Yèt they felt
compelled t~ carry on, on to whatever ends free expression
mllht lead them to,
We have found no evidence throughout the whole of this

50. We use the term toosely to descrlbe the type taltlng part ln thl1
movement. There were, of course, a few lndustrlal workers at the
meetings.but the large maforlty were wrlters and students plus a number
of scboolteachers,doctors, etc.
51. A famous colfee house damaged durlng the war and rebullt by the
Govemment.

•· Raltllll laad kept tllaa botll ID fall for yean u " Tltolst Fasclsts ",
etc. JCadlll' lltfll bore the marks c,a 1118 face and body of the tortllru
Ile ldered on orden of the • Leadership.•
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people, in treating genuine revolutionaries as ü they were
traitors, in gaoling and killing them 7 ln the name of what
morality 7"

Thus, the intellectuals exposed their crisis of conscience.
Yet this resofute search for truth, amounting at times almost
to mysticism, helped to give the events that followed an
essential theme of socialist morality.

The First Demands
" Men make thelr own blstory, whatever lts
outcome may be, ln that each penon follows
bis own consclously deslred end, and lt ls pre•
clsely the resultant of these many wllls operating
ln dlfferent directions and of thelr manHold
effects upon the outer world that consdtutes
hlstory. Thus lt ls also a question of what the ' .
many lndlvlduals deslr.e".
F. Engels. Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of
Classical German Philosoph11 (1888).
still controlled by the Party, gave these demands the universal
• leadership ' twist. It • moderated ' them. The demands
were revolutionary in the circumstances : broadening of trade
union democracy ; establishment of workers' control ;55 a
prominent role for the unions in solving problems of
production and management ; the manager to keep bis " full
right " to malte decisions, but to consult the union committee
on questions of wages and welfare. Here was the most
important development in the whole of the campaign SC' fi:-f
This remarkable political consciousness of the workers nao
its core in the concentrated industrial area of Czepel lsland,56
in the Danube between Buda and Pest. lt imm.ediate)y
transformed the whole situation. Until n~w the campaign
had been one of agitational ferment and protest. The workers'
demand for • self-government ' in the fa'ctories gave it a
revolutionary edge in the strictest sense of the word. The
workers were preparing for the psychological moment when
their radical action would change the . whole political and
economic system. No wonder that, later on, the spokesmen
of the West were to prove so uninformative 1
The Petëfi Circle took up the workers' demands. But
they were still unaware of their revolutionary implications.
In a series of new demands, the Govemment was requested
to band over the administration of the factories to the
workers. This must surely have appeared naïve to anyone
aware of the nature of govemment. It tended to perpetuate
the illusion that any govemment can act in the interests
and on behalf of working people.
The Petëfi Circle also called for the expulsion of Rakosj
from the Party ; for a public trial Qf General Farkas ; for a
revision of the second Five Year Plan; for equality in ail
relations between Hungary and the Soviet Union ; for full
publication of ail trade agreements (the trade · pact with
Moscow for the exploitation of the rich uranium- deposits
found a few months earlier at Pecs was stressed); and for
the re-admittance of Nagy to the Party. A concession ee
the pressure came a few days later. Nagy was given a new
Party card 1
In mid-October, Gero left to meet Tito in Belgrade. At
precise)y this time, momentous events were taking place in
Poland. The Hungarian intellectuals were further inspired

Towards the end of September the first of the Poznan
trials began in Poland. Public sympathy with the accused
was apparent. Every possible opportunity was taken, both
by those on trial and the public, to condemn the violence
and injustice of the regime. The Government squirmed.
Almost ail the accused were ordinary workers. The sentences were comi,aratively mild.
When this news reached the Hungarians they were elated.
The tension and the pressure on the Govemment increased.
The ruling group, feeling themselves more out of touch
than usual, tried to win sympathy with a stage-managed
funeral for Laszlo Rajk. Many of those who had stagemanaged bis trial and execution as a " Titoist Fascist " now
indignantly deplored the " slander " of Comrade Rajk who
had been " innocently condemned and executed." Their
belief that they could deceive the people with such a macabre
exhibition proved their complete degeneracy. Over 200,000
people turned out for the funeral.u Even then the • leaders '
did not see the light. · They did not see that the demand
for Raik's complète rehabilitation was purely symbolic. The
people had not forgotten the brutality of Rajk's secret police.
" One of the jokes current in Budapest at the time was: • What
is the difference between a Christian and a Marxist 7 The
Christian believes in a hereafter ; the Marxist believes in a
rehabilitation hereafter ' .....
Rajk's exhumed corpse was re-buried on Martyrs' DayOctober 6. This was the anniversary of the execution by the
Austrians, on October 6, 1849,of the first constitutional Prime
Minister of Hungary, Count Battbiny, and of thirteen others.
About three hundred young men discovered some connection
between this and the day's event. They began the first
unofficial depionstration. They marched to the Batth.iny
monument carrying posters and shouting slogans about
independence and freedom. Several onlookers joined them
believing that such a demonstration, however incredible,
must have official sanction.
During September and early October the workers had
become active. They were demanding • genuine workers'
self-government '56 in the factories. The Trade Union Council,
S2. The Doil11 Workw carrted no report of thJs nry importantnmt.
53. Peter Fryer--Hun1arian Trqed11, p.3!1.
S4. We call tbls 'workers' management'- see Solidariq, pamphlet No. 6:

5S. Not nec:easarilya revoludonary demand. See Solidariti, pamphlet
No. 7-Th• Worker.r' Opposition p.66.
·
S6. The great lndustrlal area of Budapest renowned u • Red Czepel •
because of the large nwnber of lts worli:en who were Part7 memben.
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when they leamed tbat the Kremlin and the old Polish
leadership had been defeated, that Gomulka had been elected
as First Secretary, tbat Rokossovski had resigned,
The Petofi Circle called for a mass demonstration on
October 23, " to express the · deep sympathy and solidarity
with our Polish brothers " in their struggle for freedom. They
applied to the Ministry of the lnterior for permission to
hold the demonstration. lt was granted I Ail hell would
have broken loose had it been refused.
B:, October 22, groups in the Hungarian universities and
the various discussion circles were meeting. They considered
the form of the demonstration. There was broad agreement
that there should be a march to the statue of General Josef
Bem, on the bank of the Danube. This seemed appropriate.
Bem was a Pole who won fame when he fougbt with the
Hungarians against the Hapsburg (Austrian) oppression in the
so-called • umbrella revolution ' of 1848-49. But there was
some disagreement between two of the largest Budapest
universities. The Central University wanted slogans and
banners to make the purpose of the demonstration clear

beyond doubt. The Polytechnic wanted a more ' aesthetic '
demonstration-no shouting, no banners, just a quiet march
to the statue and back. A surprising development occurred
at Szeged University, in Hungary's second largest city. A
separate students' organisation, called MEFESZ, was formed.
Many members of DISZ, the official Communist organisation,
joined. The Party decided it was no use trying to oppose
the re-grouping, To retain some influence, DISZ was instructed to welcome the new formation. Then DISZ went further,
lt decided to participate in the next day's demonstration.
By the end of October 1956, many years of misery, of
being bullied and oppressed, manipulated and managed, had
brought the Hungarian people to the brink of revolution.
Yet the people were not fully aware of it. No plans had
been laid, no conscious steps taken towards fundamental
change. No leadership, in the generally accepted sense, had
emerged, Nevertheless, the classical conditions for revolution
were there. The build-up had occurred over a period of
years. The culminating events were to be compressed into
days-even hours.

The October 23 Demonstrations
.. Do not be afrafd of the lnldadve and Indepeadence of the masses ; entrust yourselves to
the revolutlonary orPDlsatlom of the muses."
V. I. Lenin. One of the Fundamental Questions
of the Revolution (1917).
In the absence of Gero, now returning from Belgrade, the
Party was undecided about what should be done, Some,
believing they were expressing Gero's wishes, wanted the
march banned. Others preferred the old tactic of infiltration
and take-over. Both views sprang from a degenerate and
bureaucratic attitude to events. Laszlo Piros, the Minister
of the Interior and a close associate of Gero, had the final
word. On the moming of Tuesday, October 23, permission
to hold the march was withdrawn.
Delegations from the various groupings and universities
began to arrive at Party Headquarters in Academy Square.
A few were allowed in. They asked officiais to use their
influence to get the ban withdrawn. Gyula Hay, and a small
delegation from the Petofi Circle, argued for the lifting of
the ban. They explained that many students and writers
intended to march, permission or no permission. The
bureaucrats prevaricated.
By the afternoon, marchers were forming up in different
parts of the City. As is so often the case, rank-and-file
action caused a sudden change of mind at the Ministry of
the Interior.
Deputy Minister Mibaly Fekete suddenly
announced on the radio that the ban had been lifted. The
' infiltration ' faction had apparently won. Fekete patronismgly added: " The employees and ail the Communist Party
members of the Ministry of the lnterior have rallied to the
side of honest Hungarians in the interests of change."
The demonstration was soon under way. Marchers were
converging on the Bem statue from numerous Points in
Budapest. A crowd of several thousands had assembled at
the Petofi statue and now joined the march. The Hungarian
national colours of red, white and green were much in
evidence. lmprovised banners and posters appeared. Sorne
were simply inscribed " Freedom." Others added " Independeace----Truth." Others still called for "Polish-Hungarian

Friendship." Among the many and diverse slogans, which
showed the individuality of the demonstrators, none was
directly anti-Russian. Only one came anywhere near to it :
" Let each nation keep its army to its own soit 1 "•7
The various columns of marchers arrived at the Bem statue
one after the other. They there fused into one great crowd.
The large majority were young people. On the way their
ranks had grown as people in the streets, women and
children, had joined. A small number of workers left their
jobs and tagged on, a little self-consciously. Even before
ail the marchers had arrived, spontaneous speeches were
being made. The general theme was solidarity. Solidarity
at home. International solidarity. Solidarity with the people
of Poland was much stressed.
Considerable pathos was added when a student reminded
the crowd of the 1849 revolution by reciting the words of
Petofi :Our battalions have combined two nations
And what nations I Polish and Magyar 1
ls there any destiny that is stronser
Than those two when they are united 1
When nearly 50,000 people had assembled, Peter Veres
moved up to the foot of the statue to read a resolution
from the Writers' Union. lts seven Points can be summarised
as follows :
"We want:
57. Perhaps thls was carrled by the student who, at the Polytechnlc the
prevloua evenlng, bad caused an apprehenslve bush to fall on the
meeting when be suddenly shouted: " Out wlth the Russlans I" There
was some laughter when the silence was broken by the quiet volce of a
lecturer: " Our frlend means, of course, to suggest that lt would be
deslrabie for each nation to keep lts army on lts own soll."
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visit the City Park where stood a 26 foot, bronze statue of
Stalin. the ' Man of Steel '. Two or three thousand people
peeled off from the body of marchers and joined them. They
were in great spirits, singing and· laughing. When they
reached the statue, a · 1adder and a tough rope were passed
up onto the massive plinth. The ladder was put against the
pedestal. Up climbed two men. A rope was placed around
' Stalin's • neck. lt was grabbed by hundreds of eager bands.
lt tautened. The statue ll'ated and creaked as it bowed,
slow)y, to the crowd. With a final screech, it fell from its
pedestal. There was an ear-splitting clang as it hit the plinth.
A great cheer was followed by a roar of hilarious Iaughter.
The whole thing was ludicrous. lt was absurd. The plinth
now looked even more grotesque. Still firmly planted on
the pedestal were • Stalin's • 6-foot-high iack-bocts. The rest
of the statue was taken away by lorry and dumped in front
of the National Theatre, where a laughing crowd soon smashed
it to pieces.
Stalin's boots, however, still stood there. What an omen
for those who believed in such thingsl lt is not much use
getting rid of one man. Another will always fill bis boots.
You must get rid of the need for rulers. Perhaps somebody
thought about this, for later a Hungarian flag appeared in
one of the boots. This red, white and green tricolour, with
the Communist bammer and wheatsheaf emblem raued)y
eut from its centre, was the on)y symbol of revolution the
people knew.
The main crowd marching from Parliament Square had in
the meantime arrived at the entrance to S4ndor Street. lt
had been joined by many thousands more, mostly workers.
Many had rushed there from all over Budapest. They had
heard Gerô's speech (which had been broadcast at 6 p.m. and
again at 7). The spantaneous decision of the demonstrators to
go to the Radio Station particular)y appealed to the workers.
Traflic in the centre of the city had come to a standstill.
The municipal Police, though somewhat perplexed, made no
attempt to interfere with the • unofficial ' marchers. But the
entrance to S4ndor Street was barred bv a shoulder-toshoulder line of the dreaded A.V.O. men. They had aiso
occupied the Radio BuildinR. A machine-gun-carrying
detachment stood on guard outside. The marchers stopped.
There had obviously been members of the A.V.O. among the
crowd in Parliament Square. On hearina the intention of
the crowd to march to the Radio Station, they had informed
their leaders.
The demonstrators craned their necks to see why the
march had halted. They saw the glint of arms beld bv the
grim-faced Security Police. Although unarmed, they no
longer felt fear. ln their solidarity, they recognised their
strength. They glimpsed the passibility of freedom. Tbeir
destiny was in theu bands atone. Yet none advocated violence
against their oppressors.
"Let us passl"-" The Hungarian people must hear our
proposais I "-" Send in a delegation I ". These demands were
shouted from various Points in the crowd. Each demand
was greeted with great applause. There was some discussion
among the front ranks. A delegatlon was formed. Alter a
further discussion with the A.V.O., this small ll'OUP of people
was let through the cordon and then into the Radio Building.
The crowd waited. The air rumbled with conversations.
Occasional laughter was heard, even the snatch of a song,
They were still in sood mood. An hour passed. No sign
of the delegation. The crowd's gaiety gave way to more
serious determination. Some people were growing restless.
The front ranks were now touching the A.V.O. cordon.
Another half-hour. Still no word from their comrades in
the building. The mood changed rapidly. Angry shouts
ftew up from all parts of the crowd. The armed cordon
began to bulge a little. The A.V.O. men were clear)y worried.
Alter all, according to official rules and regulations, the
people shouldn't really be there at all. And there were so
many of theml People across the whole width of the road.
People as far as the eye could see 1
"Where's our delegation 7"-" Let them outl "-" Free our

An independent national palicy based on the principles
of socialism.
2. Equality in relations with the U.S.S.R. and the People's
Democracies.
3. A revision of economic agreements in the spirit of the
equality of national rights.
4. The· running of the factories by workers and specialists.
S. The right of peasants free)y to decide their own fate.
6. The removal of the Rakosi clique, a past in the Govemment for Imre Nagy, and a resolute stand against ail
counter-revolutionary attempts and aspirations.
7. Complete political representation of the working classfree and secret ballot in elections to Parliament and to
all autonomous organs of administration."58
As Peter Veres stepped down, the crowd applauded. They
had listened in almost total silence. lndeed, why should
they have become particularly excited 7 ln some respects,
the resolution was remarkably vague. There was real)y very
little in it that Krushchev himself had not advocated at some
time or other. The demands could, it is true, have been
developed into a revolutionary programme. No mention
was made of how ail this might be achieved, even as it
stood.
The demonstration was over. The crowds began to move
away, but not to disperse. For some unknown reason they
marched towards Parliament Square. Another crowd of
several thousands joined them on the . way. When they
reached the Square they just stood there, in silence. People
were now converging on Parliament Square in their hundreds.
Many of the later arrivais had heard Ger6 make his ex;pected
speech on the radio. Snatches from the speech were passed
on, in low, angry voices. Faces at the windows of the Par ..
liament building stared out at the crowd, which must now
have numbered about a hundred thousand. Perhaps those
at the windows became afraid. Sudden)y ail the lights in
the building and in the square went out. The crowd remained
where it was. Someone struck a match and lit a newspaper.
Newspapers ftared up all over the square. The people
watched the building take on a gaunt, menacing look in
the ftickering yellow light. Perhaps they were thinlting of
wbat Gero had just said : the students' demonstration had
been an attempt to destroy democraey • • • to undermine
the power of the working class • • • to loosen the friend]y
ties between Hungary and the Soviet Union • • , whoever
attacks our achievements will be repelled ••• the intellectuaJs
had heaped slanders on the Soviet Union: they had asserted
that Hungary was trading with the Soviet Union on an
unequal footing, that independence must allegedly be
defended, not aaainst the imperialists, but aaainst the Soviet
Union. Ali this was an impudent lie - hostile propaganda
which did not contain a grain of truth. Alter more such
accusations. Gero had said that the Central Committee would
not meet for eight days.
Was this why the people now stood silently in Parliament
Square 7 Or were they just dumbfounded and exasperated
by Gero's intransigent stupidity7 Was it really possible that
hypocrisy could be taken so far 7 The sheer mendacity left
011e s;.,eechless. Why deny so vehemently what everybody
knew to be fact 7
A discussion began in one corner of the Square. After a
white, voices from the darkness suggested that a delegation
should go to the Radio station, in S4ndor Street, with the
request that their demands be broadcast. There were cries
of agreement from the crowd, Then more discussion;
Eventually a deputation moved off iil the direction of S4ndor
Street ... followed by 100;000 .people I They now wanted
to see some action, if onlv a broadcast, result from their
silent vigil in Parliament Square. As this mass of people
moved through the streets, they were joined by several
thousand more, many of them industrial workers on their
way home.
Further along the road, a group in the crowd decided to
I.

58. Fer the fùll tnt of the resoladon, -
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delèlates 1 "...:.._ toared:.;the·cro'lfd impatient]y. A sPOntaneous
forward·swepr the A.V.O. cordon aside. The people
balted-!11 &ont.of another Une of A.V.O. men guarding the
Radio Builcliq. Policemen tbrougbout the world are not
noœcl for eithu intellisence or understandin&, The Hunaarian
Securfty Police were no exception. Wbat should they do 7
Tbe demonstratms were unarmed - but thue were thousands
of tllem 111d they were angry.· ln an.y case, demonsttations
of dûs aort were illega). For their protection, ruling minorities

always staff their police forces with men whose minds only
work one way. The A.V.O. men knew only one answer.
Machine-guns fired.
Aaonized shrieks arose as the front ranka of the peaceful
demonstrators crumpled to the ground. The crowd became
infuriated. The Police were quick]y overwhelmed, their
arms used to lire at the windows of the Radio Building from
which lead now streaked into the thronas below.
The Hungarian Re•olution had begun.

surp

Nagy Calls •1n Russian Tanks
.. The Party flahta for a mon democntic
Worbn and Peuàata Repnllc, whenla die
. Police and the 1t1111clln1 ana, woald be eom. pleteb' ellmlnated and nplaced by a aeneral
armfq of the people. by a anlveral mllltla ; all ·
dae offices woald be not Olll)' electiYe bnt allo
1111blect to lnltllllt recall by a maforlty ef
electon ; all offices wlthout UCQdon woald be
pald at dae rate of the averap waae of a
aklllecl worker ; aO repreaentadve parllamntuy lnstltudons wonld andaally alve place to
Sovleta , • • fancdonln1 both u Iealalatlve
and necndve bodies. n
V. 1. Lenin. Materials relating to the Reuision
of the Partr, Programme (May 1917)•

. The newa spread fast. Within half an hour of the first
shots in S4ndor Street (and while Radio Budapest was
c:ontinully broadcasting messages to the effect that " armed
&sc:ist and counter-revolutionary bands were attacking pnblic
buildings in the cit:Y ") the trutb about the events at the
Radio Building was known by almost everyone in town.
The rest of the country knew soon after.
During the months of intellectual ferment, little had been
heard of workers' opinions. On October 21, a worker from
a factory in Cze11el had said: " Rest assured, we too shall
speak..... Now the workers spoke with deeds. Those who
had earlier left the arms factories returned there. Their
comrades of the nilht shift belped load lorries with commancleered arms : revolvers, rifles, li&ht machine guns and
ammunition. Many on the niaht-shift then left the factories
and went to S4ndor Street to help distribute the weapons
and join the ever-increasing crowds. The police made no
attempt to disperse the demonstrators. Many handed over
their weaPoDS to the workers and students, then stood aside :
some policemen foined the demoilstration. This also applied
to the soldiers. Lar11e numbers of soldiers handea over their
arms. Althouah the majority did not · filht alongside the
revolutionaries, practical)y none fouaht against them. This.
is easily esplained. The majority of soldiers were youna
peasanta. The peasants had been leu affected by the
aenenl ferment.
While fiabting continued in S4ndor Street and efforts were
beins made to oc:cupy the Radio Station, thousands of
workers and students bellUl to form groups in the surrounding
atreets. These aroups apread out into the city. They set
up IOad c:ontrola and occupied aome of the main squares. Ail
can were stopped. H memben of the A.v.o. were found

.
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inside, the car was commandeered and the occupants sent
off on foot. There was no general attack on the A.V.O. at
this stage.
By l a.m., ail the main streets and squares (iacluding
Parliameat Square) had been ' occupied • by vast crowds.
Large groups carrying an assortment of small anns stationed
themselves at vantaae points.
Gerë's lies were still coming from the radio ; over the
incongruous signature of the Council of Ministers of the
Hungarian Peoples Republic.
" Fascists and reactionary
elements have launched an armed attack on our public
buildings and on our security units. To restore order, and
untll further measures are taken, ail meetings, gatheriags and
marches are banned. The armed security organs have been
ordered to apply the full vigour of the law agaiast anyone
who breaks this order," Later in the niaht, the term
• Fascists ' was altered to ' counter-revolutionaries.' ' Of
course. no mention was made ~f the machine-aunning by the
A.V~ •• nor of the killina of many of the unarmed people
taking part in a peaceful demonstration.
lt must be emphasized that althouah the situation bad now
reached the proportions of an armed uprising, it had not in
anr, war, been planned or organi:zed; Many commentators
throuahout the world either claimed the whole thing bad
been previously oraanised or simply falled to mention its
spontaneit)'. Whether their allegiance was to East or West,
they were unable to understand that ordinary people .c:ould
take effective action agaiast the State without hierarchical
·and top-heavy organisation.
.
As we have previously shown, both the Russian rulers and
the Western Powers had kept many Nazi adminisb'ators in
position after the war. A hierarchical organisation, based
on privilege, and · reinforced by a rigid chain of conun,and
from above down, was for them the very essence of
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' el&ciency '. Their minds had been conditioned to see this
structure as the only one possible. Understandably, but
wrongly, they believed that the efliciency of the Hunprian
revolutionaries must depend on some form of organiutlon
similar to their own. How else, they argued, could orcliDar:,
workers, students and others have had such an excellent
system of communication ? How else could they bave armed
themselves with such apeed and smootbness ? The events in
Hungary durin1 the last week of October 1956 show clearly
that the worlters relied on quite clifferent methocls of
organisation. If revolutionaries orunise lite those whose
rule they seek to overthrow, they are defeated before the
battle is enpged.
·

•

•

lhown that bis idea of • orcler ' was any more than a liberalised form of the • order ' that bad prevailed in satellite
Hunpry. And in the situation prevailiq on October 24,
1956, any demand for thù kind of order had loq a,o been
eclipsed by the people's desire and ail-out struule for far
more fundamental chaqe.
A man of Nagy's bac:ltlround
wu bound to believe, like GeriS, that the massive force of
Russian taQks would soon restore • order '. He bad been
in the ftrst Russian puppet aovemment. He bad, in tum,
been Minister of Aariculture, Minister of the lnterior, Minister of Food, Minister of Aaricultural Detiveries, and Deputy
Prime Minister. He knew the ropes and where power lay.
One of the main reasons for the naivety of the intellectuals
wu their laclt of contact with industrial workers. There
was, to some extent. a mutual embarrassment and suspicion.
But action. the revoit itself, had brought them toaether as
nothin1 else could have done. lt was the workers who, on
the monùq of Wednesday, October 24, saved the struule
from complete collapae. They saw the Nagy issue as laraely
irrelevant. ln the society they were glimpsin1 through the
dust and smoke of the battle in the streets, there would be
no Prime Minister, no aovemment of professional politicians,
and no officiais or bosses ordering them about. The decilion
to call in R~
troops only strenatheaed the morale and
resolve of ~ worlten. They were now more cletvmined
tban ever to bht to the end, wbatever tbat end might be.

•

Durina the eady houn of Wednesday October 24, worbn

and students were dying in the streets for the ultimate
freedom to decide how to l'UJl theJr society. The Party
leaden meanwbile were eDlllled in various manoeuvres.
Ger6 arranaed for the Premier to be relieved of hii post.
Andras Hegedfls, an obedient stooae of Raltosi, had been
little heard of even before he had been made Prime Minister.
Now he was out. GeriS invited Nagy to take over. There is
no evidence tbat Nagy needed any persuasion or that be
made any conditions. No official announcement was made
of this re-lhuffle. The &nt die people tnew of it was when, at
7.30 tbat mornÏIII,the radio referrecl to Nagy as the "Clairman
of the Council of Ministen"-the ol&cial term for Prime
Minister.
At 7.4S a.m. the ndio announced that the Minister of the
lnlmior bad proclaimed martial law " as moppiq-up opera:
tions Qainst counter-reTOlutlonuy
sroups eDlllled in
lootina" are stlll in prosress ". At 8 a.m. came the lhockins
announcement that. under the tenns of the Warsaw Treaty,
the Government bad asked for belp from Russian mllitary
units statloned in HUDIUY-" The Soviet formations, in
compllance with the Govenunent's request. are taltins part
in the restoradon of order. na
There is DO doubt that Imre· Nagy was Prime Minister of
the Government wbich called in Russian troops. There is
some doubt about whether he was triclted into doing so.
A larae number of students and intellectuals felt Nagy had
• betrayed ' them. Tbeir esteem for him clropped. At a
crucial stase in the struule, their morale took a severe jolt.
But why should so many intellectuals have bad illusions about
Nagy ? Nagy wu concerned with • order •. He bad never

•

•

•

Tbousands bad spent the early houn of Wednesday in the
meetiqa.
A revolutionar:, council of workers
and students was formed in Budapest and remained in
permanent session. Radio Budapest continued to Pour out
lies: "The revoit is about to collapse: thousands have
surrendered to the authorities : those who don't surrender
will be severely punished : no action will be talcen asainst
those who surrender."
"Pascists, misauided patriots,
counter-revolutionaries, bourgeois, bandits ". Persuasion,
threats, caiolin& rantina. The purpose of propapnda is not
to convince, but to confuse. It failed as far as the HUDIUians were concerned. They knew it was all lies.

streetl or at

ln Sûldor Street. the Radio Building was repeatedly and
furiously attacked. Later, the • boys ' (one of the aames
Hungarians affectionately aave to the filbten) succeeded in
occupying it. But the transmitters remained in the bands
of the A.V.O. who concentrated ail their effort in holding
them. Headina the small sroup of announcers who kept
the station operatin1 wu one GJ'6r&Y Szepesj, a sports commentator. Durinl the fint days of November, a group of
workers searched the wbole of Budapest for Szepesi, but he
had disappeared.

to. It Il remutable daat, darlaa die wbole caune of die rnoladon.
no of lootlq were npomct by any oblenera odler tla8ll di........
Stalllllatl.
61. Hubert Rlpta, B..,_ Blll'Ol'9i" '1w l'O# WP Worl4, p.l6J.
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The Battle is Joined
..A lffOludon la~
me lllOlt anthorltarlan
tldq there la. lt la the act whereb1 one put
of tlle pc,palatlon lma,oles lts wiD aPon the
otller put "1 meana of rifla. INlyonets and
c:annona- aathorltarlaa mam. If aach there
were ••• "
F. Engels. On Authoritr, (1872).

By 8.30 a.m., reports were circuJating in Budapeat tbat
workers had already been involved in battles with Rusaian
tanks on the outskirts of the clty. Another report. less
wide]y circulated, was tbat Suslov and Mikoyan had arrived
in Budapest at dawn. They had apparently ftown direct from
Moscow, where the Kremlin was getting woirled at the mess
their men in Budapest were making of things. Mikoyan, it
was alleged, had become very angry with GeriS. Whether
this was true or not, it soon became known tbat Gera had
been ' relieved of bis post ' as First Secretary of the Communist Party. Janos Kadar was given the job. Many among
the Communist hierarcby thouaht this a master move. Kadar
was of working-class ori&in, He had spent a long tùne in
prison as a Titoist. He had suffered considerab]y. He had
been tortured-missing fi.ngemails and scars on various parts
of bis body were proof of this. It is said be was a frightened
man-frightened of pain. Understandab]y so. He was to
prove soft clay in the ban~ of a ruthless • leadership ' 1
Just after 9 a.m., Nagy broadcast a personal appeal as
Prime Minister. He called for an end to the fighting. He
asked tbat order be restored.
" People of Budapest I I announce tbat ail those who,
in the interest of avoiding further bloodahed, stop fighting
bèfore 1300 hours today and lay down their arms, will be
exempted from summary jùrisdiction. We shall realise as
soon as possible, by ail means at our disposa] and on the
basis of the June 1953 Governmellt Programme, as I expounded it at that tùne in Parliament. the systematic democratisation of the country in every sphere of Party, State,
political and economic life. Every possibillty exists for the
Government to realise my political programme by re]yins
on the Hungarian people, under the leadership of the Communists. Heed our appeal. Cease fighting and secure the
restoration of calm and order in the interest of the future
of our people and country. Retum to peaceful and creative
work."
Does this sound like the speech of a man incapable of
calling in Russian troops 7 First. the im.plied threat. clothed
as a concession : " H you stop fiahtin& by 1 p.m., you'll
only be subieet to normal (7) lepl proceedings. H you
don't then summary jurfacliction." Ali knew what summary
jurisdiction meant. And what about " laying down arms " 7
This meant surrenderiag their new]y acquired weapons to
the authorities.
Why should Nagy have hor,ed tbat workers fightina·Russian
tanks, the A.V.O. and the whole rotten bureaucratie set-up,
should sudden]y band in their arms tbat Wednesday moming7
At that very tune, the workers and students had every reason,
on the contrars, to intensify their strugg]e. And what of
" the June 1953 Government Programme" 7 Such a programme had been mad• redondant by the events of the fast

few days. lt mi&ht have worked in April. On October 24.
ft appeared ridiculous. It 11111)" be true tbat Nagy was the
most humane and liberal in the Hungarian Communist hierarc:hy. But he was a prisoner of certain ideas which clashed
with the. people's desire for fundamental political and
economic change. It was beyond Nagy's comprehension to
grasp what the people really wanted-what they were now
1trivin1 towards.
Even if we acœpt tbat Nagy was hones.t and sincere, he
must have shown an incredible naivety to talk. at this stage,
of " the Hungarian · people under the leadership of the
Communists ", Leadership 7 This was precise]y what the
people were against.
This seeming]y neptive approach
implled a very positive one : to malte and carry out their
olbn declsions. The on]y effect of Premier Nagy's first speech
was to atrengthen the resolve of most revolutionaries to
fight on. As we shall see later. the people had already begun
to build their own revolutionary organisations. As ear]y as
the fint momin1 of the anned struule, leaflets were beina
distrlbuted in Budapest calling for a general strike. The
imprint on these leaflets wu : " The Revolutionary Council
of Workers and Studenta."

•

•

•

Russian tank& had begun to enter the city at various points
during the moming of October 24. Some units were immediate]y attacked by wor'kers and students.
Others werë
attacked after they had taken up strate&ic positions and
opened fire. ln some places, neither side opened fire. Here,
students who had leamt Russian at school, were in conversation with the soldiers. It was uplained tbat they were
ordinary Hungarians-workers. A number of the young
Russian soldiers seemed quite embarrassed. Perhaps they
remembered some of the thinp they had been tauaht at
school. Perhaps parts of ' Marxism-Leninism ' did not quite
accord with what was now required of them.
Jncreasing]y bitter battles were now raging throughout
Budapest : at Baross Square outside the Eastern Railway
Station, by the Ferencvaros railway freiaht station, around
the Party Buildings of the 13th District, and in the streets
around the statue of General Bem, scene of the peaceful
demonstrations of the previous aftemoon. Tanks of the
• Union of Soviet Socialfat Republics ', • workers' tanks ',
were firing ' workers' shells '. The bodies of Hungarian
workers were beiag tom to pieces.
Two of the biuest battles were at Sz6na Square and at
the Killlan Barracks, At Sz6na Square, in Buda, many
thousands of people waited not knowing e:actly what to
upect or what to do. The majority were industrial workers :
but there were also many students, some of them youna
women. . This was the - general social composition of the
revolutionaries. There were also schoolboys and even some
schoolgirls. Most of them were armed.

they operated from the front of the Conin Cinema. on the
Boulevard. The cinema, Budapest's largest; stood back ffom
the other buildings in the street to form. a • bay '. When
under extra-heavy lire, the gun was run back into the shelter
of this bay. A tram conductor was put in charge of the.
aiming and liring of the gun, He and the others sometimes
pulled their artillery up the street, to the Barracks at the
junction of Ulloi Road and the Boulevard. From there they
could shell taraets in Ulloi Road until forced back to the
Corvin Cinema. During. lulls in the fighting. the gun crew
would sit smoking and talking shop-revolution was their
business. " At one time the discussion became ao absorbing
that a couple of Russian tanks had got into the Boulevard
and were getting perilously close to the Cinema. There was
a concerted rush to man the gun. Some way behind them
came an odd figure in a furious shuffle to get to the gun.
Under bis arm was a crumpled newspaper, bis bands sought
frantical)y to pull bis trousen up from around bis anklea.
• Caught with your trousers down, eh ? ' came the inevitable
jibe. The laughter continued as they made the gun ready.
They lired the first round almost at point-blank range. It
bit the first tank which exploded. The second tank immedi·
ately turned and retreated, but was caught ·in a crescendo of
cross lire at the road junction. It stopped dead. Firinl
ceased. Thousands of eyes watched the tank, Suddenly,
the Russian crew clambered out with their bands held high •.
A group of workers escorted them to the Killian Barracks."a
The Barraclcs had been taken over by a Hungarian army
unit led by Colonel P41 Maléter, which had sided with the
people. Maléter's men were . supported by a large number
of workers and students.
Once inside the Barracks, the
civilians armed themselves. Throughout the Thursday they
were under heavy lire from Russian guns. Towards evening
three Hungarian tanks appeared on the scene and took uP
strategic positions near the Barraclcs. They went into action
the next moming. Each day and aU clay, the battle raged
around the Killian Barracks and in the adjoining side streets.
At night, things were relatively quiet, for the Russian tanks
always withdrew.
For nearly three days the struale ,-in. Budapest had continued relentlessly. On Friday the Russians brought in four
big field guns to po~e
Ki1lian Barraclcs into submission.
P41 Maléter and the
ldiers and civilians occupying the
barracks had no hea
weaPons other than their faith in
themselves and in what 'tJiey were doing. They fought. The
workers in the streets foàaht. The tram conductor and bis
' boys ' at the Corvin Cinema fought ••• with their one small
gun. Through determination, courage and a 8air for doing
the unexpected, they not only kept the Russian gun crews on
their toes, but caused them firsf drastically to restrict their
lire and within two hours all four guns had been rlMdered
useless.
Throughout the fighting. Radio Budapest alternated
between calls to the freedom fiahters (in.volved in this, that
or the other big battle) to surrender, and reporta 'that one
or other group of freedom fiahten had or was about to
capitulate. This incredible radio station was now llstened
to strictly for laughs.

The main idea was to stop ail cars and see who . was in
them. They had found that by usina hundreds of barrels
to barricade the middle of the roads leading into the square,
they could do this with ease. There were several gunfigbts
with the occupants of cars who opened lire as soon as they
saw the barrel barricade and its armed defenders. Several
people were killed and wounded. Later the barricades were
strengthened when workers brought onto the streets railway
coaches and wagons from a nearby goods yard. Although
some wagons were loaded. with goods, nothing was taken at
any time-a further indication of the people's awueness of
the nature of their revolution.
Soon, all entrances to the Square were barricaded. The
throb of powerful engines was heard and the first Russian
tank rumbled into sight. It picked a weak spot in the barri·
cade and went right through the centre of the Square. It
was only attacked with a few odd rifle shots. Workers
rushed to repair the breach. Then came two more tanks
and two armoured cars. There was a heavy burst of machine
gun and rifle lire from the revolutionaries. The first tank
swung round and retreated down the road. The second
rammed the barricade and, pushing a wagon along in front
of it, moved slowly across the Square. Although attacked
with Molotov cocktails, it rumbled on. The armoured can
were put out of action. Ali eight occupants were killed.
It had now become clear that the barricades had not been
built to the best advantqe. They were again strenathened.
This time, the toughest obstacles were concentrated in the
centre of the road, thus forcing the tanks to pass near to
or on the pavements. Molotov cocktails could then be
dropped on to them with far greater success from the
windows of buildings lining the road.
A • Molotov cocktail ' is a home-made petrol bomb. It
can be a very effective weaPon, even against heavy armour.
The Hungarians found them easy to malte and fairly easy
to use. Screw-top beer or lemonade bottles were used. The
bottlès were filled with petrol and the top very tightly acrewed
on. If non~screw-top bottles were used, it was imperative for
them to be very securely sealed. A piece of dry rag (which
was sometimes soaked in methylated spirit) was then firmly
attached to the bottle by a wire around a ridge in its neck,
or by strong elastic bands. Before throwing. the rag was lit.
As the bottles bit the Russian tanks tht glass would break
and the petrol would ignite, often with devastating effect.

•

•

•

As the battle progressed, the workers and students in

Szena Square improved their fighting methods; They were
quite unclisciplined in the military sense. There was no
saluting. no bawling of orders. In their motley dress, their
small arms looking like toys against the thick armour and
big camions of the tanks, they no doubt appeared pathetic
to the ' orderly' military mind. But before Saturclay, these
few tho•nds
of undisciplined workers and students had
put aome thirty Russian tanks out of action. They were a
true vanguard of the working class. They fouabt with great
courage, ardour, initiative and even humour. When a Russian
tank caught fire, · their cheers echoed from the buildings
around the square. When a tank retreated, the Square was
filled with cheers and laughter.
lt was the same in the streets around the Killian Barracks.
A group of workers had got hold of a small field gun which
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The Massacres
.. Workllll JHD'a Paris, wltb lts Commune. wlll
.. forever eelebnted u tbe &lorlous barblnaer
of a new aoclety. lts marl1n are enlhrlned ln
die snat beut of die workln1 cla&. lts
atermlnatora ldstory baa already nalled to dlat
eternal plllory flom wblch ail the prayen of
dlelr prlests wll1 not avait to redeem tlaem."
K. Marx. The Cioil War in France (1871).

At a meeting of students and worken in Magyardrir on
Wednesday, October 24, it wu dedded to send a deleaation
the followin& }DC)l'DÎDI to A.V.O. headquarten to ask them
to remove tb6 Soviet atar from the front of the bulletins.
Soon after 10 a.m. on the 2Sth a Iarse èrowd of atudents
and worken, including IIUIDY women and chlldren, met in
the part. About two thousand people then began to march
to the A.V.O. buildings. The:, were unarmed. The dem.onstration bad been open)y planned. and the A.V.O. had been
bus:, durin& the n.isht c:liuing two trenches in front of their
headquarten,
Each trench now held two machine gum,
DWllled b:, A.V.O. offlcers. The crowd stopped. Four
worken walked the hundred yards or so and spoke to these
offlcera. "We request you not to shoot. We are peaceful
dem.onstraton." "Ali rilht." said one of the oflicen, "come
nearer 1 " The crowd moved forward. Ali the machine
IUDS then opened 6re. Many people crumpled to the ground.
At first, people at the back didn't believe the:, were being
fired at. Then, 1tartin1 from the front rows, from where
the bloody corpses could be seen,11 people began throwin1
themselves to tbe ground. From the roofs of the buildings,
A.V.O. men began throwing grenades into the crowd. 101
people were klllecl and over ISO serious)y wounded, including
women and children.

ln Budapest on the 25th, an unarmed crowd had begun
to march slowly to the Parliament Square from 1Uk6czil1t.
They carried national ftags with the • communist • emblem
tom from the centre. They also bore black ftap in honour
of those killed. Accordin1 to Charles Coutts", they met
a Russian tank on the way : " The tank stopped. A soldler
put bis head out and the people in the front of the crowd
began to eltPlain they were unarmecl and were en,aged in a
peaceful demomtration.
The soldier told them to fump on
the tank : a number of them did so, and the tank set off
in the demonstration.
1 have a photograph of this.
" Entering Parliament Square they met another Soviet
tank which had been sent to 6re on them. This tank, too,
turned and joined the demonstration. ln the Square were
three more Soviet tanks and two armoured can. The crowd
went rlght up to them and began to talk to thè soldiers. The
Soviet commandant was saying : • 1 have a wife and children
waiting for me in the Soviet Union. 1 don't want to 1tay
in Hungary at ail ', when suddenly from the roof tops there
were three salvoes of gun-fire. Some of the people ran
to the aides of the Square for lhelter. Others we" told
by the Russians to shelter behind their tanks. Some thirty
people, includin1 a Soviet offlcer, were left lyin1 on the
Square either dead or wounded.'"'
Who 6red from the, roofs ? Coutts thought it was the
A.V.O. Who else could it have been ? Their reason was
obvious-to provoke the fratemiling Russians into action,
to harden their seemin1 softness. The friendship of the
insurgents towards the Russlan soldiers who refused to
shoot them was later shown in a resolution of the Budapest
Revolutionary Council which demanded " that they be
accorded rlght of asylum in Hungary.''

When tbis dreadful news reached G:,6r, a little later, a
large number of • freedom fighten ' set out in lorries for
Maa,ar6rir. The:, arrived in the aftemoon and joined the
now-armed battalions of workers and students of Mal:Yar6rir and of the neialabourin1 town of Moson. The A.V.O.
barracb were sunounded.
The people wanted the gun
c:rews. The:, got them. Some were iust beaten to death.
Others were hanged upside down, beaten to death and their
bodies slashed. This was done b:, a grim, sllent crowd.

64. A Brldsh Communlst who hld .Uved ID Budapest for three yean.
Eclltor of World Youth.
65. Related by Peter Fryer ID Hun1flrl1111 Tl'lll•d11, p.4'.
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The Workers' Councils
.. ThOM mlnen wen DOt coacerned with the
question u to whether or aot they shoald bave
a Prealdent. They aelzed the mine, and the
lmpertant question to them wu how to keep the
cablea Intact ao tbat production .mlaht Dot be
lntemapted. Thea came the question of bread,
of wldch there wu a scarclty. AU the mlnen
qaln aareed on the methocl of obtalnlq lt.
Now thls ls a nal proanmme of the revolatlon,
not demed from books. This la a nal aelzare
of pewer. locall7.''
V. I. Lenin. The AU-Rusiian April Conference
of the Ruuion Social Democrotic Labour Part11
(May 1917).

la the thic:k of the fiahtina on Thu.nday 25, Naa came
to the microphone of Budapest Radio.
.
.. As Cbairman of the Couacil of .Ministers, I hereby
aaaouace that the Hun,arian Government is iaitiatina
aeaotiations on relations between the Huaaarian People's
Republic and the Soviet Union, concemina amon1 other
thiaas, the withdrawal of Soviet forces stationed in Huagary.
••• I am convinced tbat HualllJ'ian-Soviet relations built on
that basis wi1l provide a firm fouadation for a sincere and
true friendship between our peoples."
Meanwhile, the
atruule in the streets of Budapest went on more fierce]y
tbaa: ever. As it developed, se did the strike.
·
The strike began on the morning of Wednesda,y 24. It
spread quic:k]y tbrouah the industrial suburbs of BudapestCzepeI. Rada Utca, Ganz, Lunz, Red Star-then out into
the inclustrial centres of the country-Miskolc, Gy<Sr, Szolnok, Pecs, Debrecen. la Budapest, almost the whole papulation bad risen. In .the industrial areas, the revolution was
carried out exclusive]y by workera. Everywhere the workers
formed • councils ': in the. factories, in the steel mills, ~
the pawer stations, in the coal mines, in the railway depats.
Everywhere they thrashed out their programmes and demands.
Everywhere they annecl themselves. ln a number of places
they fouaht. Hubert· Ripka66 comments that, in the middle
of the fiahtina. workers proclaimed " a proaramme of radical
and Political social change. This was a spantaneous dèvelopment. There were no aovemmental directives or any central
leadership ••• Workers' Councils took over the management
of the factories. • • ln Hungary· they were bom of a spantaaeous popular movement, and they soon became the livina
orpns of .a risiaa democ:racy and the effective instruments
of a fiahtina revolution.'tff
Radio Budapest's news broadcasts referred to the strike
and te> the formation of workers' councils as I' industrial
disturbaaces ". " Public demonstrations " in the towns and
cities of the various industria] regions; were constant]y
referred to. There were also repea~ announcements tbat,
in such-and".luch a city, " caim '' hàd returned and that
workers should . therefore return to " normal work " the
. followina
mornia9"
But in
the workers. had
.
.
. the. prov.inces
.
.
.
qaia

.

66•. Habert Ripa wu a ......
t11è .polt~ar scmrnmmt ol Cudlollovatla, dJD'lnà die JIGlldeac, of lleae1. . 1'ftar the Commaa!at c:oap
. "111 1948, Ile Ylnt lilto mie. Re 111ec1· 1n "1958. l(fpa ... cartalaJF Dot
· a re,oJatlqau,, mclallàt. • 1111t u Cll'ta1sb', he wu ao fuclat, He wu
ou ot ,tire-more Ubinl-mmdict Oàeh IQCla1 dmDélcritl.
·
·fil, HùbertRlpb, Batffll .,,,_
i1a
lie l'od
.
. .
. 'If• Worl4, p,166,
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talten over a number of ndio stations, and news of a very
different kind was beina beamed from them.
There were now hundreds of Workers' Councils throuahout
the country. The number of people in the Councils varied
considerab]y. So did their programmes. But ail included
demanda for the ebolitioli of the A.V.O., for the complete
withdrawal of Russian troops, for palitical and civil liberty,
for workers' management of factories and industries, for
independent trade unions and freedom for all :political parties,
and for a general amaesty for ail the insurrectionists.
The various programmes also called for improvements in
wa1es and pensions, but nowhere were these the fint items
on the list. Many included demanda for • parliamentary
democracy •. A number ex;pressed their confidence in Nagy.
Before • revolutionary socialists ' raise their bands in puritan horror, let them remember that in relation to the social,
political and economic conditions prevailing in Hungary prior
to October 1956, even a Liberal programme would appear
revolutionary. la such conditions, democratic slopns have
an explosive effect. They were a great step forward. They
resulted in the smashing of the totalitarian state machine.
These demands had never been realised under the Horthy
regime. The Hungarians turned their backs on both the
feudal-capitalist dictatorship and on the Stalinists. The
workers were not blinded by bourgeois ideoloa : while they
supported broad democratic claims, the y also f oullht for
claims of their own. The workers wanted no more elections ,
in which the Communist Party imposed a single list of candidates and where the result had been decided in advance.
They wanted to choose their representatives themselves.
They wanted the one-party system abolished. They had seen
it result in the suppression of ail opinions and ail groupinp
which did not conform to the views disseminated by those
who controlled the State. They wanted freedom to oraamse
themselves. It cannot be doubted that such freedom would
have led them to make conscious choices between a number
of revolutionary parties or groups, and to reject both bourgeois and bureaucratie parties which could have threatened
their freedom. Their reactions were fundamental]y sound •
Even their demand for freedom of the PJ;"ess was.aimed at the
destruction of organs owing alleai'1!ce to th~ State •.
A revollltion · is never • pure •. Di&reat tendmlcles ahow
themselves. ·The great revolution of .1917 was not pure-side
by side with thè workers and paor peasants there fouaht
sections of the petty bourgeoisie ••• and even some elemenls
who felt indignant at the Czar's inability effective]y to waae
the· war llgamst Germany, When revolution breaks out in

and organised itself as a local government independent of the
central power. • . It was only ready to support Nagy if he
applied a revolutionary programme. Thus when Nagy brought
representatives of the Smallholders Party (Z9ltan Tildy and
Bela Kovacs) into the Government the council reacted
vigorously. In a special communiqué broadcast on Saturday
27, at 9.30 p.m., the Council declared that it had " taken
power in ail the Borsod region.10 It severely condemns all
those who term our battle a battle against the will and
power of the people. We have confidence in Imre Nagy,
but we do not agree with the composition of his Government,
Ail those politicians who have sold themselves to the Soviet
Union must not have a place in the Government.
" This last declaration also puts the activity of the Council
into proper perspective. It acted like an autonomous government. On the day it took power in the Borsod region,
it dissolved the organisations which were the hallmark of the
preceding regime, that Is, ail the organisations of the Communist Party. This measure was announced by the radio
on the morning of Sunday, October 28. It also announced
that the peasants in the region had driven out those
responsible for the kolkhozes and begun a redistribution of
the land. In Gyor, in Pecs, in the greater part of other large
towns, the situation was similar to that in Miskolc. It was
the Workers' "Counclls which directed everythina : they
armed the fighters, organised the provisioning, presented the
political and economic demands. "71

the so-called Peoples' Demoeracies or 'In the U.S.S.R., the
forces at work will be particularly complex. Totalitarianism
gives rise to universal feelings of revoit. The majority of
the population will some day line up against it. bound at first
by a common obiecdve : freedom. After this first stage,
some will doubtless want to revive the religion of their
ancestors, archaic national customs, the little private profits
they had once made. Others will want radical social change
and will seek to bring about the society to which their rulers
had paid lip service (while they went about destroying any
attempt to achieve it). Shopkeepers will thank God for lower
taxes. They may even seek to raise their prices. The workers
meanwhile will be forming their Councils and will take over
the factories.

•

•

•

The level of political consciousness achieved by the Hungarian workers was quite astonishing. For twelve years every
. means of propaganda had been used to stuff their minds with
the myths and dogmas of the Party's infallibility, of its right
·. to rule ' on behalf of the working class •. But the workers
·knew they had remained a subiect class. They had remained
those who merely carried out the self-interested decisions
taken by a managerial and bureaucratie hierarchy. The most
' revolutionary • words were no substitute for the reality of
their everyday experience both in production and in society
at laqe. Reality, however fogged by incessant propaganda,
kept their class instinct unblunted.
On Thursday, the Councils had begun to link up. In the
citios, the main Councils (usually simply called ' Revolutionary
Councils ') consisted of delegates from ail the councils in the
area. Some of these Revolutionary Councils included representatives from white-collar workers, from the local peasants
and from the army. Peasants willingly supplied the rebels
with food. In some agricultural areas, despite their allegedly
intrinsic conservatism. the peasants formed their own councils
-for example, that of the big state farm at Babolna. 18
By Thursday aftenioon, white Nagy and Kadar were promising they would neaotiate for the withdrawal of the Russians,
it had become clear that nothing could stop the growth of
the Councils and of the General Strilce. By the evening the
Councils constituted the only real power in the country
apart from the Red A:nny.69 Radio Budapest meanwhile
patemalistically proclaimed : " The Govemment knows that
the rebels are quite sincere."
Thursday, October 25, marked a sort of tuming point. It
seemed the Govemment was giving way. Premier Nagy now
appeared to realise the strength of the movement throughout
the country. The previous moming be had only appealed to
the " People of Budapest ". At that time Revolutionary
Councils had already been formed in ail the main cities. The
Miskolc Revolutionary Council had, for e:xample,been elected
early on Wednesday by ail the workers of the factories in
the area. It immecliately organised a strilce in ail sectors
exc:ept the public services (transport, electrical power supply
and hospitals). A delegation was sent to the capital to eoordinate activities with the Budapest Councils, and there
to put forward the proposais of the Miskolc Council's programme. These proposais were similar to those mentioned
above. They had been made known to the whole of Hungary
on Thursday 25 when the revolutionaries had gained controt
of Miskolc Radio.
The Miskolc Council was not opposed to Nagy. It even
proposed him as First Minister of a new govemment. But
that did not prevent it from doing the opposite of what
Nagy wanted. When be begged the insurrectionaries to lay
down their arms and go back to work, the Miskolc Council
formed workers' militias, maintained and extended the strike

•

•

•

Some idea as to what the Revolutionary Councils were
like can be got by looking at the Council at Gyor. lts headquarters were the Town Hall. At almost any time of the
day, the square outside was packed with groups of people
deeply, and often loudly, engrossed in discussion. In a
revolution • from below ', there will always be a great deal
of talking, arguing; row, jostling, polemic, excitement and
agitation.
Delegatiori.s leaving the Town Hall for other Councils
crossed deputations coming in from the various local groups
and committees. The noise and bustle inside the Town Hall
reminded one of the seeming chaos of a disturbed ants
nest, Shouldered rifles got causbt up with sbouldered ftags.
Arm-banded people holding documents jostled their way
through thronged corridors. People filled the rooms. As
one walked along the corridors one knew from the various
sounds coming from the rooms that this was a real people's
movement-a calm male voice, the shrill ring of a telephone,
the excited tones of a girl, uproar, laughter, booing, swearina.
applause. Many deputations demanded lorries for a great
attack on Budapest to relieve Red Army pressure on the
• freedom fighters '. Council members argued that this would
preiudiee the success of the revolution. AU lorries that
could be spared should be used to carry fopd to the people
of Budapest. The huge numbers of people who tumed out
to help with this operation showed that a majority agreed
with the Council's decislon. Meanwhile a man was addressing
a crowd in the square demanding the removal of the ' compromisers • from the Council. The spokesman of a deputation
wanting a ' march on Budapest' was denouncing those on
the Council who wanted • to pacify us instead of mobilising
us'. But from this seeming chaos had nevertheless evolve ·•
a programme of demands which had the suppart of the great
majority.
From the first day of the revolution, a truly proletarian
movement had expressed itself in the spontaneous formation
of Councils ail over Hunpry. These Councils, partially
isolated by the Red Army, immediately sought to federate.
By the end of the first week, they had virtually established
a Republic of Councils. Only their authority meant anything.
The Govemment, regardless of the fact that Nagy was at
its head, had no authority whatsoever.

A. For an account of the Babolna Peasants' Councll, see Peter FryerHun11llrl1111 TrGIIHI/, pp.60-62.
69. Even the bureaucrats of U.N.O. recognlsed thls. A U.N. speclal
commlttee report on Hungary atated: " The Worken' Coundls emerged
from the Revolatlon as the only organisations commandlng the support
of the overwhelmlng malority of the people and ln a position to requlre

70. North-East Hungary, on the borders of Czechoslovaltla. Coal mlnts
and steel works amonP.t the most Important ln the country. Larae
power station, lron-smeltlng, and centre of the Hunaarlan chemlcal
lndustry.
.
71. Quoted from Soclalifflrs OIi &ll'bN, Vol. IV, No. 20, pp. 90-91.

the government to negotlate wlth them, because they constltuted a forc:e
able to bring about the resumptlon of work."
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Does anyone still wonder why the Kremlin and its stcoses
used the foullest methods to smear and discredit this Revolution ? They called it a • counter-revolution ', a • fascist
uprising '.n Does anyone still wonder why the press and
the ' leaders ' of the West used lies in their efforts to misrepresent this Revolution as merely a ' national • uprising ?
Nationalist aspects there certainly were, but these were
taken out of context and given a prominence and an importance they certainly did not warrant.'11

•

•

•

Apart from the industrial workers the real social force
in the provinces was the agricultural proletariat-the
peasantry. Peasant claims during this period may have been
confused, but their struggle for the division of the land had
a revolutionary character. To get rid of the Kolkhoze
(collective farm) bosses, had for them the same mèaning
as getting rid of the great landowners. Under the Horthy
régime, agricultural workers represented over 40% of the
population. They had tasted the benefits of agrarian reform
after the war, but saw themselves almost immediately
deprived of their new rigbts and forced into collective farms.
Hatred for the bureaucrats who managed the co-operatives
and got rich at their expense came to replace, almost without
transition, the hatred they bad previous]y felt for their
ancestral exploiten--the landed aristocrats.
After October 23, a redistribution of land took place in
some districts. ln others the co-operatives continued to

n. " Counter-rnoludon
ln H~
staaed an uprlstns
on Tuesda,vnlsht." TDail11 'W"orbn-, October

ln the boun of
25, 1956.1 The
same edltlon ran an article entltled "The Hell that wu Horthy's", thus
lmplylng that the curnnt revoit wu of fuc:lst natun.
73. In bis book A Htllldflll of Alllu, Noel Barber of the Dflil11 Mllil
quotes what be catis " the demands of the Writera' Union " (pp. 89-!IO).
His words bear llttle relation to the orialnal ter.. For uampl~ he mllk11
absolutely no mention of worten• manqement or worken' con1n11.
darkness

function although taken over by the peasants. This suggests
that certain peasant groups were aware of the advantages
of collective work despite the exploitation they had suffered
under the Rakosi regime, Althougb many peasants were
prepared to put their trust in representatives of parties
such as the Smallholders (who reftected and expressed their
religious and family traditions) the:, nevertheless remained
members of an exploited class. They showed they were
ready to reunite witb the working class in its struggle for
socialist aims.
ln this context, the programme of the Magyarovar
Municipal Executive Committee, (a body obviously directed
by peasant elements) shouid be mentioned. lt demanded
free elections under the control of the United Nations, the
immediate re-establisbment of the professional organisation
of the peasantry, and the free exercise of their profession by
small craftsman and tradesmen. The programme goes on to
make a whole series of bourgeois-democratic claims. But at
the same time it demands " the suppression of all class
distinctions " (point 13). This surely shows that within the
peasantry conservative and re'\lOlutionary elements always
co-exist. This had been shown' by the Russian Revolution
itself, some 40 years earlier.
White the idea of collective farms could be profoundly
socialist, collective ownership only has a socialist content
provided the association of peasants is freely arrived at. If,
as was the case prior to October 23, agrlcultural workers
are forced into collectives, if they do not themselves determine their work in common but have to carry out orders of
officiais who don't work. if their standard of living does not
increase, if the differentials between their incomes and those
of the bureaucracy are great and grow greater, then such
collectives have nothing whatever to do with socialism. They
can in fact prove to be instruments for a ' rationalised • and
intensified form of exploitation.
·

The Revolutionary Programme
" Proletarlan revoladons , , • apin and apln
stop short ln thelr proaress ; retrace thelr 1teps
ln order to make a fresh 1tart ; are pldlessly
scornfal of the balf-measares. the weakneues.
the fadllty of tbelr prellmlnary euays. It seems
as If tbey had overtbrown thelr advenarles only
ln order tbat these may draw renewed strenath
from contact wlth die earth and return to the
battle llke alants refresbed. Apln and apln
tbey 1hrlilk back apalled before the va1ae
lmmenslty of tbelr own ends."
K. Marx. The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte (1852).

On Friday October 26, the newly formed National Council
of Free Trade Unions published its famous resolution. This
Council was a federation of the recently dissolved and
reformed trade unions.
The resolution comprised a list of far-ranging demands.
lt gathered together and clarified the demands put forward
by various Workers Councils tbrougbout the country. It
was signed by the President of the Council. The demands

were as follows:

"Political

(1) That the figbting cease, an amnesty be declared, and

negotiations begun with the Youth delegates.
(2) That a broad government, comprising representatives of
the Trade Unions and of youtb, be constituted with Imre
Nagy as its president.
(3) That the country's economic situation be put to the
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people in ail honesty. ·
(4) That he]p be gjven to people wounded in· the tragjc battles
which had just taken place and to the families of the
victims.
6) That, to maintain order, the police and the army be
reinforced by a national guard composed of workers and
young people.
(6) That, with the support of the trade unions, an organisation of young workers be formed.
(7) That the new government start immediate negotiations
for the withdrawal of Russian troops from Hungarian
territory.

their own autonomous organisations (.free, democraticallyelected and truly représentative of the class), they wanted
to consolidate and extend the power they already held.
Hence their demand for the "constitution of Workers'
Councils in all factories ". They may not have been aware
of the implications of their demands and of their potential
power to enforce them. Yet the trend was clear. ln their
everyday lives, in their work, they were not prepared to
remain mere executants. They wanted to act on their own
behalf.
For proof, let us look again at the first ' economic ' point,
which demanded the establishment of workers' management
and a radical transformation of the system of central planning
and direction of the economy by the State. The demand may
be imprecisely formulated, but we can understand its basic
logic. Workers were reiecting the idea that production should
be planned independently of them. They were rejecting the
State bureaucracy's ' right ' to send down the instructions.
They were intense]y interested in what was to be decided
nationally-and by whom; in what industries or what sections
of industry the biuest efforts would have to be made - and
why; what was to be the volume of production in each section
and how production was to be organised. They wanted to
know how all tbis would affect their standard of living, th1:
length of thoir working week, and the rhythm of work it
would ail entail.
The basic losle of the first demand is reinforced by the
second and third. We can have no doubt about what was
really in the minds of the workers. The demand that production norms be abolished (except in the factories where the
Councils elected to keep them) is quite precise. lt emphasises
an elementary point : since the workers are the producers,
they must be.free to organise their work as they understand it.
They wished to be rid of the whole hierarchical set-up of
the bureaucracy: from those at its summit, who took the key
decisions about the level of production down through the
• office scientists ', with their charts and graphs, seekins to
interpret these decisions - down further still to the foremen
and time-and-motion snoopers, on the shop ftoor, with their
stop-watches, hustling the workers to make products out
of blueprints, In ail of these the workers saw attempts to
dominate the labour process from the outside, attempts to
subordinate human work to that of the machine - often to
a point where the effort required was too great even for the
machine itself.
It is characteristic of the managerial bureaucrats, both
East and West, that they seek to maintain and widen a
hierarchy among the workers. This, indeed, is essential to
management, Only in this way can they hope to exercise
a more complete control over • their ' labour force. The
demand for a readjustment of wages was- made to counteract this tendency. The Hungarian workers were quite aware
that a wide range of pay scales (sometimes very complicated)
enabled their rulers, on the one hand, to foster the growth
of a • labour aristocracy ' which would support the established
regime, and on the other hand, to divide the workers, to
isolate them from one another.
'
This struggle against hierarchy and wage differentials is
fundamental for any movement seeking to achieve workers'
power and a classless society. It can be seen to émerge, in
the United States, Britain, France or Germany, whenever
• unofficial • strikes occur independently of the union leadership. To maintain its control, management seeks to sectionalise the managed, But in so doing it creates enormous
problems for itself. As ail this becomes clearer to the
workers, as inevitably it must. the struggle becomes sharper.
Due to the speed of modern technological development and
to the ever-increasing division of labour, workers whose jobs
once appeared · to be different are now beginning to see that
they are not as different as ail that, Wage differentials (or,
for the moment at least, their more extreme instances) begin
to appear absurd.
The trade unions' resolution clearly revealed (and this is
its great importance) that the Hungarian workers had dis-

Economie
(1) Constitution of Workers' Councils in ail the factories,
to establish (a) workers' management and (b) a radical
transformation of the system of central planning and
direction of the economy by the state.
(2) Readiustment of wages: immediate rise of 15 % in
month]y wages less than 800 forints and of 10% in wages
less than 1,500 forints. Maximum month]y wages to be
fixed at 3.500 forints.
(3} Abolition of production norms except in factories where
the workers' council elect to keep them.
(4) Abolition of the 4 % tax paid by unmarried people and
childless families.
(S) The lowest pensions to be increased.
(6) Fanilly allowances to be increased.
(7) Speed-up of bouse building by the State.
(8) That the promise made by Imre Nagy be kept regardini
the start of negotiations with the Govemment of the
U.S.S.R. and other countries with a view to establishing
economic relations ensuring mutual advantages by adhering to the principle of equality.""'
The resolution concluded by demanding that the Hungarian
trade unions should function as before 1948, and should henceforth be called: The Free Hungarian Trade Unions.
The Dail11 Worker of Saturday, October 27, 1956, significant]y ignored the political demands, but published an
approximate]y correct version of all eight economic ones.
The economic points of the programme alone must have
startled Dail11 Worker readers who simultaneously were
being told that the revolution 'owed its inspiration to fascism'.
The newspaper of the British Communist Party presumably
took its line from Pravda.75 The Kremlin mouthpiece, echoed
the words of Shepilov, the Russian Foreign Minister, when it
reported: " Events in Hungary have amply demonstrated
that a reactionary, counter-revolutionary underground, wellarmed and thoroughly trained for vigorous action against the
people's system, had been set up there with help from outside
... (but) it is clear that People's Hungary had, and has now,
a number of difliculties and unsolved problems. There have
been serious mistakes in the economic field .•. "76
But why did the Dail11 Worker keep so silent about the
political demands of the National Council of Free Trade
Unions 7 Undoubtedly, because the programme as a whole
was further indisputable proof of what the real forces were
behind the Revolution.
Although the Hungarian workers still saw the problem in
terms of ' men of good will ' in whom they could have confiJence, they were sufliciently alive to the inadequacies of this
view to demand that direct representatives of workers and
youth be included in the Government, and that the Government be supported by the permanent arming of the youth and
of the workers. Youth was undoubtedly the vanguard of the
Revolution.
The Hungarian unions moreover were not prepared to
leave to the Government the job of deciding everything in
their name. Through their demand for the recognition of
74. Quoted from Socialimie ou .Bclrbcrri-1'ol. IV, No. 20, p,92,
7~. The Dt1il11 Worlœr'• apecfal correspondent Ill Budapest, Peter Fryer,
had hla dlspatches mutl[ated bqond recoanltlon by the Edltor 1111d
lnallJ' suppressedaltogether,
76. Dtlil11 Worker, Oetober 29, 1956.
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covered that under the rule of the bureaucracy, they had
as little say in the running of their own affairs as they had
bad under private capitalism. They saw the real division in
their industries, in their society, and in their lives, as the
one between those who decided everything and those who
had only to obey. A mere three days after the rising and
still in the fire of battle, their programme was an affirmation
of ail they were fighting for. lt was a fundamentally
revolutionary programme, although they had little idea of

how it was to be carried out.
This new federation of trade unions, shom of the bureaucratic leadership, democratically elected and basing itself
on the Workers' Councils and their demands, was typical of
the Hungarian political scene in those last days of October
1956. Freedom became an elixir, gulped down gret:dily by
those who had been dying of thirst. The people seemed to
sense that this freedom was to be short-lived, so ardently
did they go about re-arranging everything around them.

Dual Power
" Wbat constltutes dual p0wer ? The fact that
by the aide of the Provlsional Government, the
1overnment of the bourgeoisie, there has
developed another, as yet weak, embryonlc, but
andoubtedly real and growln1 1overnment-the
Soviets of Workers and Soldlen Deputies •••
a p0wer based not on laws made by a centralised
state p0wer, but on outrlght revolutlonary
selzure, on the direct Initiative of the masses
from below."
V. I. Lenin. On Dual Power (April 1917).

Several parties suddenly re-appeared, including the SocialDemocratic Party, the National Peasant Party and the Smallholders Party. Kadar disclosed tbat the Communist Party
bad been ' re-organised '. lt was to have a new name : the
Socialist Workers' Party. The new Executive Committee
would only be composed of those who had fought against
Rakosi (himself, Nagy and five others !).
Twenty-five new dailies replaeed the five dreary and
obedient mouthpieces of the defunct • people's bureaucracy •.
Not only did people get news, real news at last, but also
clashes of opinion, full-blooded polemics, hard-hitting comm:entaries, satire and wit.
But there was little to be gay about in Budapest, Day and
night, gunfire could be heard. There was no public transport.
Knocked-out Russian tanks stood raggedly about the streets,
while others rumbled continually up and down. Shattered
.buildings with gaping holes cast grotesque shadows across
hundreds of bodies lying in the streets amid the broken gfass,
empty cartridges and other debris. Occasionally, a van with
a Red Cross flag or a lorry-load of • freedom fighters ' would
go crunching by. Some food shops were open. The cinemas.
theatres and restaurants were closed. ln the ferment of
activity, there was no time or thought for entertainment.
From Friday night on, the struggle had become increasingly
bitter. By this time, 5,500 political prisoners had been released
by the revolutionaries. Durina the night of Saturday to
Sunday, the ' boys ' broke into Budapest prison and released
ail the political prisoners. Their poor physical condition and
the nauseating stories thev told of torture by the A.V.O.,
heightened the peoples' hatred for the secret police. This.
eoupled witb the fact that only the A.V.O. fought with the
Red Army, brought the people's anger to a climax. Almost
every captured A.V.O. man was beaten to death and hanged
by the feet, to be spat ueon by the angry crowds.
Budapest Radio was still calling for a cease-fire. Again

and again it repeated Kadar's and Nagy's promises. They
promised immediate wage increases. Tliey promised the
formation of Workers' Councils in ail factories. (Since every
factory already had its Workers' Council, this was a sinister
offer indeed). They also promised an immediate start of
negotiations to put Russo-Hungarian relations on a basis of
equality. But they added that none of these things would
be done until • law and order ' was restored. Throughout,
' law and ordeI'' remained Nagy's refrain.
Whom did Nagy want to impress with his demands for
• order "? The workers ? He was quite aware of what was
" happening up and down the country. He knew that delegates
from the main committees throughout Hungary had met in
Gyor to co-ordinate and put forward the people's demands.
These now included " withdrawal of Hungary from the
Warsaw Pact", The présence in Gvôr of delegates from
Budapest probably gave credence to the report that a provisional government was being formed there. Nagy had to
get some • inftuential ' support quickly,
Nagy went to Budapest Radio again. (Ali other radio
stations in the country - Miskolc, Gyor, Pecs, Szeged,
Debrecen and Magyar6var - were now controlled by the
Revolutionary Councils), He announced some concessions.
The A.V.O. would be dissolved. The Government would be
• re-organised ',
vA cease-fire was promised while the Government • reorganisation ' was in progress, By this time, a number of
fighting sroups had surrendered, because their ammunition
had run out. Others, weakened by casualties, had been
rounded up, But at several points, notably Szena Square and
the Killian Barracks, groups were still holding out. By the
weekend rnanv peoole began to think the Revolution had
· gained some kind of victory, Russian tanks were no longer
attacking. There were rumours that they were about to
withdraw from Budapest.
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The Councils received no official answer. Several ministers
of Nagy's re-organised Government again appealed for 'order'
and for a resumption of work. The strike was now grippina
the few hitherto functioning sections of industry. " The
workers reiterated : first the Russians must leave, then they
would end the strike.""
By the evening of November 1, Nagy was under very great
pressure indeed. The Hungarian Government delegation which included Pal Maléter, the well-liked Communist of
Killian Barraclts fame, who was now Minister of Defence, and
General Istvan Kovacs bis Chief of Staff - were still negotiating with Kremlin representatives about Red Army
withdrawal and other military arrangements. The Russians
issued a statement that the troops entering Hungary were
there simply to cover their withdrawal. But Nagy was now
well aware of the Kremlin's purpose. He knew what the fresh
Russian divisions were for. He was desperate.
Just before 7 p.m., Prune Minister Imre Nagy, who earlier
in the day had taken over the Foreign Ministry, broadcast a
short speech in which he declared the neutrality of the
' Hungarian People's Republic •. Nagy had moved a long way
towards meeting the demands of the revolutionaries.
On
October 24, be had invoked the Warsaw Pact. On November
1, be revoked it. But it was too late.
The next day, Friday November 2, the Russian delegate
at the United Nations declared that all reeorts about Russian
troops moving back into Hungary were " utterly unfounded ".
Most of the Western delegates had a rough idea of the real
situation in Hungary. RePorts from various radio stations
controlled by the revolutionaries had been picked up by
Western monitoring services on the Continent, in the
United Kingdom and in the U.S.A. Yet neither then nor later
did Western delegates 'embarrass' the U.S.S.R. by questioning
the truth of its delegate's statement. How could they ? Che
American Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, had summed
up their attitude eleven days earlier (October 22). ln a speech
in Washington, be defended the leplity of Russian troops
being in Poland under the Warsaw Pact: " From the standpoint of international law and violation of treaties, 1 do not
think you could claim that it would be a violation of a
treaty.''71
At 2.18 p.m. on Saturday, November 3, Radio Budapest
announced " the Soviet delegation bas promised that no
further trains carrying troops will cross the · Hungarian
frontier ". This promise mav well have been kept. Red Army
units had by now occupied air fields, main road iunctions and
railway stations in almost the whole of the country apart from
the big cities.
Later in the afternoon, four of Nagy's ministers - Kadar,
Apro, Maros4n and Milnnich - disappeared. They were in
fact at the Russian Embassy to which they had been invited
for a meeting with Mikoyan, recently ftown in from Moscow.
Many members of Nagy's latest Govemment were confident
the Russians were not going to attaclc. Even Pal Maléter,
leader of the Hungarian delegation still negotiating at Red
Army headquarters, is said to have " trusted their words and
sincerity ". On the same day two ministers, Dr. Zolton Tildy,
Mrnister of State, and Geza Losconczi held a press conference
in the Gobelin room at Parliament House, Questioned about
the imminence of a new Russian attack. Tildy said, " Such
a tragedy is humanly impossible ••• it will never take place,"
The workers did not share this optimism. The General
Strike was now complete. The workers were really in control.
If Nagy was. really any different from the rest, now was the
chance to show it. An appeal from Nagy for the workers to
stand fast would have galvanised the revolutionaries. lnstead
Nagy appealed to ••• U.N.O. 1
Just before mid.night, Colonel Pal Maléter and General
Kovacs were arrested by Red Army of&cers while officially
still taking part in • negotiations '. They were imprisoned
in a villa on Gorky Allée. The scene was set.

Yet the workers were suspicious of Nagy. His various
pronouncements about • order • and so on, seemed to them
deliberate de)aying tactics, aimed at getting a tighter grip on
the country. On Monday, October 29, delegates from Counclls
throu&hout the country, meeting at Gy6r, sent Nagy a
strongly worded resolution, re-aflirming their demands. This
message almost amounted to an ultimatum.
Early on Tuesday mornin&. Budapest Radio confirmed that
the Red Army was to withdraw. Later in the afternoon a
statement that " the withdrawal of the troops of the Soviet
· Union bas begun ", wàs broadc:ast in the name of the Prime
Minister. At the same time, Nagy said that " to ensure
complete orderliness of the troops' departure, every citizen
must refrain from any provocative, disturbing or hostile
action ". He also appealed for a resumption of work.
Similar appeals were broadc:ast the same day by Tildy and

Kadar.
Red Army units began withdrawing from Budapest at 4 p.m.
The workers rec...:.;;.aed suspicious. The Councils' delegates at
Gyor immediatt:ly put out a call fur the General Strilte to be
maintained and stren&thened" until the last Russian
soldier bad left the country. A resumption of work would
on]y be considered when neitotiations were started on the
basis of their other claims.

•

•

•

The country was still locked in strilte when an official
statement was issued that it was not Imre Nagy but Andr.is
Hegedüs and Erno Gero who bore full resPonsibility for calling
in Russian troops on the previous Wednesday morning. At
a time when Nagy's authority and that of his ' Government '
were at their lowest, they decided to disclaim ail resPonsibilty
for one of the most ùnPortant events of the whole period :
the invoking of the Warsaw Pact I But Nagy gave no reason
for his seven-day silence on this matter. The fact did not
escape the notice of the Hun&arian workers. A few days
earlier they might have been ùnpressed. Now, the strike
continued.
As far as the Hunaarian people were concemed, with each
day tbat passed the statement assumed a diminishing significance. lt was now irrelevant. But it was relevant to the
• leadership •. It showed their dilemma. They were desperate
to regain their authority, to re-establish their ' order ' and
control. Who knows exactly how far they were successful ?
Many intellectuals welcomed Nagy's statement, like drowning
men clutch at a straw. They took Nagy back into their hearts.
The Government regained some of its authority. A large
proportion of the Army and ordinary Police began once again
to obey its orders. As instructed, they took over, unopposed,
from the Russian units withdrawing from Budapest.
On the other band, the workers in parts of Budapest and
in the rest of the country remained armed and solid)y behind
their own organisations. A classical situation of ' dual
power ' existed.
The Hungarian people were weakeiled at an extremely
critical time by the Government's frantic desire to regain
control. The Red Army had only withdrawn to positions
outside Budapest I The citv was ringed with Russian tanks.
At the same time, fresh Russian troops were pouring into
the country from the north-east. By Thursday, November
1, (when British. aircraft were busy bombing Egyptians at
Suez) these new Red Army units had already reached
Szolnok, in central Hungary. They were about eighty miles
from Budapest.
As soon as the Revolutionary Councils, Workers' Councils
and other autonomous organisations in North-east Hungary
(e.g. Miskolc) leamed about these Russian troop movements,
they informed ail other Councils throughout the country.
Ultimatums were sent to Nagy that unless Red Army soldiers
immediately stopped entering Hungary and withdrew, the
Councils would take drastic action. This clearly implied that
the people themselves would try to stop them.
77. There had alread:, been a resamptlon of wort ln some factorles.
Public transpc,rt had started l'IUllllnl asaln on Saturda:,, October 'D.

78. <,_eorse Mites, Tu H,mgon1111 Rflflolutlon, p.145.
79. N11111 York J"iffu•, Oetober 23, 1956,
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The Second Russian Intervention
" Will Hungary move fanner forward toward
Soclallsm, or wlll she allow the forces of
reactlon to pin the upper hand and restore
a scheme of thla11 tbat would throw the nadon
back a 1eneratloa ?"
Pravda, November 4, 1956.

At 4 o'clock on Sunday moming, November 4, Budapest
was roused by the thunder of shells bursting in the city centre.
Hundreds of guns in the bills of Buda OJ)ened fire, their
flashes flood-lighting the MIG fighters, as they screamed over
the city. The armed forces of the Russian State had begun
their attack to crush the Hungarian workers.
The attack was country-wide and simultaneous. Ail the
major cities were pounded by aitillery. But the people were
not terrorised. They knew that the uneasy truce of the last
few days wouldn't last. They knew that. militarily, the
situation was hopeless. Yet at the first sound of gunlire they
were galvanised into action. Young and old, workers,
students, soldiers and children, ail took up their positions in
the streets before the armoured divisions had reached the
outskirts of Budapest. The barricades were rebuilt, at times
with the same materials used on October 24. ln some places
children loaded handcarts with suitable obiects and dragged
them to the banicade builders.
The Russian tanks entered Budapest, their guns blazing,
They were firing phosphorus as well as ordinary shells.
Several buildings were soon in ftames. The tanks were
immediately attacked by the people. Pitched battles were
fought with the inevitable outcome. The tanks advanced
towards the town centre. The struggle was repeated in the
other large towns of Hungary. Gyor, for example, was completely surrounded by a steel wall of tanks. squeezing in
relentlessly. Everywhere, the people fought even more
courageously and against far greater odds than ten days
earlier. There were now fifteen Russian armoured divisions
in the country, with six thousand tanks. Who could still
deny this was a papular revolution 1
At 6 a.m. Nagy, with lifteen others and their families,
sought refuge in the Yugoslav Embassy, where it had earlier
been agreed they would be given protection. Just after
7 a.m., the first Russian tanks reached Parliament Square.
Obviously acting on orders, a number of officers rushed into
the Parliament Building. They found no one to arrest.
ln the streets, between the tall buildings, the din of battle
was becomina deafening. Smoke from burnina buildings,
exploding shells and Molotov cocktails, mixed with the dust
from crashing masonry to create a choking fog. The sight
of the mounting dead and the agonising cries of the wounded
created a fog to choke the mind. Was this nightmare a
• defence of socialism ' 1
As the tanks continued their advance. strong points of
resistance emerged : Szena Square and the Killian Barracks
as in the earlier battles. The single field gun by the Corvin
Cinema was still in action. At several points near the old
Royal Palace in Buda, along the Boulevard and at the Polytechnie, the revolutionaries could not be dislodged.
Despite ,very heavy bombardment, ail the big working
class districts - particularlv • red ' Czepel. Dunapentele,
Ujpest, Kobanya - were still in the bands of the workers.'°

ln the first Russian attack, these working class areas had
been' subjected to lighter treatment. Now, they bore the
full weight of the onslaught, The new Russian troops had
no sentimental feelings about Hungarians, They had been
well indoctrinated: the freedom fighters were 'fascists' and
'bourgeois capitalists'. Peter Fryer, in his last dispatch to
the Dail11 Worker (which the editor would not even allow
his staff to see) says : " Some of the rank-and-file Soviet
troops have been telling people that they had no idea they
had come to Hungary. They thought at first they were in
Berlin, fighting German fascists."81 These new troops were
disgruntled at having to come to Hungary. Some were
frightened, not only by the sight of so many of their tanks
standing bumt-out and silent, but by the ferocity and courage
of the Hungarians. Hand-to-tank fighting was going on in
many streets. People ran up close to the tanks and made
sure their Molotov cocktails did not miss-it is difficult for
a tank to train its guns on a close target, ~me got so close
to the tanks that they were able to throw in band-grenades,
then close the driver's hatch.
The fight of the Hungarian workers should be remembered
by those who say the British working class has been completely demoralised by their rulers' well-propagated ideology
of • self'. ln Hungary, years of violent suppression and
concentrated propaganda had failed to destroy the workers'
vision of a new society. They were fighting what they knew
to be a military force a thousand times more powerful than
themselves. But they were fighting for something more
than bread and cireuses. They were figbting for a totally
new way of life. ln a mere eleven days they had become
giants.
At this stage Janos Kadar came forward to help the
Kremlin put the clock back. At Szolnok, sixty miles southeast of Budapest, Kadar formed what he called a new
Workers' and Peasants' Government.81 This Government
immediately issued a proclamation. lt had asked the Russian
Government "for help in liquidating the counter-revolutionary
forces and restoring order ". The Dail11 Worker of November
5 had put it slightly differently : " lt called for Soviet aid
to close the Austro-Hungarian border across which fascist
elements had been streaming for several days."83 This ail
appeared an underestimation of the • wisdom • of the Russian
Government, which had started to • help in Iiquidating" the
Revolution several hours before the Kadar Government had
even been formed I Kadar's part was that of an • accessory
after the fact ' pretending he was speakiilg before the fact.
81. Peter Fryer, Hungarian Traged11, p.85.
82. The four principal Mlnlsters were: Foreign Mlnlster, Imre Horvatb:
Deputy Prime Mlnlster, Ferenc MOnnlch; Mlnlster of Defence and
Interlor, Antal Apro: Mlnlster of Agriculture, Imre Degoe. Two Social
Democratswere also glven Mlnlstries: Mlnlster of State, G,orgy Morœa
and Mlnlster of Trade, Sandor Ronal.
83. In the same Issue, the front page headllnes ran: "New Hungarian
Antl-fasclst Govemment ln Action-Soviet TrooP.s called ln to stop
White Terror." Further down the page the Dail11 Worker reported:
" Budapest Radio, under control of the Kadar Govemment, sald that
EmlS GerlS. former Flrst Secretary of the Hun1arlan Workers• Party blld
been murdered ln a • barbaroua fashlon • by the rebet1." In fact Ger6
had been taken to Moscowby the Russlans on October 24.

80. The Dtlil11 Worker of November5, reported that Kadar had "called
for the annlng of the workers ln the factorles."
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industries and thus their lives. They had had their illusions
in Russia savagely dispelled during the previous twelve years.
No one has done more than the Hungarians to expose the
myth of Russia as the vanguard of such a revolution and of
such a socletv. They exposed it with their political and
economic organisation.
They exposed with their revolutionary demands, They exposed it In a grim battle with the
Red Army. Above ail, they exposed it with their humour.
Out of their misery came an incredible and heart-rendins
humour. It emphasised rather than disguised the people's
bitterness. As ail major resistance drew to its close, a
wèek after the second Russian attack, hundreds of posters.
roughly produced and sjmply worded, began mysteriously to
appear on the ruins of Budapest - like smiles through tears.
Their irony was crushlns, One neatly showed the Hungarians'
contempt for Russian smear tactics: " Ten million counterrevolutionaries at large in the country!" Another said:
" Former aristocrats, land and factory owners, Cardinals,
Generals and other supporters of the old capitalist resime.
disguised as factory workers and peasants are making propaganda against the patriotic government and against our
Russian friends." Another recalled a phrase from pre-revolution travel propaganda : " Come and see our beautiful capital
in Soviet-Hungarian friendship month."
A skit on the
Government and its spate of propaganda about ·what • honest •
Hungarians were doinglli appeared in a little poster which
said: "Luckily, seven honest men were found in the country.
They are ail in the Govemment."
During the week, this puppet Government took up the
old Stalinist tactic of blowing hot and cold in its psychological war for the minds of the Hungarian people. Kadar
kept up a continuous barrage of promises and threats. But
it had no effect. The people had been immunised through
years of bitter experlence. He announced •changes'. Many
members of the A.V.0.-Rakosi's and Gerë's secret police
-were still alive. As the Red Arrny began to take control.
they crawled out of their hiding places, like rats from
sewers. Kadar, who had already changed the name of the
Communist Party to the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party.
now changed the name of the A.V.O. New names. new
uniforms. But they still behaved like the secret police of a
totalitarian state. Not only were they eager to act on
Kadar's orders. They were burning for revenge, During
the last week of October, the workers. enraged by A.V.O.
atrocities, had chased them underground. With the Red
Army to protect them, they now reverted to their terrer
methods. Torture and beatings began again. White fierce
battles were still raging, freedom fighters were being hanged
from the bridges on the Danube and in the streets. Almost
ail were workers. The bodies, sometimes hanging in sroups.
had notices pinned to them : " This is how we deal with
counter-revolutionaries ".

Either way, Kadar and the others were guilty of complicity.
They carry a full share of responsibilty for the savase and

brutal massacre of thousands of workers and young people
in Hungary.
The Kremlin remained consistent in its lies and hypocrisy.
Later in the day, while mass murder continued, the Russian
delegate, Sobelev, calmly addressed a meeting of the United
Nations Security Council. "Events. in Hungary ", be said,
" have clearly shown that the workers there, who had been
able to make great achievements under a democr.atic regime.
had rightly raised a number of questions appertaining to the
eradication of certain shortcomings in their economic life.
But they were eXPloited by reactionary, counter-revolutionarv
elements who wanted to undermine the popular regime and
restore the former landlord and capitallst regime in
Hungary."8'
Goebbels claimed that " the bigger the lie, the more it's
believed ". He never bettered this one. The workers were
leading a Revolution against a • democratic régime ' which
had given them • great achievements ' 7 They had raised
• questions ' about • shortcomings in their economic life ' 7
Demands become • questions '. Total eXPloitation becomes
• shortcomings ' 1 Note again the fear of admltting, no
matter how guardedly, the existence of political dissatisfaction I And does the workers' programme look like that of
a people bent on restoring capitalism and led by ·' reactionary
and counter-revolutionary elements ' 7
• Counter-revolution ' was the propaganda bogey of the
day, Just after midday on Sunday, November 4, Moscow
Radio announced that the " counter-revolution in Hungary
bas been crushed ". Later in the aftemoon, the Kremlin
broadcast that the " complete defeat of the counter-revolution is under way ". At 8 p.m. Kadar announced that the
" counter-revolution " had been completely defeated. Following Kadar, Moscow Radio reverted to its midday statement
declaring that " order has been restored in Hungary and the
resistance of a negligible handful overcome with the assistance
of the Budapest population."85 In fact, heavy fighting was to
continue for about ten days.
What did the Kremlin mean by " counter-revolution " 7
Tbrouah careful propagaada over the years they had sustained the myth that despite their tactical zig-zags, theirs
were still the original revolutionary aims of October 1917.
Members and supporters of the various communist parties·
have been led to revere the Soviet Union as the vanguard
and guardian of this revolution. Any movement that opposed
Russian • socialism ' was branded as • counter-revolutionary '.
This was just one of the many smears used by the Russian
bureaucracy to discredit those who fundamentally challenged
its rule. The Hungarian revolutionaries believed they were
fi&hting for a societ)' in which the basic conflict in production
and social life had been removed - for a classless society
in which the people themselves manased their factories, their

86. This was started by Moscow radio on the aftemoon of November
4, whlch, accordlng to the Dail11 Work•r of November S. announced:
" Ali honest Hungarian patrlots are taklng an active part • • • ln
dlsarmlng the mutlneers and ln overcomlnglndlvldual nests of reslstance
of fasclst groups."

14. Doil11 Wornr, November S, 1956.
Dtlil11 Workn, November S, 1956.
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The Proletariat Fights On
.. The lûstory of ail hltlaerto existln1 sodety ls
the hlstory of class straules."
K. Marx and F. Engels. Manifesta of the
Communist Part11 (1848).

But the workers were not cowed. Despite Govemment
appeals, threats and terror, the importance of the Workers'
Councils. formed in October, increased daily.
The Councils maintained and strengthened the solidarity
of the General Strike. lntellectuals, peasants and other nonindustrial workers who had not hitherto fully appreciated
their importance now turned even more towards them. They
recognised that here was the heart of real power in the
country. Kadar knew it too. The Councils had already
shown how efficiently they could run the country. And in
the process. Kadar. the Govemment, the A.V.O., indeed the
whole bureaucratie set-up, had been exposed as ilot only
superftuous to the needs of the people, but as an encumbrance
holding back their advance to real freedom.
The ruling minorities of the whole world had been given
redundancy notices by the workers of Hungary. A new form
of society was here being juxtaposed to the old. The rottenness of the ' old.' was being forced into relief. The shock
was not only felt in Moscow. It reverberated through the
managing and bureaucratie • elites' the whole world over.
The Hungarian workers had made it quite clear they did not
want the • Communism' of the Kremlin. ln so doing, they
had made it equally clear that capitalism. even in its ' enlightened ' form, was iast as irrelevant to their needs. Most
important of ail. they had proved once again that the achievement of ' workers' power • and the emancipation of the
working class can only come from below. from the workers'
own action, and never from a • leadership ' acting on their
behalf.
ln the conditions of pre-revolution Hungary a movement
advocating ideas such as our own would almost certainly
bave been liquidatèd. lt was just these ideas nevertheless
that came to the :fore during the last week of October.
Several people had ·no doubt held them for some time. For
others, they were bom out of the impact and intellectual
ferment of the struggle itself, as part of their class instinct
and elemental sense of solidarity. A group with views such
as ours might have helped, during the revolution. explicitly
to formulate these ·ideas and to wam of the dangers of the
bureaucratie counter-revolution. As it was. the ideas
emerged cJearly enough to gain the allegiance of hundreds
and Jater of thousands and tens of thousands of people. This
was a grave threat to the Kadar Govemment. It was, above
all, a threat to the Russian bosses who had ' elected • it
. . . with their six thousand tanks. The threat had to be
smashed.

•

•

On November 4, to be sure of success, the Russians felt
it nec:essaryto use a large number of troops. The:, put them
in tanks (callecl • Kadar taxis ' by the Hunaarians) to reduce
to a minimum physical contact with the civillan people.
Russian soldiers would thus see Jess of Hunprian Urina
conditions, see Jess that it was ordinar:, workin1 people the:,
were fiahting. Yet they could see the devastation their bombardment was causin1 in the cities. In bis last unpublishecl
dispatch to the Dail11 Worker, Peter Fryer wrote : "I bave
just come out of Budapest, where for six da:,s I have watched
Hungary's new bom freedom tragically destro:,ed b:, Soviet
troops. Vast areas of the city-the workin1 class areaa above
ail-are virtually in ruins. For four da:,s and nllhts Budapest was under continuous bombardment. I saw a once lovely
city battered, bJudgeoned, smashed and bled into sub·
mission."17 By the end of that terrible week. a trickle back
to work began. But the workers had not" submitted. Most
sections of industry were still strike-bound.
In the towns, organised resistance by groups of fighting
workers and youth ended on November 14. Although
sporadic fighting continued well into 1957, in the country
districts, the military defeat of the Hungarians was complete.
But what everyone had thought would only take a few
heurs, had taken over a week. And the Hunprian people
were still not defeated. The Workers' Councils were aaining
strength. They procJaimed that their demands remained
unchanged, These were similar to those put forward by
the Council of Hungarian Trade Unions-although in some
cases there was now more stress on the demand for the
• release ' of Nagy and for the withdrawal of Russian troops.
The General Strike continued.

•

•

•

While the fighting was still raging Kadar began to act
against the Workers' Councils. He proceeded cautiously.
In terms of active support the Councils had far areater
power in the country than had the Government. Kadar
made a few selective arrests of members of the Councils'
Action Committees. This had little or no effect. Others
immediately took their place.
On November 12, 1956, Kadar made more promises. He
promised that the secret Police would be abolished. He was
ready to negotiate with Kremlin representatives about the
complete withdrawal of Russian troops. Some of the mosthated Stalinists would be removed from the Party. The people
did not believe him. Kadar then announced that twelve leading Stalinists had been expelled from the Party, includin1
Ernô Gerô.18 This move caused a few worken to retum to

•

Large-scale military resistance ceased by Saturday, November 10. Scores of disabled Russian tanks Jay scattered
around Budapest. lt had obviously been contrary to accepted
military strategy to send so much armour into the built-up
areas of a city to suppress a revolution. One reason for
the Kremlin's decision may well have been their shocked
realisation of how much fraternisation had taken place
between Russian troops and the Hungarian people during the
first attack.

87. Peter Forer. Hunillrian Tro,ed11, p.83.
88. This appears to contradlct the Dtzil11 Worar report tllat Ger6 11111d
been kllled by the·rebels on November 4. Perhaps the D,dlJI Wor_.s
News Edltor. knowlng ln what ltlnd of esteem Gd wu beld by die
workers, had made an • Intelligent gness ' about hla fate. If IO, the
~Ill
Worker had been thwarted by the Rlllllans wllo had 'arnlted'
Ger6 on October 24, and taken hlm to Mosccnr. Gent wu not apeDed
at thls tlme. On Auaust 19, lH~~r9'et
news qency Tou NJIOl1ed
Illat a meeting of the Central
ttee of the Huuarlan Soclallat
(Communlst) Party had fnst ~lied
Ger6-and Rùoal (Me TM
Gutmli11n, August 20, 1962, pp.1 and 7).
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Towards the end of November. Kadar tried another method
to reduce the workers' resistance. As the industrial area
of Budapest was the base of this resistance, the peasants.
were forbidden from bringing food into the area exeept by
permission of the Government. The Red Army saw to it that
the order was complied with. At the same time ration cards
were issued, but only to workers who reported at the factories. This was clearly an attempt, not merely to starve
the workers into submission, but also to drive a wedge
between them and the peasants who wanted to sell their
produce.
But still the strike continued. The Russians and their
puppet Government were becoming increasingly apprehensive
about the situation. So much so that, when word got around
that the Central Workers' Council of Budapest was to hold
a meeting in the National Stadium on November 21. the
• official • authorities believed the mass meeting would set up
another Government. in opposition to Kadar's. This was not
only untrue, but quite unnecessary. On November 21.
Russian tanks barred the roads leading to the Stadium. The
few people already there were dispersed by the A.V.O. ln
uswer to this, the Central Workers' Council called for the
strike to be strengthened.
Kadar again appealed for a return to work. Again the
worken renewed their demands. And again they increased
the pressure by adding new ones: the formation of a
Worken• Militia : freedom to publish their own uncensored
newspaper : a meeting with Nagy. Kadar reverted to threats.
The movement he had earlier referred to as ' a great papular
movement •. he now called • counter-revolutionary '-the
Workers' Councils were ' fascist-led ' 1 This charge left
workers in no doubts as to what was now to happen. ln
both East and West, a prelude to a successful purge is the
raisin1 of a bogey and its denunciation.
Tbe following day, Kadar made his intentions crystal clear.
He declared: " . • . a tiger cannot be tamed by baits, it can
be tamed and forced to peace only by beatin1 it to death
• • • Every worker, instead of drawing up and scribbling
dnnond, (my italics, A.A.) must immediately and uncondltionally begin to work to the best of his ability."
ICadar's attitude merely reftected the Kremlin's, where
patience was · getting short. The huge army they had in
the country was causin1 them IJ'ave problems. Apart from
the loss of world prestige entailed in their inability completely
to suppress a small country, the oppressed people of Eastem
Europe were watchina closely. The Kremlin's troops were
inadequately fed. Discipline was poor. The longer Russian
soldiers stayed in Hungary, the more clearly they perceived
the truth. Some had already joined the 1uerillas in the
mountains. Many others had to be disarmed and sent back
to Russia, in sealed wagons, because they refused to carry
out orders. The Kremlin decided it was now time both to
smash the Workers' Councils and to get rid of Nagy.

work. But there was still a partial strike. lndustrial activity
was not even balf-hearted. Public transport was chaotic. The
train service was bapbazard. When some trams ran in Buda-

pest. crowcls stopped them and the blackleg crews were chased

home. People employed in hospitals remained at work. So
did those concerned with food packaging and distribution,
but they tbreatened to strike if there was any large resumption of work.
Unsuccessfully, the Kadar Government appealed, threatened. begaed. making bigaer and bigger verbal concessions.
The Kremlin sent in more divisions of infantry. It made
no difference. The stnke, though not total, continued. The
Workers• Councils continued to increase their power, which
daily showed itself greater than that of the Kadar Government.
Kadar then appeaÏed directly to the workers to end the
strilte. He used the bogey argument of rulers everywhere:
inflation. They threw bis appeal back in his face with a
list of further demands: recognition of the Central Council
as the negotiating body representina the workers, the release
of prisoners, the withdrawal of Russian troops, and the
restoration of Nagy as Prime Minister.
Although the
worken managed most of the factories, these ·demands
showed the:, knew that their power might eventuall:, be
broken b:, more ruthless methods. They were determined
to • interfere • for as lon1 as they were able to, and in such
a way as to leave them with some concrete achievements.
The ' release of Nagy • now featured in ail their demanda. He
hac:I b:, now become a symbol, rather lite Rajk had, earlier
in the year, when his rehabilitation had been repeatedly
demanded.
A tadt admittance of where rea1 power Jay came on Friday,
Noftlllber 16, when Kadar was obliged to ïtart negotiations
with the Councils. The delegates from some Councils qreed
to ask worken to resume work on condition that a number
of their demands were immediately satisfied and the rest
later.
At the meeting on November 17, Kadar was told that lûa
appeal had gone out. Worten• delegates then demanded
that a National Workers' Coundl be set up by decree. Kadar
said this was unnecessary since there was alread:, a • Workers'
Government' in Hungary. But he agreed to the recopition
of individual Councils and to the establishment of some form
of factory militia. He added tbat if workers' deleptes would
use their influence to ensure a resumption of worlt, he would
use bis to obtaln a withdrawal of Russian troops and
negotiations between Warsaw Treaty countries about Hunprian neutrality.
Workers did not trust this somewhat
ambiguous promise. They asked for it to be put in writin1.
Kadar refused, saying his word should be enough.
The situation was confused. Very few worken resumed
work. The negotiations went on fitfully. Precariously, dual
pawer survived.
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The Nagy Abduction
Imre Nagy, toaether with some ex-ministers, higb-ranking
military personnel and others (including Julia Rajk), had
taken refuge in the Yugoslav Embassy. Correspondence
between Kadar and the Yugoslav Ambassador, Soldatfch,
resulted in Kadar guaranteeing the personal safety of Nagy,
and both his own safe conduct and that of his group. Then,
suddenly, Kadar put forward four conditions :

going to Rumania or any other • Peoples' Democraey •, A
bus was laid on to take them home. At 6.30 on November
23, they ail left the Embassy. Soldatich had insisted that
two of his Embassy officiais should accompany the party.
A few hundred yards from the Embassy, the bus was stopped
and surrounded by patrol cars. Russian security officers
poured out of the cars and into the bus. The Yugoslav
officiais were ordered to leave, but they refused and were
thrown out. The bus was then driven to the Russian
Kommandatura.

(1) Nagy's formal resignation as Premier.
(2) A statement from Nagy supporting the Govèmment in
its • fiaht against counter-revolutionaries '.
(3) Nagy to make a public self-criticism.
(4) Nagy and the rest of the Group to agree to go to one
of the • Peoples' Democracies • until normalit)' was
restored in Hungary,

The Yugoslavs sent strong)y-worded notes of protest to
Kadar. At first Kadar denied al] knowledge of the abduction.
He Jater admitted be knew about it by saying that if Nagy
had been allowed to retum home, counter-revolutionary
elements migbt have murdered hiJn. He also claimed that
Nagy and the others had gone to Rumania at their own
request, A Jikely story. ln Rumania the press and radio
had for some time shown a more violent hostility to Nagy
than in any of the other • Peoples' Democracies '. An attitude
more hostile even than that of the Russians I How free
Nagy's choice had been became evident later, with the news
that he and others, including Pal Maléter, had been executed
in Rumania.

These conditions were ail refused.
Kadar clearly had orders to get Nagy out of the Embassy.
He then save, in writing. an unconditional promise of safe
conduct for the group whenever they should decide to leave
the Embassy. Some sent messages home, telling relations
they were returning. None mentioned the possibilit)' of
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The Proletariat Crushed
" The civilisation and Justice of bourgeois order
comes out ln lts lurld llabt wbenever the slaves
and drudaes of thàt order rlse aaalnst thelr
masters. Tben tbls civilisation and Justice stand
fortb as undls111lsed savaaery and lawless
revenae • • • a alorlous civilisation, indeed, the
areat problem of wblch ls bow to aet rld of the
beaps of corp1e1 it made alter the battle wu
over !"
K. Marx. The Civil Warin France (1871).
can most graphically be portrayed in diary form : Dec1tmber 2, 1956Copies of Népszabadsdg (Communist Party newspaperJ
bumed in the streets by crowds, who were later dispersed
by Russian troops.
December 4, 1956A demonstration by 30,000 women in Budapest, many
wearing the national colours of red, white and green (the
only way they knew to symbolise their 6ght for freedom)
gatht.red at the Tomb of the Unknown Warrior in Hero's
Square. Russian troops 6red over their heads. One woman
was hit by a bullet.
December 5, 1956Demonstrations numbering many thousands in ail parts of
the country, including several in Budapest. Another large
demonstration of women in Budapest, marched towards the
Petofi statue shouting " Russians go home 1 " " We want
Nagy 1 " " Russian tanks out 1 " Some were carrying
wreaths and dowers in memory of relations who had been
killed. They did not reach the statue, but were intercepted
by Russian tanks and infantry. Nepakarat (Trade Union
newspaper) refers to the revolution as" a great mass movement".
December 6, 1956Nepakarat states : " It is no wonder the masses, who were
denied every possibility of expressing their will, 6nally
took to arms to show what they thought," Several factories
surrounded by Russian trocps and A.V.O. Hundreds of
factory workers in the famous • Red ' Csepel, 6ght Russian
troops and A.V.O., as latter try to enter a factory to arrest
three members of a Workers' Council. Russian tanks open
tire OI'. unarmed demonstrators in Budapest: two killed
and several wounded.
The Chairmen of the Workers' Councils at the Ganz and
MAVAG factories arrested.
The Central Workers' Council (Budapest) proclaims: " The
Government does not build its power on the Workers•
Councils in spite of Comrade Kadàr's promises
Members of Workers' Councils are being arrested
dragged
from their homes during the night without investlaatlon
or hearing •.. peaceful meetings of Workers' Councils are
interrupted or prevented by armed force ". The Council
demands a reply to this proclamation by 8 p.m. on December 7.
December 7. 1956Demonstrators (workers, students. and many women) fired
on in the industrial towns Pecs. Bekeskaba and Tatabanya.
Widespread arrests of rank-and-file members of Workers'
Councils.
No reply to the Central Workers' Council proclamation.

On December 2, 1956,The Observer reported: ." ..• the
(Hungarian) Ciovemment's plan to divert Workers' Councih;
into innocuous channels by • legalising ' them as organs of
economic self-government, somewhat on the Yugoslav model,
but denying them the right to put forward political demands
or issue a newspaper, has merely led to continued deadlock
in Budapest."
·
The erratic negotiations between Kadar Government
officiais and representatives of the Workers' Councils then
came to an abrupt end. Two prominent members of the
Central Workers' Council were invited to a meeting with
Kadar and his henchmen at the Government Building. They
were the 24-year-old Chairman. Sandor Racs-a pre-October
23 member of the Communist Party and a toolmaker of the
Belajanis Electrical Works in South Buda-and the secretary.
Sandor Bali, a worker from the same factory. On arrivai
at the Ciovemment Building. they were arrested. Ali the
workers at the Belajanis factory immediately went on a sit-in
strike. They refused to resume work until their comrades
were released. It was. of course. an ' unofficial' strike."
The factory was seized by hundreds of armed police and
Ciovernment militia. In spite of this, the sit-in lasted for
three days, during which time no work was done, Under
the pressure of threats and victimisation the workers were
eventually forced to resume work. Police and militia were
posted all over the factory. Whenever workers gathered to
talk, they were instantly dispersed. Still the workers were
not defeated-they began a ' go-slow '. This. combined with
an unplanned campaign of poor-quality individual workmanship, reduced production to 8 % of normal. Kadar's
comment on these workers was the same as that of managers.
politicians and trade union leaders throughout the worldthe workers were • sheep' led by 'subversive elements '.
• agitators '. • .irresponsible, self-seekina démagogues '. • soies
and agents of Capitalism '. On the West. for 'Capitalism'
read ' Communism').
The scene was now set for a full-scale purge of the
Workers' Councils. Many prominent committee members
were arrested and jailed. This tactic of selective arrests was
also applied to many militant student groups. But a reserve
of supporters was standing by, ready to step into the breach.
When the authorities realised this. widespread arrests of
rank-and-file Workers' Council members followed.
A form of passive resistance by the masses then developed,
similar to that previously described. It continued for
months. I feel this period. beginning in December. 1956.
89. Before. during and slnce the perlod of the Hun11arlan revolutfon. ail
strlkes were • unofflcial ' except. perhaps, durin11 the short life of the
National Councll of Free Trade Unions. formed ln Octobtr.
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tee, executed. Gyula Hay and many other writers aad
intellectuals arrested.
Trade Unions again • re-organlsed ' and a ' reliable ' leader. ship installed. The name • National Council of Free Trade
Unions • Is, hypocritical]y, retained. (See Appendix m.
February :?~. 1957).
·
December 17, 195~
Miners ~j,,e Kadar conditions for resumption of normal
work. These include: formation of their own independent
committees to represent them in negotiations with the
management ; withdrawal of ail Russian troops ; Na&V to
be Prime Minister. A spakesman added: "If the govemment does not accept these conditions, no work will be
done in the mines even if we miners have to go begging
or emigrate from our Motherland." (The Times, December
17, 1956).
Reported a third of the labour force at the uranium mines
in Pécs had left. Another third had been declared redundant because of electrical power shortage.
December 20, 1956Police empowered to imprison people for six: months,
without trial, whom they suspect of • threatening public
safety and production •. December 25, 1956Reports of many executions. Strikers being singled out
and victimised to intimidate the others. Strikes do not
. last long in such conditions of terror.
December 26, 1956Gyorgy Marosân, the Social Democrat and a Minister in
the Kadar Govemment." declares that, if necessary, the
Govemment will execute 10,000 people to prove that ther,
are the real Government, and not the Workers' Councils.
December 29, 1956Declaration of the Hungarian Writers' Union: "We have
to state with a depressed heart that the ~viet Government
made a historical mistake when it stained the revolution
with blood. We predict that the time will come when the
great pawer that erred will repent. We warn everyone
away from the erroneous judgment that revolution in
Hungary would have annihilated the achievements of
Socialism but for the interference of Soviet arms. We know
that that is not true."91 (The Observer. December 30,
1956).

8, 195610,000 people demonstrate against the arrest of two
members of the Workers' Council in the mining town of
Salgatarian : 80 casualties, dead and wounded. (Coal and
uranium miners were outstanding passive resisters. Output
fell to less than half of what it had been before the Revolution. Many mines were flooded.)
More clashes between workers and A.V.O. in the so-called
• Communist Party stroughold ' of Czepel, due to further
arrests of workers.
Strikes (unofficial) reported from ail parts of the country.
The first resolution passed by Kadar's • Sociaiist Workers'
Party • states that Workers' Councils are " to t,e taken over
and cleansed of unsuitable demagogues ".
Still no reply to the proclamation of the Central Workers'
Council of Budapest.
December 9, 1956Demonstrations by workers and students in :Budapest
increase. The Central Workers' Council declares a 4él-hour
general strike to begin on December 11 " . . . in protest
against the repression of workers and their freely chosen
delegates ".
Martial law declared.
.
The Kadar government dissolves an Regional and Central
Workers' Councils-but adds that it will not dissolve thcse
in the factories and mines.
December 11, 1956ln the town of Eger, demonstrators force the release of
jailed members of the Workers' Council.
The Chairman of the Central Workers• Council (Budapest),
Sandor Racs. and its secretary, Sandor Bali, are arrested.
To show Kadar and the Russians what support the
Workers' Councils still enioy among workers throushout
the country, the great. historic. 48-hour General Strike
begins. The response is practically unanimous.
December 12. 1956At Eger a large crowd of demonstrators is fircd on by the
police-two workers killed, some wounded. Hand grenades
then thrown by the demonstrators who occupied, for a
short time, a small building which housed a printir,g press.
Revolutionary leaflets and posters are produced and distributed. Népszabadsdg commenting on the 48-hour strike,
says: " A strike. the like of which has never before been
seen in the history of the Hungarian workers' movement
. . . " but claims it is the result of intimidation by ' counterrevolutionaries '. ln Budapest, the whole electricity supply
is eut off. This hadn't happened even during the thick
of the recent battles. Rail and other forms of transport
paralysed throughout the country. Factories at a standstill, Large numbers of Russian tanks sent into the streets
of the capital. The Kadar Government empowers Summary
Courts automatically to pass the death sentence on people
declared • guilty ', At Kutfej, a 23-year-old werker is
sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment for having a revolver
and ammunition at his home. Big house-to-house searches
for anns continue-often carried out by Russian troops.
Deeember 13, 1956•• People in Budapest are laughing today."-Sam Russell,
Dail11 Worker.
December 14. 1956The two-day strike. having shown its strength, ends. The
Govemment reminds the people that ail demonstrations
and assemblies are • officially • banned. Pravdt1 -states that
the attempted revolution in Hungary was " a fascist putsch
. . . (in which) . . . the international imperialist forces.
directed by certain United States circles, played the main
and decisive roles ".
December 15. 1956Death penalty re-introduced for striking. Jânos Soltéu
brought before a Court Martial in Miskolc, cbuged with
hiding arms, and executed immediately after the trial. This
is the first known execution for this offence. Jozsef Dudas,
popular chairman of the Budapest Revolutionary CommitDecember

•

•

•

The events chronicled for December 1956 are only some
of those we have been able to check. There were reparts
throughout the month of armed resistance by guerillas, particularly in the Borsod region (Hungary's largest industrial
area), Veszprom, Miskolc, Szambathely, Vac, Kunszentmarton, even in the bills of Buda itself. There were moreover
almost daily reports of large-scale arrests, trials, sentences
and executions of workers, students and intellectuals. These
would often be announced by Radio Budapest as a means of
intimidation.
The diary for 1957 (see Appendix: III) shows that open
resistance gradually lessened.
'!llevertheless, strikes and
demonstrations continued throughout 1958 and 1959.
Between Deeember' 1956. and December 1957 bureaucratie
control was progressively tightened. Of particular significance
during this period was the systematic destruction of the
Workers' Councils bv the Party leaders. First there was the
selective arrests of Council committee members. Next, mavy
rank-and-file members were arrested. Then the Kadar Gorernment stated on December 9th 19S6 that all regional and
central Workers' Councils were dissolved, althuugh those in
individual factories and mines were tolerated for a while
longer.
90. Marosan, together wlth JCadar, Apr6 and MOnnlch,dlsappeand tbe
day before the second Russlan attack, presumably to form a • Cloftnlment.' .
91. Barly ln 1957, the Wrlters' Union wu banned. So wu tbe Unloa
of Journallsts (see entrles for January 17 and 19, 1957 ln AppenclisDI],
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lnterior, as" led by class-alien elements ". lt was "necessary
to replace this whole set-up as 100n as possible b:, new
orpnisations ".
On November 17, 1957, it was officially announced that
all remaining Workers' Councils were to be abolished forthwith. The very name ' Workers' Council ' now both embanassed and infuriated the regime. The bureaucracy
attempted the impossible: to espunge from the memory of
the Hungarian people and from History itself the great.
pasitive exPerience of working class self-administration.

lbe intimidation worked. B:, early Januar:, 1957, members
of Councils not :,et arrested belllD to resilD. By the middle
of the year, the purpose of the Councils had been completely
destro:,ed. lbe workers' own deleptes bad been removed
and replac:ed by govenunent stooges. ln September 1957,
Antal Apr6, Deputy Premier, announced that the remainin&
Worken' Councils were to be replaced b:, Works Councils,
•• UDCler the leadership of the trade unions " (a..y ~op steward
wil1 know what tbis means 1 ).
By the bellÎDDÎDI of November, the Workers' Councils
were beiDa attacked b:, Ferenc Mtlnnich, Minister of the

Fascist Counter-Revolution ?
.. ln ail lts bloody trlumph1 over the self-sacrlflcln1 champions of a new and better soclety,
tbat nefarlous dvlUsadon, based upon the
enslavement of labour, drown1 the moans of ln
vledma ln a bue and cry of calamny, reverbented by a world-wide eebo."
K. Marx. The Civil War in France (1871).
nificant support. These people certainly did not start the
revolution nor did they have any influence on its development. Communist propagandists throuRhout the world
scraped the barrel and ransacked the dispatches of pre11
correspondents, particularly those of the Right, for any scrap
of information which might be used to prove their contention. Mindszenty's broadcast. coming as it did the day
before the second Russian attack, was the best they could
unearth.
And even here. they were forced to misrepresent what
Mindszenty had said. They were also forced to maintain an
eloquent silence when. on November 5. Mindszenty had 'ro
seek refuge in the American Embassy. What 7 Were there
no Hungarian • counter-revolutionaries ' who might have
sheltered the worthy priest 7 So much for his influence on
the Hungarian masses in revoit. On the whole. Mindszent)·
supported' Nagy. But Nagy was not in control-the people
were. The workers would not listen to NaRY. Why should
they listen to Mindszenty 7
If the Hungarian Revolution of October-December 1956
was the work of • reactionary. fascist. counter-revolutionary
forces'. where was the bureaucracy's mueh-vaunted • efficiency • 7 What were the Hungarlan state-security forces
(A.V.O.) doing during the preparations for the uprising ?
How is it no inkling of the plans for revolt ever reached the
big flapping ears of the secret police ? ln a state where a
dossier was kept of every person above the age of six. the
sort of organisation essential to a fascist. or iusr a plain
eapitalist-inspired, revoit was impossible. It may seem paradoxical. but the strength of the Hungarians in revolution
lay in their lack of a centralised and bureaucratic • révolutionary ' organisation-an organisation. that is, similar to
that of their rulers
What professional revolutionaries would have wasted
valuable time in pulling down the massive statue of Stalin.
in buming books and papers in the • Horizont' Russian bookshops. in the interminable discussions that went on in the
Councils, committees, and even in the streets 7

Despite ail this; there are, even today, members of the
Communist Party who still believe their leaders' propaganda
tbat Russian troops stopped a fascist counter-revolution in
Hunpry. Let us nail tbis lie once and for ail.
ln the Dailr, Worker of November 10. 1956. the British
Communist Party's • theoretician ', Palme Dutt. wrote: " The
ilsue in Hunsar:v is between the Socialist achievements of
twelve :,ean and the return to capitalism, landlordism. and
Horthy fascism, as made clear to all by Cardinal Mindszenty's
broadcast."
What a terrible indictment this sounds of
R.usslan-type Communism I Does Palme Dutt really mean
that large sections of the Hungarian working class. actually
preferred capitalism 7 Of course this is not true.
ln our account of the Hungarian Revolution we have not
mentioned the releue of Cardinal Mindszenty Con October
30) nor bis broadcast (on November 3) which Palme Dutt
refera to. This was no mistake. We did not • forget it '. The
Mindszenty broadcast was not an important feature of the
Revolution. lt onl:, appears important when one looks at
the • ezcuses' given b:, the Kremlin's apologists for the
massacre of November 4.
lt is unnecessary to quote the whole of Mindszenty's
speech. Palme Dutt and other Stalinist propagandists based
their claim of a ' retum to fascism ' on the fiction that Mindszenty called for the restoration of the confiscated property
of the Catholic Churcb. White ambiguity abounded in the
Cardinal's phrases, none could have been interpreted as meaning this-not even when he said he wanted " a classless
society based on the rule of law and democracy and also on
private ownership, correctly restricted by the interests of
society and justice ". This sentence mlght have tarred
Mindszenty as God's own social-democratic confusionmonger, but never as a • fascist '.
Reactionaries of conservative or even of fascist persuasion
undoubtedly took part in the Revolution. They would no
doubt have talcen the fullest advantage of a new, free society
to air their views. But such views would have gained insig-
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But on the other band, what professiorial revolutionaries
would have been able to extract from the Hungarian workina
class the depths of initiative, resistance and self-sacrifice they
were to show in a cause they felt to be their very own 1
The Stalinists still insist that the revolutionaries did not
get 'their arms from the factories or from soldiers in the
Hungarian army. Ali their propaganda at the time stressed
that anns were being smuggled to the people across the
Austrian border. How could the frontier guards (a section
of the bureaucracy's most faithful servants, the A.V.O.) be
so fecltless in their ' duties ' as to allow hundreds of thousands
of rifles, machine-guns, grenades-not to mention hundreds
of tons of ammunition-to pass unnoticed through the electrified barbed wire and from there to proceed, unmolested, to
various pre-arranged distribution 'points? Little more need
be said about the charge of ' fascist counter-revolution ' •
But there were other, minor features whiéh, the Stalinists
claim, were ' reactionary ' : the demand for parliamentary
elections, the illusions in U.N.O., the dropping of the term
of address • comrade ', the adoption of the word ' friend •,
and the elimination of the Communist Party emblem from
the Hungarian ftag.
We have already commented on some of these points.
The first two demands arose as the result of ten yean of
Stalinist rule. Not only were parties of the Right suppressed,
but also ail political tendencies and ideas among the working
class itself. Compared with the conditions that prevailed in
Russian-dominated Hungary, many of the political institutions
in the West appeared as paragons of democratic virtue. Even
within the ranks of the Party, all opposition was strangled.
Defecton from the party Jine were dealt with by the security
police.
lt is not relevant here to make a detailed ana)ysis of
fascism. lt is enough to point out that fascism had no
chance among worken as politically conscious as the Hungarians showed themselves to be in October-November 1956.
Moreover. the social and economic conditions essential for
the growth of .fascist tendencies simply do not develop under
conditions of total bureaucratie capitalism. Despite this, the
Party propagandists formulated a new dogma following

Kadar's retum from Moscow, in March 1957. They declared
that " the dictatonhip of the proletariat, if overthrown,
cannot be succeeded by any form of govemment other than
fascist counter-i'evolution ". Like in the Catholic Cburch,
things are proclaimed as doama which the leaden 'want the
masses to accept but can't loaical]y convince them of. Any.
way, even before the Revolution the proletariat did not
dictate. It was dictated to. And it was against this that
the proletariat rose. Kadar himself was to admit all this
quite explicitly when be 1>roclaimed: "the regime is aware
that the people do not always know what is good for them.
It is therefore the duty of the leadership to act, not accordina
to the will of the people, but accordin& to what the leadership
knows to be in the best interests of the people ".•
At the 10th Conaresa of the RUBSian Communist Party,
in 1921, while the worlten and sailora of Kronstadt were
being ruthless)y suppressed. Trotsky had &rat clearly formulated the same idea. Denouncing the worken' opposition
inside bis own Party· be explained: " They have come out
with dangerous slogans I They have made a fetish of demo·
cratic principles I They have placed the workers' riaht to
elect representatives above the Party. As if the Party were
not entitled to assert its dictatorahip even if that dictatorabip
temporari)y clashed with the passing moods of the worken'
democracy ". Trotsky spoke of the " revolutionary historical
birthright of the Party." " The Party is obliged to maintain
its dictatorship ••• regarclless of temporary vacillations, even
in the working class ••• The dictatonhip does not base .itself
at every given moment on the formai principle of a workers'
democracy ••• "
Over seventy years,earlier Marx had spoken of the emancipation of the working class being the task of the workina
class itself. In 1921 and in 1956 Bolshevism and Stalinism
respectively set out to prove him wrong. The Party leaders,
not the masses, were now the embodiment of social progress.
If necessary the ' temporary vacillations of the working class '
were to be corrected with Party bullets 1
92. See also other atracts from 1Cadar'1speech to the Nadonal Assmab)7
la Appeadlx Jll'(May 10-11, 1957).

Why?
" Ali Polltlcal straules are clau straulea. and
ail clau struutes for emandpadon • • • tara
ultlmately on the quesdon of economfc
emanclpadon."
F. Engels. Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of
Classical German Philosoph11 (1888).

"Tenor lmplles mostly useless cruehy perpetrated by frlsbtened people ln order to
reauure tbemselves."
F. Engels. Letter to Man (September 4, 1870).

lt is still not known for certain how many people lost
their lives during the Hungarian Revolution. Estimates range
from 20,000 to S0,000 Hungarians and from 3,500 to 7,000
Russians. The number : wounded was very much higher.
Since Novembér 1956, many thousands have been executed.
The number imprisoned runs into tens of thousands-most
of the political prisoners released dur-ing the Revolution were
later rounded up.
Some people have been aware,
a Jona time, of the

true character of the Russian regjme and of th•. counterrevolutionary role played by its agents (the Stalinist parties)
in the working class struggles of the previous thirty years.
Some remember the pitiless way the Party repressed ail
working.class opposition within the U.S.S.R., and the sufferings it infticted on whole populations, deported at the time
of collectivisation."' It nevertbeless seemed incredible that,

for

93. Conflrmed by ICrushchevat the 20th Consress.
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groups had formed, with extraordinary speed, a military force
capable of momentarily neutralising the Russian army and
the A.V.O., if not of actually compelling them to retreat.
Their demands had resulted in a radical change of the
workers' position within the framework of industry. They
had attacked exploitation at its very roots. Public order,
their order, had been maintained. The distribution of food,
fuel and medical supplies. had been carried out magnificently.
Even a reporter of The Observer recognised this: "A fantastic
aspect of the situation is that although the general strike is
in being and there is no centrally-organised industry, the
workers are nevertheless taking upon themselves to keep
essential services going, for purposes which they themselves
determine and support.
Workers' Councils in industrial
districts have undertaken the distribution of essential goods
and food to the population, in order to keep them alive. The
coal miners are making daily allocations of iust sufficient coal
to keep the power stations going and supply the hospitals in
Budapest and other large towns. Railwaymen organise train,
to go to approved destinations for approved purposes . . . "
(November 25, 1956).

before the shocked gaze of workers and Communists in
every country, the Russian bureaucracy should have assunied
responsibility for crushing with thousands of tanks an insurrection which had mobilised every section of the Hungarian
people, and particular]y the youth and the working class.
The· Krushchevs, the Mikoyans, the Bulganias, had accused
Stalin of every evil of the past. They had claimed to be
impotent spectators of a terror they abhored. For the
preceding few months they had been cavorting around the
dlPitals of the world exhibiting themselves as • decent chaps ',
But they were guilty of a crime which matched any of Stalin's
previous atrocities.
Why did the Kremlin decide to crush Hungary 1
We have examined the •official• excuse: Nagy was powerJess to stop a fascist counter-revolution. Nagy was certain]y
powerless. But powerless to check the workers I For the
R1U1ians to admit this would be to · admit the failure of their
Communism. That is why Mao Tse-Tung, Tito, Gomulka,
indeed the whole Communist hierarchy throughout the world.
wbatever their other differences," all supported the Kremlin
line. The Russian bureaucracy could find compromises with
the Tildys, the Kovacs, even the Mindszentys. lt could still
govern by maldng concessions. Indeed, this had already been
done, not on]y in Hungary, but in ail the so-called • Peoples'
Democracies'. BUT THERE WAS NO BASIS WHATEVER
FOR COMPROMISE WITH THE AUTONOMOUS ORGANISATIONS OF THE WORKING CLASS · IN ARMS (THE
COUNCILS). THEIR VICI'ORY WOULD HAVE SPELLED
TOTAL DEFEAT FOR THE BUREAUCRACY 1
Some have said Russia bad no alternative but to keep
Hungary well within its grip, for to withdraw would bave
left ber vulnerable from the West. Militari]y, this argument
is false. Wbereas Poland and Eut Germany were vital,
Hungary and Rumania were not. lt is reported that Krusbchev himself had been considering the evacuation of Hungary.
He believed this would bave meant an immense gain in
prestige. But this was before the Revolution.
Others have said that Eden's barbarous attack on Egypt
(on November I, 1956) great]y influenced the Kremlin's
decision to launch the second attack against the Hungarians
(on November 4). Because of the Suez venture, the United
States propagaadists were unable to eXPloit the Hungarian
tragedy to the full. But although this was a coincidence of
great convenlence to the Kremlin, it is simply not true that
it basically inftuenced their decision. The build-up of
Russian armour in north-east Hungary had been going on
for several days before Eden announced his ultimatum to
Egypt.
Between October 23 and November 4, the working people
of Hungary had spontaneous]y organised their own power
through their Councils. To these Councils they immediate)y
gave the greatest possible extension. These autonomous

The network of Workers' and Peasants' Councils which
sprang up spontaneously was the biggest single gain of the
Hungarian Revolution. This was the great historical significance of Hungary '56. This has immortalised the Hungarian
people. By the end of October. government by Workers'.
Councils was virtually a fact. This is the simple yet powerfuJ
truth that evaded so many at the time-and since.
ln their decision to crush this little country. the Kremlin's
logic was . cold, consistent and ruthless.
They cou Id not
tolerate, on their very doorstep, a country in which ordinary
people were. for the first time in history. running their own
affairs and were moreover advancing, in giant steps, towards
genuine equality. lt could not be tolerated because of the
example it would have given to the other oppressed • satellite '
peoples already seething with discontent. To allow the Revolution to triumph meant to allow its influence to be felt and
acted upon by the working class of Czechoslovakia. Rumania
and Yugoslavia. The workers in these countries were suffering eXPloitation similar to that from which the Hungarians
had freed themselves. To allow the Revolution to develop
would have meant giving an immense impetus to the movement in Poland which for a month had extracted concession
after concession from the Polish bureaucracy as well as
from the Kremlin.
Finally, Revolution in Hungary .c'iu~ ~not be tolerated
because of the example it might ·set to the great subieet
people on its north-eastern borders-in the Soviet Union
itself. That Russian soldiers were handing over weapons
to Hungarian revolutionaries (and, in some cases. actually
joining their ranks) must have chilled the spines of Krushchev
and his henchmen. If sections of the Red Army proved
unreliable in putting down a • foreign' uprising, how would
the army react to a similar uprising in Russia itself. Of such
stuff were nightrnares made 1

94. The Qlnese Commlllllst&now reproach the Ruulans wlth not ha'rins
acted vlgorously enough ln suppresslng the Hungarlan Rnoludon 1
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The Meaning of The Hungarian Revolution
" The emanclpatlon of the workers eontalns
unlvenal human emanclpadon - and lt eontains
thl1 beeause the whole of buman servitude is
lnvolved ln the relation of the worker to
production. Every reladon of servitude 11 bat a
modification and-consequence of thls reladon."
K. Marx. Economie and Philosophie Manuscript« 0844).

When the Hungarians -were finally crushed, the Western
crocodile began to weep. But it leered as it wept.
We have already seen how, in the West, • political' comment was centred upon the nationallstic aspects of the
Revolution, no matter how trivial. Why were Western
politicians so selective in their support and so parsimonious
in their praise for Hungary's October 1 Basically because
they were opposed both to its methods and to its aims.
" The view prevailing among United States officiais was
that • evolution ' towards freedom in Eastern Europe would
be better for ail concemed than ' revolution ', though nobody
was saying this publicly ", wrote the New York Times
(October 27. 1955). And as to ends. can anyone imagine the
President of the United States, the House of Representatives,
the British Prime Minister, Her Majesty's Gevemment, Her
Majesty's Loyal Opposition, the T.U.C.'s General Secretary
or Her Majesty's trade union leadership supporting the
fundamental social, economic and political aims of the Hungarian Revolution 1 What capitalist government could
genuinely support a people demanding • workers' management of industry ' and already beginning to implement this
on an increasing scale 1 Such governments might go to
war to protect their own class interests. One.cannot conceive
of them going to war to protect the interests of a Revolution
which showed every sign of making both them and their
bureaucratic counterparts in the East redundant. For, as
Peter Fryer wrote. the Hungarian Revolution showed " the
ability of ordinary working men and women to take their
affairs into their own hands and manage them without a
special caste of officiais ".95
Naive observers could not understand why the West,
having • failed' to take a military initiative over Hungary,
did not at least make some political gesture. Shocked noises
they made. in UNO and elsewhere. But an effective political
initiative involved supporting, clarifying and propagating the
most important demands of the Hungarian workers. those
that were the mainspring of the Revolution, in particular the
demand without which it would not have been a people's
rnolution at ail: Workers' Power-a complete change in
the relations of production.
" The relations of production (boss-worker ; managermanaged : order-giver--order-taker) remain the basis of the
class structure of any society. In ail countries of the world
these relations are capitalist relations because they are based
on wage labour."88 The Hungarian working class attempted
to transcend class society by striking at the very roots of the
social system.

Certain Western observers thought their methods 'chaotic'.
They deplored their • absence of organisation •. ·But the
Hungarian workers had instinctively grasped, although perhaps not explicitly proclaimed, that they must break completely with those traditional organisational forms which
had for years entrapped both them and the workin1 class of
the West.' This was their strength. They saw that it meant
breaking with those very institutions which they themselves
had originally created for their emancipation, and which had
later become fetters upon them. New organs of strugg1e
were created: the Workers' Councils which embodied, in
embryo, the new society they were seeking to achieve.
Western 'observers • could hardly be expected to recognise
ail this, or to elaborate on this theme 1
The working class of Western Europei althoug}Î stirred by
the struggle of their Hungarian comrades, remained passive.
Yet, they alone had the power to save the Revolution. They
stood and watched because thev were (and still are) under
the ideological influence of the ' leaderships ' of ' their own '
organisations. The degeneration of these organisations is
not due to • bad leaders ' who ' betray '. " The problem bas
much deeper roots ... The political and trade union organisations of the working class have increasingly adopted the
objectives, methods, philosophy and patterns of organisation
of the very society they were trying to supersede. There bas
developed within their ranks an increasing division between
leaders and led, order-givers and order-talcers. This bas
culminated in the development of a working class bureaucracy which can neither be removed nor controlled. This
bureaucracy pursues objectives of its own."" Once tbis is
perceived and acted upon the days of the bureaucrac:, will
be numbered.
In the organisation of their Workers' Councils and in the
reorganisation of their trade unions, the Hungarians had
shown an awareness of the fact that " the revolutionary
organisation will not be able to fight the tendenc:, towvds
bureaucracy unless it functions itself · according to the princlples of proletarian democracy and in a consciously antibureaucratie manner."98 The VQrious Councils that sprang
up ail over the country had the greatest possible autonomy.
As far as we have been able to discover, no one ever questioned the principle that delegates elected to the Central
Councils should be revocable, at an times. The principle
became an immediate reality, automaticall:, accepted and
acted upon.
The massacre of the Hungarian people, the destruction of
the organisations they had built during their brief spell of
freedom and the re-imposition of total bureaucratic control

95. Peter Feyer, Hun1orian Tr111•d11.

97. Ibid, pp.13-14.
91. Ibid, p.ZO.

96. Quoted from Socialism or Barborism [Solidarll11 pamphlet No. 11, p.3).
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that the objective of the Revolution is not just a change in
· the formai ownership of property but the abolition of ail
special strata in society,. mana&ing the activities of othen
from the outside. It will dépend finally on the realisation.
by working people, of their ability to manage society and of
the urgent need for them to do se. Without this no progress
can be made towards solving the gigantic problems that
confront humanity, not least of which is whether tomorrow
will ever dawn or whether at any moment we shall ail be
destroyed ln a. nuclear holocaust.
Famous intellectuals have written leamed books about the
world's problems in an age when life on earth could be
wiped out by the decisions and actions of infinitesimal
· m.inorities. Because of their particular position within society
few of these intellectuals have dared to speak out and to
proclaim that the solution to these problems implies a profound social revolutlon in which the workina people, the
vut majority of mankind, will take power into their own
bands and proceed to build a society where they are masters
of their fate. They must do this themselves and cannot
delegate the task to anybody. Real freedom depends on
the extent to which this revolutionary task is both understood
and acted upon.

over ail aspects of their lives brought an end to an era: the ·
era during which the Russian bureaucracy had part1Y.
succeecled--despite Stalin-in passing themselves off , as
defenders of Socialism and as champions of the working
class. Now it would never be the same again 1
The Hùngarian Révolution of October 1956, wrote its
message in the blood of thousands of ordinary working
people, particularly the youth, The messaae is that, today,
the claas struale throughout the world is not one between
East and West, between Labour and Tory, or between
emplo)'el'I and trade union leaders, It is the struule of
the working class for its mon emancipation. lt is the struule
of the workina class aaainst all the bureaucratie reaimes,
institutions and ideoloaies, whlch, in both East and West,
obstruct its road to freedom.
Whatever we choose to call the new society we aspire
~e
classless society in which men are truly free to
deftlop to the full, and to manage ail aspects of their lives
-its establishment will depend on several essentials. It
ril depend on a clifferent and entirely new attitude to
• leàdenbip ' from that prevaillng in the traclitional oraanisatioDI of the ' left ' toc!Q,. lt will depend on an undentandina
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Appendix 1

Resolution of the Writers' Union
(read to the crowd at the Bem statue, October 23, 1956)
"We have arrived at an historic tuming point. We shall
not be able to acquit ourselves well in this revolutionary
situation unless the entire Hungarian working people rallies
round us in discipline. The leaders of the Party and the State
have so far failed to present a workable programme. The
people responsible for this are those who, instead of expanding Socialist democracy, are obstinately organising themselves
with the aim of restoring the Stalin and Rakosi regime of
terror in Hungary. We, Hungarian writers, have formulated
these demands of the Hungarian nation in the following
seven points :
(1 > We want an independent national policy based on
the principle of Socialism. Our relations with ail countries.
and with the U.S.S.R. and the People's Democracies in the
first place. should be regulated on the basis of the principle
of equality. We want a review of inter-State treaties and
economic agreements in the spirit of the equality of national
rights. (This was a clear reference to the uranium mines at
Pecs-discovered eighteen months earlier. The Russians
called them ' bauxite mines '. A.A.)

(2> An end must be put to national minority policles
which disturb friendship between the people. We want true
and sincere friendship with our allies-the U.S.S.R. and the
. Peoples' Democracies. This can be realised only on the basis
of Leninist principles.

run

(4) Factories must be
by workers and specialists. The
present humiliating system of wages, norms, social security
conditions, etc., must be reformed. The trade unions must ·
be the true representatives of the interests of the Hungarian
working class.

(5) Our peasant policy must be put on a new basis.
Peasants must be given the right to decide their own fate,
freely. The political and economic conditions for free membership in the co-operatives must be created. The présent
system of deliveries to the State and of tax payment must
be gradually replaeed by a system ensuring free Socialist
production and exchange of goods.
(6) If these points are to materialise, there must be
changes of structure and of personnel in the leadership of
the Party and the State. The Rakosi clique, which is seeking
restoration, must be removed front- our political life. Imre
Nagy, a pure and brave Communist," who enjoys the confidence of the Hungarian people, and all those who have
systematically fought for Socialist democracy in recent years,
must be given the posts tbey deserve. At the same time, a
resolute stand must be made against all counter-revolutionary
attempts and aspirations.
(7) The evolution of the situation demands that the
Pe9ples' Patriotic Front should assume the political representation of the working strata of Hungarian society. Our
electoral system must correspond to the demands of Socialist
democracy. The people must elect their representatives in
Parliament, in the Council, and in all autonomous organs
of administration, freely and by secret ballot."

(3) The country's economic position must be clearly
stated. We shall not be able to émerge from this crisis
unless ail workers, peasants and intellectuals can play their
proper part in the political, social and economic administration of the country.
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Appendix Il
and was severely wounded in 1937. At the end of the
Spanish Civil War he tried to get back to Hungary, via
France, but was interned. He escaped from France in 1941.
tried to enter Hungary but was arrested and imprisoned.
When released he became secretary of the underground
Communist Party section in Budapest. Captured by the
Germans in 1944 and sentenced to death. The sentence was
not carried out. but he was sent to the notorious iail of
Sopronkëhida and later to a concentration camp in Germany.
After his return to Hungary. at the end of the war. he
became Minister of the Interior and was soon dreaded and
hated for his ruthless violence. He was arrested on the
orders of his 'comrades' in May 1949. His trial began on
September 16. 1949. The main charge was that he had
been spying for Tito's secret police. But he was also charged
with spying for the American F.B.I. and for the Gestapo.
with "attempting to overthrow the democratic order of
Hungary ". with war crimes. sedition. conspiracy, and a host
of other charges. He pleaded guilty and was hanged.
Mat11as Rakosi was born in 1892. His father was a poultry
merchant. When young he decided on a career in the
Austro-Hungarian Consular Service. Went to London to
perfect his English and worked as a bank clerk. Returned
to Hungary iust before the outbreak of World War I. joined
the Army, got a commission. was sent to the Russian front
and was taken prisoner. As a P.O.W. he became an ardent
supporter of the Bolsheviks. It is said that he met lenin in
1918 and that they became friendly. Returned to Hungary
in 1918 and worked with Bela Kun. When the Kun Government collapsed. he fted to Austria where he worked for the
Comintern.
In 1924 he returned to Hungary to réorganise the Communist Party. For this he was soon arrested by Horthy's
police and was sentenced to death. This caused uproar
from certain circles in the West and as a result the sentence
was èommuted to eight years' imprisonment.
He was
released in 1935. but was later re-arrested and tried for his
part in the 1919 revolution. Athis trial he gained a réputation throughout the world for being fearless and outspoken.
He and bis lawyer-Rustem Vémbéry-used the dock with
great skill to accuse the Horthy regime. In doing so, they
showed a courage rarelv seen in Fascist countries. This was
particularly remarkable in Rakosi, who had already spent
more than ten years in some of Hungary's worst prisons.
He was sentenced to life imprisonment.
Following the Hitler-Stalin pact, the Horthy régime agreed
to send Rakosi Cand Zoltan Vas) to Russia in exchange for
some ftags captured by the Russians in 1849. Rakosi becarne
a close ' friend • of Stalin which added greatly to his 'standing·
in the Communist hierarchy.
During World War II. Rakosi organised the indoctrination
of Hungarian P.O.W.s and was in charge of Russian radio
propaganda to Hungary. He was a naturalised Russian when
he returned to Hungary with bis Mongolian wife after the
war. ln Hungary be became one of the most ruthless tyrants
of history. Copied Stalin's personality myth-buildina methods.
and was always referred to as "our father and great master.
Stalin's greatest Hungarian pupil ". On August 11. 1963.
Communist Party headquarters in Budapest reported that
Rakosi had recently died in Russia.

Brief Historu of Personalities

Erno Gero, imprisoned in 1919, after the fall of the Kun
regime. Fought in Spain from 1936 until the Republican
collapse, Went to Moscow and became a Russian citizen.
After World War II he retumed to Hungary and led the
Party until his friend, Rakosi, arrived.
Janos Kadar was bom in 1910. His parents were farm
workers. He had little education and became a locksmith.
At nineteen, he joined the youth movement of the illegal
Communist party. Served several short terms of imprisonment. Under the Communist regime after the war, he was
made a Police oflicer. His rise in the hierarchy was then
rapid. After the merger of the communist and socialist
parties, he was made a member of the Politbureau. Two
months later he became Minister of the Interior. But in
mid l9S0 he was dismissed. Nine months later he was reelected to the Central Committee and the Politbureau.
Short)y after this he ' disappeared '.
Bela Kun was a prisoner of war in Russia during World
War I. He was released by the Bolsheviks and took part in
the Revolution. Author of The Second International in
Dissolution, Marmm versus Social Democracu, Lenin on the
I.L.P.: published in English by Modem Books Ltd.
Pdl Ma1'ter was an oflicer of the regular army during the
inter-war years. In World War Il, he was one of Horthy's
highly-trusted persona! guards until 1943, when he was
sent to the Russian Front. He was taken prisoner and soon
after joined a Russian-organised brigade of partisans. After
a six-months' course he was made commander of a partisan
group. In 1944, he parachuted into northem Hungary and
fought the Nazis until Russian troops arrived. He reioined
the Hungarian Army in 194S with the rank of major and
then joined the Communist Party. When the Republic was
proclaimed in 1946, Maléter was made a lifeguard of its
President, Zoltan Tildy. Tildy was arrested in 1948, and
Maléter rejoined the regular army. In 19Sl he was promoted
colonel and put in comrnand of an armoured division. He
also was given the task of training all armoured divisions
including the training of oflicer-cadets at the school in Tata.
In 19S2, he was moved to the Ministry of Defence and at the
end of the year he was given the post of Commander of
the Works Brigades.
Imre Nagy was bom in 1896, of Calvinist peasants. He
had an elementary education, but became a professer in both
Rostov and Budapest and a member of the Huniarian
Academy. In 191S he was conscripted into the Army. Later
taken prisoner by the Russians.
He saw the Revolution and joined the Russian Communist
Party in 1918. Returned to Hungary in 1921 and worked
underground against the Horthy régime. In 1927 he was
arrested, but escaped to Austria a year later. He went back
to Russia in 1930 and became a Russian citizen. On his
return to Hungary in 1944, he became a founder-member
of the ' new • regime.
Laszlo Rajk was born in 1909, in Transylvania. His father
was a cobbler. He joined the Communist Party when a
student at Budapest University. At the age of 23, he was
imprisoned for his part in a ' Communist conspiracy • at the
University. Released and worked for some time as a manual
labourer. Fought in the International Brigade, in Spain.
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Appendix
Diary for 1
Jan11ary 1. 1957-
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9S 7

January Il, 1957-

ln a New Year message. Miklos Samogyi, President of the
recently • re-organised ' National Council of Free Trade
Unions, appeals to the miners: " Miners, we beg of you
to give us more coal ! " The miners gave • them ' more
coal-more coal left in the pits !
lanuaru 3. 1957The miners of Tatabanya (production since the second
Russian attack eut to 3~~ of normal) asain out on strike,
this time in protest against the arrest of 12 brother miners.
Néps:abadsdg reports · large quantities ' of arms and
ammunition found hidden in a pitshaft entrance, in the
mining town of Varpolata.
January 4. 1957A military court sentences a 25-year-old transport worker
to death for being in illégal possession of arms on October
30. 1956--i.e .. before the Kadar Government even existed !
/a1111ary 5. 1957After a visit to Budapest. N. S. Krushchev states : "ln
Hunxary, everything is now in order."
J am,ary 6. 1957- -Kadar issues stotement on the • major tasks' of the Government: .. Russian troops will remain in Hungary for the
time being, in order to repel the whole imperialist attack
... The question of their withdrawal will be a matter of
negotiations between the U.S.S.R. and Hungary." The
statement hailed the establishment of the Workers'
Councils as .. one of the great achievements of the regime ",
but in future. their function was to be changed slightly.
They were to ensure that .. the workers adhere strictly to
Government decisions ... Due to severe intimidation. with
many of their comrades arrested and some believed to have
been already executed. members of Workers' Councils now
begin to resign,
Jan11ary 8. 1957The Central Workers' Council of Czepel resians and issues
the following statement :
.. lt was the ballowed évents of the October 23 Revolution
of the Hungarian people that brought us into being so
thar we could build an independent, free and democratic
Hungary, and establish the basis for a way of life free from
fear.
.. The events that have taken place in the meantime. however, have prevented us from fulfilling our mandate. We
are to have no other role than 10 carry out the orders
of the Government. We cannot carry out orders that
oppose our mandate. We cannot sit passively when members of Workers' Councils are being arrested and harassed.
and when the entire work of the Workers' Councils is
branded as • counter-revolutionary '. For these reasons.
and regardless of our personal fate, we have unanimously
decided to resign our mandate.
.. Our decision does not mean that we are trying to evade
responsibility,
lt is our opinion that our continued
existence would help to deceive our comrades. We therefore return our mandate to the workers."
January 9. 1957lndustrial troubles. strikes and démonstrations, flare up
more violently in ail parts of the country.
January 10. 1957Workers demonstrate in Czepel against the installation of
a Government Commissioner and a director in the engineering works. The militia. reinforced by Russian troops.
is called in. Workers dispersed after three hours of fighting, Situation in Czepel so grave that Government issues
order forbidding newspaper reporters to visit island.

0fficial statement issued that one killed and six iniured
in • disturbances ' at the Czepel engineering works.
January 13, 19570fficial announcement over radio that, due to continuin&
' counter-revolutionary' activity in industry, Summary
Courts to be siven additional power to impose the death
sentence for almost any act against the Kadar Govemment.
ln addition to the death sentence for anyone calling a
strike, the new decree declares it illegal for workers even
to discuss possible strike action.
/anuary 15, 1957•• The Central Council of the Hungarian Workers has issued
a manifesto addressed to the workers. lt says that against
the terror of the Russian rulers, assisted by their Hungarian
henchmen, there is only one thing to be done---to fight to
the bitter end. lt is a question of • to be or not to be •
the statement adds. Because of the terrer, however, and
the death penalty even for distributing leaftets, the Council
exhorts the workers to spread all news concerning the
underground by word of mouth. Sabotage ana passive
resistance are the order of the day. Strikes and go-slow
tactics are recommended." (The Times).
/anuary 17, 1957The Writers' Union dissolved by decree.
January 19, 1957The Union of Journalists dissolved by decree.
Janos Szabo, the elderly worker who played a orominent
part in the Szena Square battles, executed.
January 21, 1957" The waves of arbitrary arrests continue. Hundreds of
members of Revolutionary Councils are in prison. During
the last week there have been a number of iudses who
have resigned in protest against what they called the
farce of this jurisdiction." (The Times).
January 25, 1957Statement by the Ministry of Interior (over Budapest
Radio) that the writers Gyula Hay, Domokos Varga, Tibor
Tardes, Zoltan Roth and Balazs Lengyel, and the joumalists Sandor Novobaczky and Pal Letay, have been arrested
and charged with partlcipating in • counter-revolutionary'
activities .
fanuary 27, 1957Police announce that another 35 people have been arrested
today in Budapest. Minister of State, Marosan, declares
that " the insurrection was organised by international
imperialism ".
January 29, 1957In a speech to the • trade unions '. Kadar says he bas
"never relied on his Government being popular with the
Hungarian people" .
Radio Budapest announces that the Govemment llas
• suspended' the activity of the Workers' Council of Railwaymen.
Februaru 3. 1957Marosan repeats the threats he made at the end of Decem, ber: the Government " will create a climate of terror for
the enemies of the people ".
February 5, 1957Discussions between the public prosecutors, the Minister
of State (Marosan) and the Minister of the lnterior
(Milnnich). Decision to introduce new measures aimed at
" the restoration of discipline and public order ". The
amnesty promised by Kadar on November 4 for ail
• counter-revolutionaries ' who laid down their arms is
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Mar, l, 1957ln a May Day speech, Marosan pays tribute to Kadar for
" creating the conditions that have made possible the
existence of the Party and of socialist Hungary ".
Mar, 3, 1957The trade union paper Nepakarat reports the arrest of a
" counter-revolutionary band " of nine workers in the
Nograd area. They are accused of obstructing Russian
tanks from entering the industrial town. of Solgotorjan.
Ma11 10-11. 1957. .
Meeting of National Assembly •. Kadar says: " The task
of the leaders is not to put lnto èffect the wlshes of the
masses . • • the leaders' task is · to realise the interests
of the masses •.• ln the recent pàst,."we have encountered
the phenoinenon of certain categories of workers acting
against thelr own interests ••. If the wlshes of the masses
do not coincide with progress, then they must be led in
another direction."
June 20. 1957Announcement that Joseph Gali. and Gyula Obersovsky
have now been sentenced to deatlt: Other prison sentences
of accused in the same trial are raised.
June 25, 19570fficial communiqué announces the re-trial of the writers
Gali and Obersovsky. ln the meantime. death sentences
suspended.
June 27. 1957National Conference of .the ' Socialist Workers' Party '
opens in Budapest. Kadar gives a report on the general
situation-couples Nagy with Rakosi as " guilty of
treason ".
June 29, 1957National Conference ends. A resolution condemning the
"counter-revolution attempt of October-November 1956"
admits that it is not yet defeated: " Those who have committed crimes and continue to undermine the .people's
regime, will be severely punished ". Tribute is paid to
" the brotherly help of the Soviet -Union ".
Jul11 4. 1957Death sentences on Gali and Obersovsky quashed by the
Budapest Supremé Court. They are sentenced instead to
life and fifteen years' imprisonment respectively.
Jul11 9, 1957Nér,izabadsdg reports that police had to be called in to
put an end to strike of building workers which started on
June 5, at Sajoszent-Peter, for a wages increase.
Jul11 25. 1957ln a speech. Minister of State, Marosan. says hundreds of
arrests made during recent weeklj_ ..• also that the Soviet
Union has agreed to the Hungarian Govemment's request
that Rakosi should remain in exile in the U.S.S.R.
Au11ust 7, 1957Announcement that there is to be a trial of seven workers
who have been charged with " counter-revolutionary "
activities in the Tatabanya coalfields. where strikes and
" industrial unrest " continue.
Ausust 20. 1957.
Purge of schoolteachers in Miskolc.
Nepakarat reports speech by Sandor Gaspar, Secretary of
the • Council of Free Trade Unions ', · during which he
said: " Absenteeism. unpunctuality and unjustified early
departure from work. have increased in factories during
the last months ".
September 1. 1957Third volume of the official White Book published in
Budapest. This gives the total number of • comrades '
killed during the revolution as 201 (166 members of the
A.V.O., 26 Party officials-including people working for
the A.V.0.-and 9 civilians).
Celebrating • Miners' Day ' at Tatabanya, Kâdar admits
that the " October mood " still prevails among the miners.

withdrawn. (On)y very fe'! .P.eople. bad !>ee!1 taken in.
They had paid for their gullibahty wath thear lives.)
Februarr, 13, 1957.
.
Newspapers celebrate the 12th annaversary of Russaan
troops' entry into Budapest.
Pebrut1111 18, 19S7,
"th
One of Kadar's promises, given at the meeting wa
workers' delegates on November 17, is to be fulfilled. A
" workers' militia " is to be established ••• fQr the purpose
of " maintaining discipline among the workers ".
Pe""""11 21, 1957.
Bela Barta. accused of "organislng demonstrations on
December 10, as a result of which people were killed and
injured" (by Kadar's police l) is sentenced to 14 years'
imprisonment by a tribunal at Miskolc.
Februt1111 21-23, 1957Violent clashes between workers and police, sparked off
by re-erection of red stars over industrial plants in Budapest.
PebruarJI 26, 1957Beahming of two-day conference of the' Provisional Central Committee' of the Socialist Workers' Party, ln a
loq resolution, part of the section dealing with how the
unions are to 'serve' the workers, states: " We reject
as reactionary the demand that trade unions should be
indepeadent of both the Party and the Workers' and
Peasants' Government, and the demand for the right to
strike in defiance of the Workers' State ".
March S, 1957Gyula Kallai, Minister of Culture. decJares that a
" systematic ideological propagaada is necessary to liberate
the intellectuals from counter-revolutionary influences ".
March 6, 1957A new literary weekty Mtlll1larosq·is published in Budapest
to replace lrodalmi Uistlll Oiterary gazette of the dissolved
Writers' Union). lt announces the formation of new literary
club, Tancsis, to replace the Petofi Circle.
March 17, 1957Announcement tbat a Communist Youth organisation is
to be formed.
Mœch 20, 1957Ministry of lnterior issues order that persons " dangerous
to the State or to public security " are liable to " forced
residence " at places specified by the authorities.
March 23, 1957Minister of State, Maros.ln, states at a meeting in Czepel
that Russian troops will remain in Hungary "as long as
the interests of the workers require their presence ".
March 27, 1957At a press conference, Marosan declares that " although
the counter-revolutionaries have ·suffered defeat •.• some
disturbing elements still remain to be eliminated ".
April 8, 1957At a trial in Budapest, three of the accused are sentenced.
Playwright, Joseph Gali, and ioumalist, Gyula Obersovsky,
cbarged with publisbing an illegal journal and • agitation ',
are sentenced to l and 3 three years respectively. (But
see below: June 20, 25 and July 4).
April 17, 1957Radio Budapest announces that " counter-revolutionary "
Miklos Olach, aged 21. has been executed at Borsod for
" killing an officer of the Hungarian Army ".
April 20, 1957.
Ministry of lnterior issues a communiqué that the writer.
Tibor Dery, has been arrested and charged with "behaviour
prejudicial to the security of the State ".
April 29, 1957Announcement that Minister of State, Marosan, has been
appointed First Secretary of the Budapest section of the
'Socialist Workers' Party'.
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Septemb1tr 17, 19S7- .
Néps:abadsâg scolds factory managen who throw on to
the Govemment the responsibility for " tightenlng norms
and reducing wages ", instead of. " eXplainin1 that such
unpopular decisions are made in the interests of the
workers ".
Sept,mlwr 21-23. 19S7Marosan makes speeches in several parts of Budapest,
including the Technical . Univenity.
"If there are any
demonstrations on October 23, those taking part will be
severely punished." As if to add empbasis to this, be
adds that 1,200 people were arrested in July.
September 29, 19S7At Kecskemet. Deputy Premier Antal Apro anriounces that
the remaining Workers Councils are to be replaced by
" works couneils, under the leadership .:,f the trade
unions".
· ., .... ·
October IS. 19S7. .
. ..
Néps:abadsdg repeats threats of heavy Pêllàldes for aJiy
persan who " disturbs the peace " on October 23. and
emphasises the need for "increased vigilance".
October 16. 19S7Marosan again wams students aaainst any demonstrations
on October 23.
October 23. 1957-Budapest and other cities had a calm day.
A.V.O. out on the streets in (U"eat numben.
Russian troops standinll by.

Noonnber 2. 19S7Budapest City .Councll decides to erect a statue of Lenin
--on the pedestal at the pllnth in City Park where bad .
stood the 26 ft. bronze statue of Stalin, pulled down by
demonstrators on Octobèr 23. 19S6.
The Hunaarian Writers' Association Abroad receives
reports of a secret trial of Gyula Hay, Tibor Dery, Zoltan
Zelk and Tibor Tardos.
November 3, 19S1Writlna ln N'1,nabcu/8dg, the Minister of the Interior,
· Pereno Milnnich, reports on the first year's achievements
of the ICadar Govemment.
He attacks the Workers'
Councils whicb " were led by class-allen elements .•. lt
is necessary to replace this whole set-up by new organisations as soon as passible ".
.·

Noonnber 13, 1957Radio Bâdapest announces tbat the trial of the writers
(held in camerà siàce the beainnin1 of the month) bu
· ended, The. verdict of the Supreme Court is : Tibor Dery
(aged 63) sentenced to nine years' imprisonment : Gyula
Hay (57) six years: Zolt!ID Zellt (Sl) three years: and Tibor
Tardos li montbs. . .Report that during the proceedinas,
Dery and Hay declared that if a similar situation were to
arise tocta,, they would act exact)y as they did in October
1956.

NONfflber 17, 19570fflcial announcement that all remaining Workers' Councils
are to be abolished forthwith.
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GEORGE MntES. Thr Hun1arian Reuolution, Andre Deutsdl.
1957.
AMAND M1sHRA. East European Crisis of Stalininn, Calcutta,
1957.
HUBERT RIPltA. Eastern Europe in the Poit-war World,
Methuen, 1961,
The Road of Our People's DemocrtlCI/, Hunprian News and
Information Senrices, June 1952.
HUGH SETON-WATSON. Eastern Europe, 1918-1941, Cambridge, 1945.
HUGH SETON-WATSON. The East European Revolution,
Methuen, 1950.
G. N. SHUSTEll. ln Silence l Speak, Gollancz, 1956•

L. B. BAIN. The Reluctant Sat~lUtes, Macmillan, New York,
1960.
NoEL BARBEJL A Handful of Ashes, Wingate, 1957.
HUGO DEWAR & DANIEL NORMAN, Rer,olution and CounterRer,olution in Eastern Europe, Socialist Union of Central
Eastern Europe, 1957.
PETER FRYEJL Hungarian Traged11, Dobson Books Ltd .. 1956.
YGAEL GLUCJCSTEIN. Stalin's Satellites in Europe, Allen &
Unwin, 1952.
Al>JiiUBAL NICHOLAS HORTHY, Memoirs, Hutchinson, 1956.
-The Hungarian Workers' Rer,olution, Syndicalist Workers
Federation, 1956.
.ALEXANDRA KoLLONTAI. The Workers' Opposition, Solidarity
Pamphlet No. 7.

Socialism or Barbarinn. Solidarity Pamphlet

No. 11.

Newspapers & Periodicals
Prar,da
Scanteia (Rumanian

Continental News Services
Dail11 Worker

Socialisme ou Barbarie

The Economist

S0lidarit11
S:abad Nep (Hunprian CP daily)

The Guardian
lrodalmi Uisaa aiteran, Gazette)

The Times

The Nation
Nemzetor (Monthly of the Hunprian Freedom Fishten)
Nepakarat ('Official'

CP daily)

Hungarian

Tribune
World News and Viewi

T.U. newspaper)

Neue Zürcher Zeitung
New York Times
Matyas Bajor and five other young Freedom

The Observer

interviewed

Polish Facts and Figures

Fighters

in London by the author, in January,

were

1957.
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for years to corne ail important questions for revolutionaries
will boil
down to simple queries : Are you for or against the programme of
the Hungarian Revolution ? Are you for or against workers' management of production ? Are you for or against the rule of the Workers'

Councils?

1

'

From the first day of the revolution, a truly pi'oletarian movement had
expressed itself in the spontaneous formation of Councils ail over
Hunsarv. These Councils, partially isolated by the Red Army, immediately sought to federate. By the end of the first week, they had virtually,
established a Republic of Councils. Only rheir authority meant anything,
The Government, regardless of the fact that Nagy was at its head, had
no authority whatsoever.

Certain Western observers thousht their rriethods 'chaotic ', They
deplored their 'absence of ,organisation'. But the Hungarian workers
had instinctively grasped, althousb perhaps not explicitly proclaimed,
that rhey must break completely with those traditional organisational
forms which had for years entrapped both them and the working class
"O{ the We~. This was their strength, Théy saw that it meant breaking
wlth those J;ery institutions which they thérnselves had originally created
for their emancipation, and which had later become fetters upon' them.
New organs of struggle were created : the Workers Councils which
embodied. in ernbryo, the new society they were seeking to achieve.
Western · observers' could hardly be expected to recognise ail this, 01
to elaborate on this theme !
Delegations leaving the Town Hall for other Counclls crossed deputations
.coming in from the various local groups and committees. The noise and
bustle inside the Town Hall reminded one of the seeming chaos of a
disturbed ants' nest. Shouldered rifles got caught up with shouldered
ftags. Arm-banded people holding documents jostled their way through
thronged corridors. People filled the rooms. As one walked along the
corridors one knew from the various sounds coming from the rooms
that this was a real people's movement-a cairn male voice, the shrill
ring of a telephone, the excited tones of a girl, uproar, laughter, booing,
swearing, applause.

While the idea of collective farms could be profoundly socialist, collective
ownership only has a socialist content provided the association of peasants
is freely arrived at. If, as was the case prior to October 23. agricultural
workers are forced into collectives, if they do not themselves determine
their work in common but have to carry out orders of officiais who don't
work, if their standard of living does not increase, if the differentials
between their incomes and those of the bureaucracy are great and grow
greater, then such collectives have nothing whatever to do with socialism.
They can in fact prove to be instruments for a • rationalised ' and
intensified form of exploitation.
Through the long summer davs the debate smouldered on. While the
firefties danced animatedly among the trees of the countryside, fascinaring
ideas about freedom ftew about the meetings in the towns. Tens"l()n
mixed strangely with a holiday mood. The whole mon th was like "a
heavy summer evening : the sun still glowing eerily through the dark
purple clouds of a threatening storm. Familiar obiects seemed out of
perspective and took on a different shape and colour. In private rooms
and public meeting places an ominous feeling of destiny pervaded the
air. The intellectuals seemed to sense the 'dangers' inherent in their
ideas. Yet they felt compelled to carry on, on to whatever ends free
expression might Jead them,

for thelr protection, ruling mlnorltles always staff thelr police forces
with men whose minds only work one way. The A.V.O. men knew
only one answer. Machine-guns flred. The Hungarlan Revolutlon had
begun.
In the Society they were glimpsing through the dust and smoke of the
battle in the streets, there would be no Prime Minister, no government
of professional politicians, and no officiais or bosses ordering them about.

